
Appendix D: Community Engagement Summary (In Progress)

Advisory Groups Who Informed the Plan 

Two advisory committees, an Executive Oversight Committee (EOC) and a Community Advisory 
Committee (CAC), were convened by the project team to provide feedback to the project team throughout 
the project. Committee feedback and what was shared by the public helped to shape future public 
involvement and the plan itself.  The EOC was comprised of City staff leaders from multiple 
departments including Planning and Public Works (Transit, Stormwater, Streets).

Community Advisory Committee (CAC): 
During this transformative transportation planning process, the ConnectCOS Community Advisory 
Committee (CAC) served as a sounding board and critical conduit between the broader community and the 
project team. The representatives were from various sectors and organizations based in Colorado Springs. 
They helped disseminate project information to their networks and provided critical insights at major 
technical milestones to assist the City in decision-making. The role and commitment of the CAC was an 
invaluable element of this two-year planning effort.  

Figure 1: A diagram demonstrating the roles and responsibilities of the CAC.

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) group meetings were held at key milestones to vet essential project information 
in advance of upcoming public engagement activities. The CAC comprises influential community members with 
community leadership roles within their organizations or networks. Participation includes groups representing a diverse 
range of interests, including but not limited to City Council, education, businesses/employers, urban design, health care, 
social services, environmental, hospitality and tourism, recreation, mobility and transportation, registered neighborhood 
organizations, City staff, and urban development. 

Table 3. CAC Meeting Schedule  
For each meeting held, the table includes the meeting purpose and a link to the meeting summary on the ConnectCOS 
project website (https://coloradosprings.gov/project/connectcos).  

Meeting Date Meeting Purpose Materials 
June 24, 2020 • Establish the group’s charter - CAC role and

responsibilities 
• Develop a common project understanding,

CAC Meeting 1 Summary 
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Meeting Date Meeting Purpose Materials 
• Provide a look ahead - major technical

milestones
• Discuss and refine the draft project goals

December 3, 2020 • Review community input-to-date
• Review technical analysis aka, State of the

System 
• Provide a look ahead

CAC Meeting 2 Summary 

April 12, 2021 • To provide an update on the public and
technical process and hear directly from CAC
Committee members.

• To share a look ahead and explain how we apply
what we have learned to develop project
recommendations.

CAC Meeting 3 Summary 

July 19, 2021 • Establish common understanding of where we
are in the technical process.

• Report out on feedback received to date.
• Encourage / promote digital engagement

participation from CAC and their constituents.
• Engage CAC members in offering insight and

feedback to goal framework areas and their
relation to the critical corridors.

CAC Meeting 4 Summary 

October 12, 2021 • Provide an update on public involvement and
recent community survey

• Establish common understanding of where the
project team is in the technical process

• Inform CAC members on project development
and collect feedback

CAC Meeting 5 Summary 

November 17, 2021 • Review Project Development
• Discussion of Critical Corridors Examples
• Provide Next Steps

CAC Meeting 6 Summary 

April 14, 2022 • Provide a project status update
• Report on previous feedback collected
• Provide an overview of the next round of public

engagement
• Provide next steps and project schedule

CAC Meeting 7 Summary 

August 1, 2022  • Project update CAC Meeting 8 Summary 

Table 4. List of Community Advisory Committee Members  

First Name  Last Name  Organization  

Mark  Hopewell  Active Transportation Advisory Committee  

**Nicole  Odell  Bike Colorado Springs  

**William  Harrell  Citizen Transportation Advisory Board (CTAB)  

**Jill  Gaebler  City of Colorado Springs- Council District 5 

Nancy  Henjum City of Colorado Springs- Council District 5 

Brett  Lacey  City of Colorado Springs Fire Department  

Scott  Lee  City of Colorado Springs Parking Enterprise  

Kate  Brady  City of Colorado Springs Planning/Bicycle  
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First Name  Last Name  Organization  

**Pat  Rigdon  City of Colorado Springs Police Department  
**John  Lauer  Colorado College  
Shane  Ferguson  Colorado Department of Transportation 

**Aidan  Ryan  Colorado Springs Airport  

**Bud Geng Colorado Springs Airport 

**Kristine Andrews Colorado Springs Airport 

**Rachel  Beck  Colorado Springs Chamber & EDC  

Chelsea Gondeck Colorado Springs Downtown Partnership 

**Joe  Aldaz  Colorado Springs Hispanic Business Council  

Elena  Nunez  Colorado Springs Utilities  
Sara Vaas Council of Neighborhood Organizations 

**Richard  Strasbaugh  Council of Neighbors and Organizations  

**Len  Kendall  Downtown Partnership  

Victoria  Chavez  El Paso County Public Works  

Rodney Gullatte Firma IT Solutions 

**Spencer Dodge Front Range Passenger Rail Commission 

Carrie  Bartow  Housing and Building Association of Colorado Springs  

Tim  Seibert  Norwood  

**Karen  Palus  Parks, Rec, and Cultural Services  

John  Liosatos  Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG)  

Jim  Godfrey  Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA)  

Cindy  Aubrey  Pikes Peak United Way  

**Brian  Potts  PPACG DoD Liaison  

Ann Werner PPACG DoD Liaison 

Joyce Salazar Rise Coalition 

**Kelsey  Sandella  The Independence Center & Community Transit Coalition  

Jen  Furda  The University of Colorado at Colorado Springs  

Susan  Davies  Trails and Open Space Coalition  

Liz  Robertson  Transit Passenger Advisory Committee  

**Denotes members who transitioned off the CAC throughout the project 

Project Management Team & City Communications Meetings 
Throughout the project, the team met weekly to provide proactive team coordination for managing tasks, upcoming 
activities, public outreach, and next steps. In order to provide seamless communications engagement, the project team 
regularly coordinated with the City of Colorado Spring’s Communications office to develop ongoing strategic messaging 
that keeps the public comprised of the progress, project activities, and engagement opportunities on the ConnectCOS 
project. The project team also supported the City Communications team in proactively communicating with the media 
to provide project updates. 

Public Involvement and Engaging the Broader Community 
Project Kickoff & Partnership Workshop 
At the onset of the study, all project partners, consultants, and city staff convened to develop a shared vision supporting 
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the desired outcomes of the study. The meeting was a critical first step in defining roles and responsibilities in the 
project, the accelerated project schedule, and the multitude of public interests. The meeting revolved around two key 
questions: (1) what do you want to see as an outcome of the study, and (2) how do you define consensus and 
collaboration.  

Stakeholder interviews (August- September 2020): 
In September 2020, the project team conducted stakeholder interviews with community members to gain insights into 
the transportation priorities of the community and the challenges that need to be addressed in ConnectCOS. These 
interviews were held with community leaders, city staff, registered neighborhood organizations, construction and real 
estate developers, community advocacy groups, and members of higher education institutions. Below is a table of the 
interviews conducted. The interview guide is included as Attachment A: Stakeholder Interview Guiding Questions.  

First Name  Last Name  Organization  

Joe Aldaz Colorado Springs Hispanic Business Council 

Cindy Aubrey Pike Peak United Way 

Jen Furda University of Colorado at Colorado Springs 

Jim Godfrey Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) 

Pat Rigdon Colorado Springs Police Department 

Liz Robertson Transit Passenger Advisory Committee 

Joyce Salazar RISE Coalition  

Richard Strasbaugh Council of Neighborhood Organizations  

Community survey through an online map-based tool called Social Pinpoint (August 19 – September 21, 2020): 
Approximately 1,700 Colorado Springs residents responded to the ConnectCOS transportation survey from August 19 
– September 21, 2020. A summary of the results can be found on the project’s website here.

The survey focused on questions regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the City’s current transportation system 
and solicited information related to travel habits and needs of the Colorado Springs community. The results supported 
ConnectCOS early planning efforts and informed future phases of the project. Key highlights from the survey include:  

• 98% of survey respondents had at least one vehicle; however, 65% felt it is extremely important to have
transportation choices such as walking, biking, and taking the bus.

• The community identified the presence of numerous trails as a top strength of the City’s transportation
network.

• Over 50% of respondents felt that it is easy to walk or use a wheelchair to get to the places they need to go
within the City. 

Virtual Public Meeting (February 18, 2021)  
The virtual public meeting allowed participants to quiz themselves on how the public responded to the public survey, 
technical analysis, and traffic patterns. Additional themes and questions from participants include the development and 
overlap of regional rail efforts, bicycle issues, metrics for multi-modal service, consideration of I-25 construction impacts 
on transportation, and use of data from this process for other city departments. A summary of the virtual public meeting 
can be found here.  

Virtual Community Office Hours (April 2021): 
Virtual Office Hours allowed community members to further engage with the project team through an interactive small 
group setting and have their questions answered. They took place over various days and were limited to 15 participants. 
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As part of the registration, community members submitted questions or topics they wanted to cover. A summary of key 
themes from these sessions is included in Attachment B: Summary of Virtual Community Office Hours.  

Community survey through an online tool called Metro Quest (July 15 – August 8, 2021):  
The ConnectCOS digital community survey opened to the public on July 15, 2021, and closed on August 8, 2021. The 
survey asked residents to weigh in on specific strategies for enhancing the City’s transportation system to create more 
safe, efficient, accessible, equitable, sustainable and connected modes of travel. Colorado Springs residents were invited 
to provide input on draft scenarios and priorities to improve the City’s transportation plan. More than 800 Colorado 
Springs residents responded to the survey, representing more than 
fifteen unique zip codes. A summary of the survey responses are 
provided on the project website here.  

Virtual Public Meeting (December 15, 2021): 
Colorado Springs residents were invited to join a joint virtual meeting on December 15, 2021 in coordination with the 
Platte Avenue Corridor Study (PACS). Due to weather, the virtual joint meeting was cancelled and a recording of the 
presentation was posted to the project website. The recording reviewed the project including the integrated planning 
process, goal framework, public feedback provided to date, project list development and critical corridor needs. A digital 
comment card was available to participants and the general public on the project website. Themes from feedback are 
included in Attachment B: Summary of Public Meeting Comments.   

Digital comment card (January 2022): 
In December 2021, the ConnectCOS project team was scheduled to host a virtual public meeting to share information 
about the ConnectCOS project, review analysis, and invite the public to provide feedback. Due to severe weather 
conditions (high speed winds causing internet outages across the City, etc.) the materials were converted to a digital 
presentation and video recording made publicly available on the project website. The Colorado Springs community was 
invited to watch the public meeting recording and then provide their feedback through a digital comment card. The 
comment card remained live on the ConnectCOS project website from December 23, 2021, through January 31, 2022. 
The comment card responses are summarized in the Attachment B: Summary of Public Meeting Comments. 

Stakeholder check-ins (January – May 2022): 
Following the virtual public meeting in December 2021, select stakeholders were invited to meet with the project’s 
technical team in reference to the project’s Major Throughfare Plan and Transit Vision Network aspects of 
ConnectCOS. Each stakeholder meeting required coordinating scheduling logistics and the preparation of specific 
materials to be presented to each group.  

Table 5. Stakeholder Meetings 

First Name  Last Name  Organization 
Mayor John Suthers City of Colorado Springs 

Councilman Randy Helms City of Colorado Springs City Council 

Figure 2: A graphic showing the fifteen unique zip codes of 

people who participated in the survey.
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Councilman Wayne Williams City of Colorado Springs City Council 

Tim Siebert  Norwood 

HBA 

Ann Werner  Joint Land Use Committee/ Peterson Air Force 
Base 

Victoria Chavez El Paso County 

Nicole Odell Bike Colorado Springs 

Chelsea Gondeck Downtown Partnership of COS 

Liz Robertson Transit Passenger Advisory Committee 

Colorado Motor Carriers Association 

ConnectCOS Comment Card Community Stakeholder Meetings (February- March 2022) 
In addition to stakeholder meetings, the ConnectCOS project team met with community members who requested a 
meeting with the project team as part of their digital comment card submission. Six members of the public requested a 
meeting with the ConnectCOS project team; however, due to scheduling constraints the team was only able to meet 
with three ConnectCOS community members.  

Before each ConnectCOS stakeholder meeting, the project team reviewed each comment card response to respond 
and plan each meeting to be responsive to specific stakeholder comments and concerns.    

Table 6. Comment Card Community Stakeholder Meeting Schedule & Participants 

Meeting Date First Name  Last Name  
February 28, 2022 Rick  Boyer 

March 1, 2022 Peter Frantz 

March 8, 2022  Patricia Coughlin 

CTAB Presentation (May 2022): 
Lastly, in preparation for the public open houses, the ConnectCOS project team presented a summary of the proposed 
upcoming open house for the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board (CTAB) on Tuesday, May 3, 2022. The 
ConnectCOS team developed a small presentation to provide information about the upcoming public engagement to 
include the goals and purpose of the meetings, the promotional schedule, the public meeting dates, proposed stations 
and layout, draft station board content, and how CTAB can assist in promoting the upcoming events.  

Public open houses (May – June 2022): 
Six ConnectCOS public open houses were held on May 16th, 17th, 25th, 26th, 31st and June 7 in collaboration with the 
Platte Avenue Corridor Study. Due to the integrated nature of the two projects, combined open houses provided the 
public with an opportunity to understand how the technical analysis of ConnectCOS influenced the Platte Avenue 
Corridor Study. While the project team’s initial plans called for combined open houses on the 16th, 17th, and 25th, this 
was eventually expanded in response to public interest to include the open houses on the 31st and 7th. 

Open houses were held at the City Council district level to help residents better understand the proposed changes 
directly in their community. These six open houses saw nearly 200 residents in attendance. The interactive events 
included information stations with graphics detailing key stages for the project, feedback collected from the community 
thus far, and draft plans for future improvements. Each station was staffed by members of the project team who could 
engage with community members, answer questions, and collect feedback. In total the project team collected 26 unique 
comment card responses for ConnectCOS. Residents expressed support for an expansive transit system in Colorado 
Springs, as well as measures to improve safety, mobility, and accessibility for drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians.  
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Figure 3 Photograph from Open House on Wednesday May, 25th, 2022.  
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Figure 4 Photograph from Open House on May 16th, 2022.  

What We Heard  
The feedback collected through the public involvement process directly informed future outreach engagement as well 
as the substantive content within the plan. Below are key themes summarized from public input and how each was 
considered in the development of the plan.  

• Safety: Stakeholders shared several concerns related to safety related to specific intersections, modes of travel,
and traffic management. Stakeholders shared that managing traffic speeds in neighborhoods was important, as
was the increased walkability in neighborhoods and commercial areas. Regarding active transportation,
stakeholders shared support for an increase in protected bike lanes and walkways in addition to more
responsive crosswalks.

• Maintenance and Infrastructure: Stakeholders highlighted how maintenance of sidewalks and existing
infrastructure in Colorado Springs has improved over the last few years, with the exception of potholes located
throughout the City. Stakeholders also noted how way-finding signs have improved in the City, both in terms
of the efficiency in guiding visitors, and number of total signs. New projects should utilize existing infrastructure
(i.e. old stations) as much as possible. 

• Regional Mobility: Several stakeholders discussed the demand for a mass transit solution along the front range,
connecting Pueblo to Fort Collins through Colorado Springs and Denver. The need for this is driven by the
increasing number of people commuting into and out of Colorado Springs, and the rising congestion on I-25.
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• Connectivity: With new housing being developed in the East and North-East, and the growing business-district
in the North, greater connectivity between all modes of travel (active, transit, drive) is needed through the
transportation system in Colorado Springs. This includes better connections for drivers navigating the City, as
well as more frequent bus routes that connect all to all areas of the City.

• Public Transit: Stakeholders flagged there are limited public transit routes connecting the South East area of
the City to downtown, public service centers, and commercial and office districts. The need for greater
equitable, non-motor vehicle connectivity between the East and West, and public transit routes connecting the
North were also flagged as priorities for ConnectCOS. With considerable residential and commercial
development taking place throughout the City, stakeholders emphasized the importance of an efficient, well-
connected public transit system.

• Congestion: With fewer cars on the road due to the COVID-19 pandemic and rise of remote working,
stakeholders noted the reduction of congestion throughout the City. Prior to this change in driving habits,
stakeholders flagged these corridors as problem-areas for traffic:

• Bicycle Lanes: Stakeholders noted how there is currently little demand to increase the number of bikeways
throughout the City, however, continued maintenance and improvements for the existing bikeways would be
welcomed. Specifically, upgrading dirt trails to paved, and working to connect existing bikeway systems on the
outskirts of the City.

• Transportation Efficiency: Stakeholders shared hopes that some of the suggested plans through ConnectCOS
would lead to a better flow of traffic in certain areas. It was also shared that, as Colorado Springs continues to
grow, it is important that planning is proactive and seeks to strengthen existing connectivity. There was a desire
to see the ConnectCOS plan expanded to include a project focused on safety, mobility, and accessibility
improvements for Uintah Street as it was characterized as an important east-west corridor. Methodologies
used by the project team to look at transportation systems in relation to land use, and to build out transit
options that matched development patterns. Support was expressed for the east-west connection at
Constitution. Several stakeholders placed great importance on the preservation of historic communities.

• Pedestrian: With a lack of public transit routes and stops, residents that commute and/or travel without a
personal vehicle often have difficulty with the first and last mile of their journeys. This leads to safety issues
with pedestrians having to cross wide, busy intersections, or travelling further to find a safe crossing point. For
workers who need to travel at night without a personal vehicle these issues are more prevalent. Several
stakeholders shared concerns with the lack of sidewalks in some areas of the City as well as compliance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 

• Accessibility: Improvements to any element of the transportation network or infrastructure must consider and
accommodate all populations across Colorado Springs. Some sidewalk curbs are not compliant with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
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Attachment A: Stakeholder Interview Guiding Questions 

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS 
Stakeholder Name: 
Date: 

Current strengths… 
What is one element or focus of the current transportation system that is working well? 
What is the City doing well to operate and maintain the transportation system?   

Current challenges… 
What are the biggest challenges facing Colorado Springs’ transportation system? 
What specific locations or areas should we focus on during this study? Why these areas? 
How does transportation impact your organization/agency? 

Think beyond just your vehicle...  
How do you see the role of transit, bicycles, and cars impacting our community? 
What are your top concerns for your organization regarding biking, walking, and access to 
transit? 

Looking ahead… 
What are the most important outcomes of this transportation planning process? 
How do regional travel demand model forecasts and land uses compare with your expectations 
for change over the next 20 years?  
How do you think technology and innovation will impact our transportation system?   
What current COVID-19 related travel trends do you think will remain and continue to influence 
our daily lives? 
How will strengths and challenges change in the future? 

Think big… 
In an ideal world, what would Colorado Springs’ transportation system look like? 
How would you describe the role of transportation in your community?  

Make sure we hear you… 
Do you have suggestions on ways to reach your community members?  
In addition to the recent PlanCOS Comprehensive Plan Update, what plans or studies have been 
done in or around your community that are important to consider during this transportation 
planning process? 
3 Things: Tell us the three most important things we should remember and make sure are 
addressed.  
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Attachment B: Summary of Public Meeting Comments.   
Colorado Springs Intermodal Mobility Plan: Connect COS 
Summary of Public Meeting Comments, January 2022  

In December 2021, the ConnectCOS project team was scheduled to host a virtual public meeting to share 
information about the ConnectCOS project, review analysis, and invite the public to provide feedback. 
Due to severe weather conditions (high speed winds causing internet outages across the city, etc.) the 
materials were converted to a digital presentation and video recording made publicly available on the 
project website. The Colorado Springs community was invited to watch the public meeting recording and 
then provide their feedback through a digital comment card. The comment card remained live on the 
ConnectCOS project website from December 23rd, 2021, through January 31st, 2022. The comment card 
responses are summarized within this document.   

Comment Card Summarization: 
The comment card provided Colorado Springs residents and visitors the opportunity to contribute their 
feedback to the ConnectCOS project team and City through a series of multiple choice and open-
response questions. The comment card saw responses from a total of forty-four participants; however, 
participants were not required to answer every question. The comment card included an option for 
interested individuals to request a meeting with the project team, and these meetings will take place in the 
first quarter of 2022.   
Respondents’ feedback can be summarized into the following major themes: traffic and congestion, land 
use, multimodal transportation, safety across all modes, and the impacts of the plan on regional and city 
mobility.  
Respondents expressed both concern and support for traffic congestion measures proposed within the 
ConnectCOS plan. Those who expressed concern advocate that traffic is only increasing, and question 
whether the proposed infrastructure will be able to support the City’s population growth, while mitigating 
traffic congestion.   
Respondents expressed support for incorporating multimodal options, particularly safe pedestrian and 
bicycle infrastructure. Respondents expressed concerns related to expanded bus routes, particularly 
those in residential areas, such as those along Platte Avenue and North Nevada Avenue. Additionally, 
respondents expressed their belief that many people in Colorado Springs will continue to rely on traveling 
by car.   
Respondents expressed concern about how the plan would impact historic, residential spaces, 
particularly around The Old North End. Additionally, respondents expressed their need for land use to 
match transportation improvements, as the connection will make the city more accessible to multiple 
modes of transportation.   
Regarding impacts to regional and city travel, responses showed mixed results. On the topic of city-wide 
travel, some respondents expressed that those recommended improvements through ConnectCOS would 
yield positive impacts, particularly around safety, while others responded it would have no impact on 
future travel patterns. On the subject of regional travel, responses could be summarized as showing 
ConnectCOS either having no impact or a negative impact on regional travel.    

Comment Card Results: 
Question: Do you agree with the following statement “the proposed projects will meet my 
transportation needs?  
There were forty individual responses to the multiple-choice question, with the largest percentage of 
people remaining neutral on whether the ConnectCOS plan would meet their transportation needs. See 
Figure 1: The Proposed Projects Will Meet my Transportation Needs (percentage of “did not answer” 
included).   
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Question: What aspects of the proposed projects and/or studies meet your transportation 
needs?   
This question was a free-response question asked respondents to express which aspects of the proposed 
plan met their needs. More than twenty respondents expressed support for traffic calming measures or 
lane reductions on North Nevada Avenue in the Old North End. Respondents also expressed their 
support of Project 158, the North Nevada Roadway Safety Study from Uintah to Fillmore and Project 20, 
the Wahsatch Avenue Bicycle Lanes- Boulder Street to Jackson Street.1.    
Five respondents advocated for better prioritization of the City’s East-West connections, with three 
specifically mentioning the Platte Avenue Corridor. Respondents hoped that through ConnectCOS and 
the Platte Avenue Corridor Study, Platte Avenue would see slower speed limits and less traffic congestion 
throughout the corridor. Additionally, one comment mentioned how it is not necessary to include a bike 
lane throughout the duration of the Platte Avenue corridor.    
Four comments addressed multimodal options praising the support of expanded transit options. 
Comments were in support of additional bike lanes and closing sidewalk gaps. One comment focused on 
the location of bus lanes, and suggested bus lanes be on 1-25 instead of through residential areas.   

Question: What aspects of the proposed project and/or studies do not meet your transportation 
needs?  
This question was a free-response question, asking participants to identify aspects of the ConnectCOS 
plan that do not meet current or future transportation needs. Fifteen respondents expressed concerns 
around the Old North End, specifically project 143, which would expand bus transit into the neighborhood. 
Additional concerns were expressed about the inclusion of a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lane running 
through a historic residential area.   
Respondents also raised concerns about the City’s East-West connections. These concerns pertained to 
lane reallocations and traffic congestion. Another respondent recommended that the Platte Avenue 
Corridor Study Team implement the draft transformational study alternatives in each character area, 
rather than the draft incremental alternatives. More information about the Platte Avenue Corridor Study’s 
draft alternatives can be found here: https://coloradosprings.gov/platteavenue.    
Regarding multimodal options, six respondents indicated the further need for multimodal transportation 
options with a particular emphasis on safety and accessibility. Additionally, at least two respondents 
advocated for better transit options, including interconnected bus routes and regional transit systems.    
Lastly, one respondent indicated that the ConnectCOS plan does not meet the needs of those commuting 
to the Air Force Academy. Although this was the only comment, it addressed similar comments about 
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traffic calming measures and the ability to easily navigate the city when commuting to and from places of 
employment.    

Question: Do you think the proposed projects will impact how you travel throughout the City of 
Colorado Springs? If so, how do you think these projects will impact you?   
This question was a free-response question asking respondents to evaluate how the proposed plan would 
impact their travel needs within the City of Colorado Springs. Overall, respondents were mixed on the 
impact of travel within the City, with the respondents commenting either no impact or a positive impact, 
see Figure 2: ConnectCOS Impacts on City Travel.   

The majority of respondents affirmed that the ConnectCOS plan would impact their travel throughout the 
City. Respondents specifically mentioned the following:  

• Weber bridge,

• Smoother drives on Pike Peak East,

• Emphasis on East-West corridor could allow those who work at Peterson Air Force Base
to bike to work,

• Positively affecting traffic congestion and speeding,

• Safe multimodal transportation options, and

• The inclusion of road diets to slow traffic.
Respondents shared mixed responses regarding potential impacts, including that the proposed project 
within the ConnectCOS plan could help in some areas, like the traffic calming efforts and slower 
residential speeds on N. Cascade, while other proposed projects and studies could hurt travel within the 
City. Respondents praised the inclusion of public transit options; however, believes it needs to be 
balanced with the practicality of how many people prefer to travel by car throughout the City.   

Question: Do you think the proposed projects will impact how you travel to other regional 
locations? If so, how do you think these projects will impact you?   
This question was a free response question looking to better understand how the ConnectCOS plan 
would addresses regional travel needs. Figure 3: ConnectCOS Impacts on Regional Travel Public 
Feedback summarizes the responses regarding regional travel impacts.   
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Figure 3: ConnectCOS Impacts on Regional Travel Public Feedback 

Many respondents indicated that there was either no impact or a negative impact to their regional travel. 
Some respondents indicated that aspects of the plan are a waste of taxpayers’ money, will lead to 
increased traffic, and ruin the character of the City’s historic residential areas.   
Respondents did affirm that there were positive impacts to regional travel, citing the ability to better travel 
East-West, the improvements to North Nevada Avenue, and better connections to Denver. Additionally, 
Powers Boulevard needs additional improvements to support semi-regional travel, especially to the East 
side of Colorado Springs.  
Respondents continued to praise the incorporation of multimodal options. A small number of respondents 
advocated for more regional transit options. Many of the comments regarding public transit, particularly 
bus transit, expressed a more adequate busing system would eliminate buses running empty and could 
better assist people travelling regionally and locally.   
Respondents also expressed mixed feelings about the impacts to regional travel citing the need for the 
Front Range Passenger Rail, to truly affect regional travel.   

Question: Do you have any questions about the proposed list of projects?  
This question was a free-response question looking to understand if residents had specific questions 
related to the proposed list of projects. Many respondents used this space to express additional opinions 
on the study. Many comments focused on the perceived negative impacts the plan could have on historic 
residential areas, particularly around transit expansion into these spaces. Additionally, there were many 
comments supporting the North Nevada traffic calming measures, and that these safety improvements 
should be a high priority for the City.   
One respondent did raise questions regarding the Garden of the Gods & Austin Bluff’s corridor, as to why 
Bames is not part of the critical corridor past Powers Boulevard. Additionally, this respondent asked why 
the critical corridor does not reach US-24, since it is considered an approved access highway.   

Question: Is there anything else you would like to share with the project team about the 
ConnectCOS project?  
This question was a free response question to allow respondents additional space to express their 
feedback to the project team. Many responses reiterated themes from previous questions including the 
prioritization of safety for all modes, traffic calming improvements, opposition to expanded transit services 
in residential neighborhoods, and the dependency of vehicle travel in Colorado Springs. Additional 
respondents stressed the connection and importance of transportation development and land use 
development, to create successful multimodal transportation.    
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 Strengths and Weaknesses Survey 
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Demographics of Survey Respondents 

Median household income in 2018 = $61,324Person Under 18 years = 23.4%
Persons 65 and over = 13%

Less than $72,000
37%

$72,000 and up
59%

Didn't answer
4%

2019 HOUSEHOLD INCOME
18 and under

0%
18‐24
4%

25‐39
28%

40‐49
18%

50‐59
21%

60 and over
29%

AGE OF RESPONDENTS
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How Often Respondents Use the Following 
Forms of Transportation
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Daily Monthly Never Weekly

Drive your Personal Vehicle Walk/Use Wheelechair Ride a Bicycle Take a Bus
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What is Working Well with Colorado Springs’ 
Transportation System?  

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

There are a lot of trails

There are a lot of sidewalks

It is easy to navigate

I can walk as a means of transportation

Appropriate speed levels

Accommodates current traffic levels

I can safely bicycle as a means of transportation

Commercial traffic is appropriately routed through the community

It is safe

Other

It is quick and efficient

Accommodates our growing community

The bus system takes me where I want to go

Respondents could select all that apply
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What are the Greatest Challenges facing the Future of 
Colorado Springs’ transportation system?

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Congested corridors and intersections

Maintenance of existing roads

Managing growth and development

Providing better transit/public transportation options

East‐West connections

Providing regional transit connections along the Front Range

Providing on‐street bicycle infrastructure

Connecting outlying development to existing activity centers

Providing accessible and equitable transportation options to all segments of the…

Providing more/safer pedestrian infrastructure

Parking

Lack of sidewalks/sidewalk improvements

Funding

Other

Integrating emerging technologies (i.e., electric vehicles)

Providing comfortable bus stops/shelters

Respondents could select three
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Survey Comment Theme by Subarea
Public Survey #1: Select Top 3 Challenges (respondents could choose three)

Subarea #1 Ranked #2 Ranked #3 Ranked
Downtown 
(269)

Congested
Corridors

And
Intersections

Managing Growth and Development
Maintenance of Existing Roads

East (390) East‐West Connections
Far East (206)

Maintenance of Existing Roads
East‐West Connections

Far North 
(155) Providing Better Transit

Far Northeast 
(304) East‐West Connections Managing Growth and Development

Far Southeast 
(84) Managing Growth and Development Connecting Outlying Development

Near 
Northeast 
(830)

Maintenance of Existing Roads

East‐West Connections

Near 
Southeast 
(249)

Providing Better Transit

Northeast 
(708)

East‐West Connections
Northwest 
(366)
Southwest 
(443)
West (630) East‐West Connections Maintenance of Existing Roads
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Strategies and Priorities Survey 

15
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City-Wide Interactive Input

• MetroQuest Exercise
- Project Introduction
- Goal Ranking
- Goal Area Strategy Survey
- Tradeoffs
- Wrap-Up
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MetroQuest Survey

• Survey on priorities and strategies
(received a little over 800 responses)
• Launched after current Platte Ave engagement

Cycle mid-July
• Previewed for CAC
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Rank Top 4 Goal Areas
• Frequency: refers to

how often the goal area
was ranked in the top
four.
• Intensity: is the average

ranking when ranked in
the top four.
• CAC members had

similar ranking except
Connected was third.
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#1 Safety Strategies 
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#2 Accessible Strategies 

1
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6 CAC Reponses
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#3 Efficiently Reliable Strategies  
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5

6 CAC Reponses

5
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#4 Connected Strategies
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6 CAC Reponses
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#5 Sustainable Strategies 

1

2
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5

6

8

6 CAC Reponses

8

6

3
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#6 Equitable Strategies 

1

1

2

6 CAC Reponses
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Tradeoffs
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 Website Summaries 
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ConnectCOS Website Engagement Summary 

Below are excerpts of the ConnectCOS project website (coloradosprings.gov/project/connectcos) of previous 
engagement throughout the project.  

February 2021 Public Meeting 

Thursday, February 18 

We hope you were able to attend the virtual public meeting and learn more about the unique transportation 
needs and challenges facing the City of Colorado Springs as we continue to grow. For example, although most 
people travel by car, many recognize the need to get around town by bike, foot or transit. The 90-minute 
meeting provided other valuable input collected from a recent community-wide survey, as well as a high-
level project overview. If you missed the meeting, materials are now available below.  

View Meeting Presentation | View Meeting Summary 

August 2021 Survey Results 
The ConnectCOS digital community survey opened to the public on July 15, 2021 and closed on August 8, 
2021. More than 800 people responded to the survey; view the demographic summary of our survey 
respondents here. Colorado Springs residents were invited to provide input during this timeframe on draft 
scenarios and priorities to improve the city’s transportation plan as part of ConnectCOS, a citywide visionary 
transportation study. 

Residents who participated in the digital survey provided perspectives and response towards strategies for 
enhancing the city’s transportation system to create more safe, efficient, accessible, equitable, sustainable 
and connected modes of travel. 

The results from this public survey are included in the link below and will help shape the draft citywide 
transportation plan that is anticipated to be ready for public review in early 2022. 

View ConnectCOS Survey Summary Report 

January 2022 Virtual Engagement 
The public meeting scheduled to take place on December 15, 2021, was cancelled due to extreme weather 
and power outages across the City of Colorado Springs. In response, and in an effort to keep the public 
informed about the ConnectCOS project, a recording of the meeting content is now available for public 
viewing. The recording includes the information and content that was originally scheduled to be presented. 

The goals of this recording are to: 

• Share information for the ConnectCOS project
• Review analysis to-date, recommendations, and potential ConnectCOS projects
• Provide a look ahead and how the public can continue to contribute feedback

Watch the meeting(link is external) 

View the Presentation Slides  

View the Critical Corridor Portraits - which outline the potential transportation improvement projects for 
each of the identified critical corridors in ConnectCOS 

May and June 2022 Open Houses 
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https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_feb_18_public_meeting_presentation_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_feb_18_virtual_public_meeting_summary_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/survey_2_summary_demographics_10052021_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/survey_2_summary_demographics_10052021_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/connectCOS
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/survey_2_summary_17376_508.pdf
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/659457685
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/12.15_connectcos_presentation_508_qaqced_v.2.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/corridor_portraits_2021-12-22.pdf


In May and June, 2022, the City of Colorado Springs and ConnectCOS project team hosted six in-person open 
houses, one in each council district. Three of the open houses included information from the Platte Avenue 
Corridor Study. Participants were invited to explore different information developed over the life of the 
project, ask project team questions, and share their feedback. We invite you to explore ConnectCOS and the 
Platte Avenue Corridor Study in greater depth. For your convenience we offer an introductory video 
highlighting the questions our team set out to answer, what was found, and potential ideas for the future. In 
addition to the videos, you’ll find PDFs summarizing each open house station.  Once you’ve reviewed the 
open house boards and project video, we have developed a survey to let your voice on what you liked, 
disliked, and what was missing from the proposed project. 

Video 
The video linked below is a recorded slideshow. Please note, the audio requires permission from you to play. 
You will need to interact with the presentation by hitting pause/play or skipping to the next slide at least 
once to give the browser permission to play audio. 

Watch the video exploring ConnectCOS(link is external) 

Station Boards 
Please use the links below to navigate to each station’s board. The PDFs linked below are the same material 
presented at each in-person open house. 

ConnectCOS 
• Process Introduction
• Technical Analysis
• What We Heard
• Mapping by Mode

• Transit
• Drive
• Active Transportation

• Next Steps
• PPRTA

Community Advisory Committee 

The ConnectCOS Community Advisory Committee (CAC) will serve as a sounding board and critical conduit 
between the broader community and project team during this collaborative transportation planning process. 
The representatives (as seen on the roster below) are from a wide variety of sectors and organizations based 
in Colorado Springs. They will help share project information to their networks and provide key insights at 
major technical milestones to assist the City in decision-making. The role and commitment of the CAC is an 
invaluable element of this year-long planning effort. 

• CAC Meeting Summary - October 12, 2021
• CAC Meeting Summary - July 19, 2021
• CAC Meeting Summary - April 12, 2021
• CAC Meeting Summary - Dec. 3, 2020
• CAC Meeting Summary - June 24, 2020
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https://coloradosprings.gov/platteavenue
https://coloradosprings.gov/platteavenue
https://coloradosprings.gov/platteavenue
https://slides.com/fhueng/connect-cos/fullscreen
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_processintroduction_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_technicalanalysis_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_whatweveheard_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_transit_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_drive_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_activetransportation_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_nextsteps_05.2022_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/project/pprta-3-potential-projects
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/cac_meeting_5_summary_connectcos_final_draft_110221_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/july_19th_cac_meeting_report_connectcos_08102021_508.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/connectcos_cac_april_12_meeting_summary.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/final_connectcos_dec_3_cac_meeting_summary.pdf
https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/inline-images/cac_meeting_summary_06.24.20.pdf


Janua ry 2023 Townhall Presentation 
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1

Corridors and Study Area

Fillmore Street
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Study Guidelines

1

The study would: The study would not:
• Be conducted through a public process that

includes neighborhood representation
• Consider an alternative of more than four

travel lanes consistent with other segments of
Constitution Ave

• Evaluate benefits and impacts of the
Constitution extension, a capacity-adding
alternative on Fillmore Street, and the
consequences of a do-nothing alternative

• Consider an alternative that connects to
north-south roadways between I-25 and
Union with the express intent of not adding
traffic to these neighborhood roadways

• Be consistent with the ConnectCOS goal
framework and PlanCOS guidance

• “Kick the can down the road,” but will
recommend a specific way forward that averts
future revisits of the same discussion

• Minimize right-of-way acquisition for any
widening alternative on existing street
corridors

• Consider an alternative along Constitution
that requires the forced acquisition of
residential, school, or park property
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Roadway

Study

Study

Study

ConnectCOS Public Feedback

1

Revise Appendix A Project list to correctly reflect study

Project #105 – Constitution Ave Feasibility Study (previous)

• Scope changed to evaluate all options for addressing the need to improve east-west mobility

• Will consider alternatives of widening Fillmore Street, connecting Constitution Avenue from 

Union Blvd to I-25, and no-action understanding existing congestion may increase

• Will include “guardrails” for the study that define protections for existing neighborhoods and 

businesses



1

Not to Scale
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 January 2023 Townhall Comments 
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Public comments from 1-21-23 Town Hall on potential East-West Mobility Study 

• Remove ConnectCOS Project #106 
• Revise Project #105 to correctly reflect the feasibility study will consider the 

Fillmore/Uintah/Constitution corridors
• No existing North-South roadways will intersect with the future Constitution 

Avenue extension analysis
• No forced acquisition of homes
• City Council needs to approve the recommendations of the East-West Mobility 

Feasibility Study
• Dash Constitution Avenue on the Major Thoroughfare Plan (MTP) to reflect it

needing further study prior to Council action approving the E-W Mobility FS
recommendations

• Ensure the Rock Island Trail and Popcycle Bridge remain as important parts of the
bicycle/trail system

• Noise and mitigation of noise impacts on existing neighborhoods
Public Comments:

• Consider safety of schoolchildren, people in hospitals (power outages?),
safety/emergency access in the analysis of alternatives

• Construction costs of each alternative need to be considered
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• A study could bring some new ideas for the Rock Island corridor.
• Each alternative’s impact on the isolation of the community needs to be

considered.
The opportunity to increase public transit to the area would be welcomed.

• Pedestrian access and bicycle friendliness should be part of any alternative that is
selected.

• Idea: could a Constitution extension be below grade?
• Infrastructure exists already so these neighborhoods are more valuable.
• The neighborhood around Rock Island has many different types of housing,

concerns are that noise and other impacts will be detrimental to all of these.
• The study should consider traffic being accommodated on other facilities.
• Will noise impacts be considered and mitigated?
• The City has other needs that should be considered before construction of a new

east-west roadway.
• City should consider policy on growth management.
• During a study, there needs to be a robust public process. As an example, the one-

way couplet alternative on Platte was taken out of consideration during the Platte
study as a result of public input.

• The impact of a Constitution extension on property values needs to be considered
in the study.
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• A feasibility study should be done to finally make a decision on the Constitution
extension. Public process and robust involvement will be critical.

• Rock Island Trail would be accommodated no matter what alternative might be
selected.

• Idea: Constitution one-way street westbound to Powers, one-way eastbound on
Uintah. Platoon traffic using the traffic signals.

• Stormwater and active rail lines need to be considered during the study process.
Idea: Multimodal usages on the Rock Island corridor? Idea: can a below-grade
option be considered for a Constitution extension? Feasibility study would allow us
to explore all of these ideas.

• Noise and air pollution impacts, property values all need to be considered during
the study.

• The study would need to consider the potential increased traffic volumes in a new
east-west facility.

• Transit alternatives need to be considered to promote east-west mobility.
• Environmental impacts – noise, air, wildlife – need to be considered in the study.
• Right-of-way acquisitions need to be considered in the study.
• The study needs to determine what the traffic patterns are and whether each

alternative addresses traffic congestion.
• Alternatives like light rail should be considered to promote east-west mobility.
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• The study needs to consider impacts to the nearby schools that each alternative
would have.

• Idea: cloverleaf interchange at Fillmore and I-25
• Speed impacts, noise and air impacts, school impacts all need to be considered in

the study.
• Feasibility study is a waste of taxpayer money – already clear that many people

against it.
• A feasibility study should consider more innovative ways to diminish congestion

rather than just more travel lanes.
• Impacts to accessibility to local churches should be considered with each

alternative.
• The feasibility study and any conceptual designs done during the study need to

consider carefully where access would be (to cross streets).
• Impacts to deer need to be considered during the study.
• Idea: how about cutting off access from Constitution to Paseo at Union? A similar

thing was done at Flintridge when Union was reconstructed.
• Home values and the impact of each alternative on home values needs to be

considered.
• Construction cost needs to be considered.
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• Can the east-west mobility needs be accommodated by Powers Blvd and its
completion?

• The study needs to consider impacts to the Bellville (check) neighborhood, which is
currently not shown on the map.

• More public transportation needs to be considered to accommodate east-west
mobility.

• Community impacts (schools, green space) need to be considered.
• The solution to better east-west mobility may not be addressed by infrastructure.

Driver behavior contributes to traffic issues.
• Walkability needs to be maintained.
• Concepts design plans would need to determine where access and signalization

would be.
• Induced traffic demand needs to be considered during the study.
• Public transportation, roundabouts, congestion pricing, travel demand

management, park and ride incentives – all are ideas that could be considered to
assist mobility rather than building new roads.

• Bicycle usage is important to consider in any alternative.
• When concept plans are developed, if overpasses are part of the concepts, security

needs to be considered.
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• A show of hands was conducted to determine who wanted to conduct a study and
who did not. It was an overwhelming greater number of hands for no study.

• East-west mobility needs to be considered in a larger sense, including a ring road
around the city.
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February 2023 Townhall Presentation 
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ConnectCOS Town Hall

East West Mobility

February 4, 2023

Join virtual or leave a comment at: 
ColoradoSprings.com/projects/ConnectCOS

1
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Changes to the ConnectCOS DRAFT Plan

• Project #105 – Scope and name changed
• Central Colorado Springs E-W Mobility Study

• Includes alternatives for widening existing roadways and a
no-action alternative

• Includes analysis of other alternatives including Transit

• Will include “guardrails” for the study that define what will be considered

• Project #106 – Removed from ConnectCOS

2
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Study “Guardrails”

3

The study would: The study would not:
• Be conducted through a public process that

includes neighborhood representation
• Consider an alternative of more than four travel

lanes consistent with other segments of
Constitution Ave

• Evaluate benefits and impacts of the
Constitution extension, a capacity-adding
alternative on existing roadways, and the
consequences of a do-nothing alternative

• Consider an alternative that connects to north-
south roadways between I-25 and Union with the
express intent of not adding traffic to these
neighborhood roadways

• Be consistent with the ConnectCOS goal
framework and PlanCOS guidance

• “Kick the can down the road,” but will
recommend a specific way forward that averts
future revisits of the same discussion

• Minimize right-of-way acquisition for any
widening alternative on existing street corridors

• Consider an alternative along Constitution that
requires the forced acquisition of residential,
school, or park property
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Other Items from Last Town Hall

4

Concerns Response

Make a final decision Agreed, study will do

Consider impact to home values, historic 

neighborhoods

Agreed, study will evaluate to develop and 

compare alternatives

Ensure continued importance of the Rock Island Trail Agreed, make a study “guardrail”

Pedestrian and Bicycle access to neighborhoods and 

Rock Island Trail
Agreed, make a study “guardrail”

Maintain Walkability Agreed, make a study “guardrail”

School Safety and Access Agreed, make a study “guardrail”

Environmental Impacts (Noise, Air, Wildlife)
Agreed, study will evaluate to develop and 

compare alternatives

Consider security under any new overpasses
Agreed, study will evaluate to develop and 

compare alternatives
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Other Items from Last Town Hall

5

Look at other alternatives Response

Consider opportunity to increase public Transit rather 

than induced traffic

Agreed, including influence of 2050 Regional 

Transit Plan scheduled for 2023

Evaluate Traffic Patterns, evaluate from a larger sense 

including Powers Blvd connection, new ring road

Agreed, including new Regional Travel Demand 

Model scheduled to be updated by PPACG

Consider more innovative ways, invest in assisting 

multimodal mobility and travel demand management

Agreed, study will do

Consider alternatives that
• Mitigate Noise

• Lower Constitution below grade

• Accommodate traffic on other corridors

Agreed, study will do

Consider active rail lines and other uses Agreed, study will do

Construction costs will be a consideration Agreed, study will evaluate to develop and 

compare alternatives44
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Other Items from Last Town Hall

6

Questions Response

Is the Constitution concept an 

“expressway”?
No, it is conceived an arterial roadway with 4 lanes or less.

Will it add traffic to neighborhoods or 

block access across the Rock Island 

Railroad

No, the concept only considers a road what would not 

connect to existing roadways between I-25 and Union. 

Existing roadways would connect across with grade 

separations (bridges) 

Why not invest in other modes including 

transit including light rail?

ConnectCOS recommends significant new investment in 

transit and defines a Transit Vision Network of enhanced 

transit types. However, solutions such as light rail require 

much higher densities for housing and employment than 

exist in most of current Colorado Springs. Transit based 

solutions will be considered in the study

Extending Constitution will require taking 

ROW from homeowners, parks, etc?

The concept considered uses Railroad and City ROW. It 

would require purchase of Railroad ROW to be feasible.
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Other Items from Last Town Hall

7

Questions Response

I thought the Constitution extension 

question was answered 20 years ago?

Is the City trying to sneak this through?

• The East West mobility Study adopted by ordinance

02-120 in 2002 included “Phase Four” Recommendations

including any Constitution Extension no sooner than

2020 to be no more than four lanes and include noise

and safety mitigation

• Shown on Major Thoroughfare Plan since at least 2001

• Included in 2045 Regional Transportation Plan completed

by PPACG approved in 2020

• Included in the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan

approved in 2015

• ConnectCOS showed it materials for December 2021

public meeting, and in materials presented at six open

houses in May and June of 2022.
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8

General Study Area
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9

Constitution Concept and ROW

Not to Scale
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ConnectCOS Adoption

• Approval Process

• Citizens Transportation Advisory Board-February 7, 2023

• City Planning Commission-February 8, 2023

• Informal City Council Work Session-February 13, 2023

• City Council Regular Meeting-February 28, 2023

• City Council 2nd Hearing-March 14, 2023

10
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February 2023 Townhall Comments 
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Notes from February 4th Town Hall on potential East-West Mobility Study

• Don’t understand why E-W mobility is needed to I-25. Lives between Murray and
powers. Connection I-25 will increase traffic and truck traffic. Schools on the route.
Street racing is a problem. Constitution is a residential street and increasing to an
expressway will increase traffic

• We are building an expressway. Developers are driving this on the east side. Have
you done b/c ratio

• More traffic
• When Platte Ave was studied to be one-way it was stopped during the study

because of public opposition. Why can’t that happen with this study?  (There is no
study yet)

• Why build new road – improve Fillmore
• Data is needed to make this decision, and that’s what a study would do
• 2400 Wood neighborhood supports a study looking at existing road rights-of-way,

but does not want the study to consider the Rock Island ROW as a potential
roadway, just a greenway that connects to the Pikes Peak Greenway

• Is there data showing that east-west congestion causes crashes?
• America the Beautiful Trail – Rock Island Trail segment is critical as part of this trail

system.  Should be a greenway.
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• Connecting Fontanero to Constitution will point traffic at the neighorhoods and
churches and will put the area into urban decay.

• What will access be to Constitution? What would speed limit be?
• Maintenance of a new road would need to be considered.
• Twenty years ago city council was told this was never supposed to be brought up

again?
• What would the impact of a Constitution Avenue extension be on Monument Valley

Park?
• “You don’t need a study to know that this would ruin the neighborhood.” Fix and

maintain what we have now before we build something new.
• Completing Powers Blvd would help east-west mobility
• Where would eastbound traffic go on Constitution at Union if it was connected to I-

25?
• What would impact of traffic be from Constitution be on I-25?
• The City should look at the old study from 20 years ago and see what has changed.
• Ordinance from 20 years ago says don’t look at anything again for 20 years.
• The City should publish the original study from 20 years ago on the webpage.
• Compared to other cities, Colorado Springs does not have a traffic congestion

problem
• Have colleges and students come up with new ideas for the City and its planning
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• If the City even says “this is a concept we should explore” means that we don’t value
neighborhoods.

• If the City spends 2.5 million on a study won’t they feel like they need to do
something?

• Fire – what happens when you cut off access and people need to evacuate
• The extension of Constitution Avenue will invite more criminals in and there would

be too many lighting impacts.
• Why are we building new roads when we are reducing the number of lanes on other

roads?
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Draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan 
Comment Period Summary  
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Feedback by the Numbers

• 187 comments submitted through the website
• 258 comments emailed to the project email
• 0 hard-copy comments
• 445 total comments*

• *As of February 23, 2023. Does not reflect all comments shared with City
Council Members.

• 250 email and website comments reference or mention
the Constitution Extension to I-25
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No. Date Category Comment
1 11/28/2022 Comment Long distance public transportation has never worked well.  Politicians love the trophies and monuments, but it never works for the people.  Please a 

city of people wish for your restraint.   Well educated engineers,  but less practiced have already messed up, Woodmen and Union, Powers and 
Research, and we forget Fillmore.   Please stop. 

2 12/6/2022 Comment Good day! I apologize for being a day late, it has been a truly dynamic week around the TOSC workplace!

I was able to include some of my thoughts as part of the Bike Colorado Springs Connect COS discussions and know that they are fully engaged in the creation of a plan that truly meets the needs of 
our population. 

My focus has been, and will continue to be our urban trail network and the value that it brings to our region. As I like to joke with Kate Brady when she was on board as the bike planner, there is no 
way to install high-quality bike lanes that can rival the miles and miles of safe, low-stress urban trail miles that we already enjoy, but could enhance and invest in to create a truly world-class multi-
modal transportation network.  

Below is the comment that I had attempted to submit:

I would like to thank the project team for their work to date on this comprehensive vision for transportation needs throughout our very expansive, and every-expanding city. It is a daunting task indeed, 
looking forward and setting forth a plan that will guide us into the next generation of transportation modes attempting to meet the needs of our population.

The focus of my comment is towards the urban trail component which supports the Core Active Transportation Network. My concern is that the plan is very vehicular based and that is 
understandable given that the majority of trips are by single occupancy vehicles. However, I believe that elevating the non-motorized forms of transport, be it walking, bicycle, scooters or the many 
new forms of personal mobility devices and considering the urban trail network in the same light and with the same level of care will be key to providing for the true future transportation needs of our 
city. Looking at the urban trail network as just an "other" facility is missing the opportunity we have to maximize the usefulness that this existing network already provides, but is in desperate need of 
a far more modern approach.

Ensuring that our urban trail network provides the facility for multiple modes of travel within the same corridor (ped/bike/scoot/equestrian/etc) will enable it to function at a much higher level. 
Prioritizing grade-separated crossings and high-quality connections will allow users of all ages and abilities to be able to choose the urban trails as an incredibly viable transportation option. 
Ensuring also that the connections along the way to the on-street facilities absolutely prioritize safety for the users will reduce the barriers to use. 

We have the opportunity to create a truly world-class urban trail network that can meet the needs of our future residents and guests to a very high degree, providing service to most of our sprawling 
burg. It will take a level of commitment and investment that we've not been able to pull off to date, but I believe that the vision set forth in this Connect COS plan can elevate the need and help 
change the perception of our urban trails as more focused on recreation to one that celebrate the beautiful and safe connections they can be for transportation throughout COS. 

Kind regards,
***

3 12/6/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension from the ConnectCOS list.Didn't we just deal with this issue last summer? It was voted down then, 
so why is it being
brought up again?
Giving us, the public, just a few days to comment, when we are all busy and distracted by the
holidays, looks like an underhanded scheme to sneak something through that is not necessarily
in the best interest of the community. This project would radically change this longestablished
neighborhood with added traffic noise and the removal of affordable homes.
I expect open and more even-handed behavior from our public servants.
***

 
Emails- Formal 



4 12/6/2022 Comment I have lived along Constitution Ave for 10 years. We have too much noise and traffic on the nontraffic
code conforming Constitution Ave already.
The road does not conform to state and federal traffic lane widths. Crossing that road to get to the
park trails is dangerous at best. The road location amplifies the noise generated by hot rod noise
exhaust vehicles. The interchange to get on Rt 25 and off Rt 25 would clog up already excessive
traffic problems. Already there are too many truck and excessive sized vehicles permitted on
Constitution Ave. Buss stops on Constitution Ave are dangerous for travelers going East on
Constitution Ave. Traffic laws pertaining to Constitution Ave are illegal because the road is a noncode-
conforming highway. To make the highway conform, designated park and buffer lands would
have to be condemned and taken for roadway use. More night lighting would hinder quiet
neighborhoods surrounding the expanded use road and feeder roads. Flooding during downpours is
a problem on Constitution Ave too. Little has been done to make feeder roads accessible during
heavy rain storms.
V/R,
***

5 12/6/2022 Comment Your neighbors at 2400 Wood Ave are urgently asking you to stop the consideration of the extension
of Constitution. It would not only reduce our property values along with other North End properties,
but dramatically reduce our quality of life with a 4 lane highway running next to us. Please make this
go ahead, we plead with you. There are elderly and sick people living in our neighborhood that
would be adversely affected, as well as all people who live there. Would you want that next to you?
Think about it.
Respectfully, ***

6 12/2/2022 Comment To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my fervent disapproval to the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan inclusion of
extending Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25.
This plan would negatively impact SEVERAL historic neighborhoods by exacerbating already high
levels of noise and exhaust pollution, dramatically decrease property values, negatively impact what
is left of natural habitat and wildlife in Monument Valley Park and Greenway Trail.
Please remove this plan from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Sincerely,
*** 



7 12/2/2022 Comment As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood
Avenue and Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the
proposed Constitution Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to
Interstate 25. This project is included in the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan
(project# 105 – 106) which includes both a feasibility study and design phases. I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am
aware that this project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded
due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was
most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation
Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, staff was directed to
remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership received significant
opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the
following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of
I-25 and other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps
from the northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust
fumes and other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is
constructed adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of
the proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from
ramming this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even
though the feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the
feasibility study is just a formality, and the project will proceed regardless of the
findings of the feasibility study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the
major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative
impacts of this project significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to
remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Sincerely

8 12/6/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension project from the ConnectCOS transportation plan.
The noise from a busy street like that would greatly disrupt one of Colorado Springs’ oldest and
quietest neighborhoods.
All the best,
***

9 12/6/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension project from the ConnectCOS transportation plan.
The noise from a busy street like that would greatly disrupt one of Colorado Springs’ oldest and
quietest neighborhoods.
All the best,
***



10 12/5/2022 Comment As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and Jackson Street, I would like
to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to
Interstate 25. This project is included in the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project# 105 – 106) which includes
both a feasibility study and design phases.
I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am aware that this project has
been proposed several times in the past and discarded due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The
project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list
of capital projects and once again, staff was directed to remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership
received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25 and other busy residential streets.
Constructing a major roadway just steps from the northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the
noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is constructed adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to
legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and
wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this proposed roadway through our
historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even though the feasibility study has not been
initiated. This makes it appear that the feasibility study is just a formality, and the project will proceed regardless of
the findings of the feasibility study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with
the major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan.
***11 12/5/2022 Comment I *** resident of 2400 Wood Ave Townhomes,oppose this extension plan.
Already noise from I 25. There will be more noise,pollution, lower property value.
Also a lower quality of life. This will have an effect on Monument Valley Park, including Wildlife.
***

12 12/7/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation
Plan. You have tried this for years --- all the rich kids that live in the "northend" have had to fight
this for years - stop trying to do this. We will not forget.

13 12/7/2022 Comment “Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation
Plan”.
Destroying established & historical neighborhoods is not necessary, just for the sake of more &
faster traffic!!
Be more thoughtful in planning traffic routes by utilizing established roads, as they currently exist!
Example: Make Uintah, from Union to Wahsatch One Way west & then Cache La Poudre One Way
east from Wahsatch to Union!
Please! Stop allowing developer’s dollars from ruling over good sense!
*** 



14 12/5/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan
And stop this insane new construction in inner city areas!!!
Colorado Springs charm has been plenty of open space and little parks throughout the city -
and
it seems City Counsel is moving as fast as possible to remove all the charm of this city to
create horrid congestion, block our great views (yes, part of the charm of the city is views of
the mountains)
and horrible traffic, accidents and pollution.
It seems it's fine with some to have Springs as crowded and congested as every other big city
in this country!
Citizens. do. not. want. that!!!
We do not have mass transport like other big cities!
We also have difficult road conditions to deal with:
big hills, hot & cold temperature variations creating pot holes creating necessity for constant
road repairs.
More inner city big road expansions and building projects brings nothing but misery - except
to the developers,
most of whom do not live here and have to put up with the messes they create!
STOP IT.

15 12/7/2022 Comment Good morning,
I am writing as a concerned neighbor. I live on North El Paso Street in the Bonnyville area and this extension would
negativity impact our neighborhood. We moved to this area almost ten years ago and were drawn to the quiet streets
and kind neighbors. In the next few years, we will be starting a family and would love to keep the neighborhood as
safe as possible. I would like to stay updated if any action from neighbors is requested.
Kind regards,
***

16 12/5/2022 Comment I'm disappointed and wary of hearing that the extension of Constitution Avenue is once
again being discussed. I live in the Bonnyville area. As long as this project is on the books,
I assure you this proposal will be opposed by the neighborhood. Please consider just
removing this project for now and future years.
Respectfully,
***

17 12/6/2022 Comment Is not at all necessary! I have lived in this area for over 38 years and I am a native of this city!!
***

18 12/2/2022 Comment To Whom It may concern,  
Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. 
Thank you, 
*** Please view the response from ConnectCOS at the end of this document***



19 12/8/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Ave Extension Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
The residents of the Old North End Neighborhood (ONEN) made their opposition to this plan loud and clear only a
few months ago which caused this issue to be removed from consideration.
Only a few months later now that the PPTRA ballot issue was approved, this proposal has once again raised its ugly
head.
This is a terrible idea as it will lower our property values by running a highway through a 100+ year old historic
neighborhood.
Why would you want to damage the only historic neighborhood in the entire city?
If this issue isn’t removed, I think that the next step should be to start recalling officials until such time that the
message has been fully received.
Thank you,
***

20 12/5/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue project from this plan. We have twice rejected this idea and twice been
assured it would not come again. Now it is once again in play but sort of buried in the big plan. Sneaky!
***

21 12/6/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue extension project from the ConnectCOS transportation plan.
My name is *** and I’m a homeowner on North Wahsatch Ave. We don’t need this extension in
COS. Aren’t there other areas the city could use the millions of dollars for? Like our current roads
expanded, affordable housing, parks and rec, fire and police, schools and hospitals.
I’ve lived in this area for three years and never once have thought an extension of constitution
would relieve traffic. A major highway connecting to 25 is not what we need. Please remove it. It’s
already been removed from city plans like 3 different times over the past 50 years. Stop bringing it
up and find other options that won’t ruin our neighborhood.
Thanks you,
***

22 12/2/2022 Comment To whom it may concern:
I am a long time resident of the 2400 Wood Avenue townhomes.
I recently became aware that a plan to extend Constitution Avenue is on the
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
I would like to express my extreme disapproval and disappointment that this plan has
made it on yet another city objective.
Extending Constitution Avenue would dramatically reduce property values in several
historic neighborhoods adjacent to the proposed project. It would also aggravate
already high noise and exhaust pollution, and negatively impact vulnerable wildlife
habitat and animals in Monument Valley Park and along Greenway Trail.
Please remove the plan from ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Thank you,
*** 



23 12/3/2022 Comment You propose, once again, to extend Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25, damaging
established neighborhoods in the process? I say NO! And I’ve said NO before. I’ve lived in central
Colorado Springs for most of my adult life. Historic neighborhoods are valuable assets. Why do city
officials and agencies repeatedly privilege developers over citizens who choose older areas of the
city? Some of these affected neighborhoods are more than a century old and have been carefully
tended by their residents. They deserve respect and consideration.
My own home—a half-block from the proposed thoroughfare—would lose value under the
proposed plan. Please put this proposal aside once and for all.
*** 

24 12/5/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
We have a relatively quiet neighborhood. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the northern
border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other
environmental impacts.
Our neighborhood will incur a dramatic reduction in property values if this road project is
constructed near our homes.
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park and
Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed road will negatively
impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
There will be significant negative impacts from the city creating this proposed roadway through our
historic neighborhoods. The Old North End and Bonnyville neighborhoods are well-established and
do not need this massive overhaul of our neighborhoods to appease all of the folks looking for
another east-west corridor to I-25. Either expand Fillmore, Garden of the Gods or Woodmen but
PLEASE leave the center of town alone.
Respectfully,
***

25 12/5/2022 Comment Please remove the constitution to I 25 proposal from the planned projects. This will greatly impact our community
as it will increase traffic, noise and pollution in an area with a large population of the elderly. I live by the
intersection of Circle and Maizeland where the frequency and severity of accidents continues to increase
significantly. Many weeks there are numerous accidents at this intersection. It will greatly decrease our quality of
life.
***

26 12/5/2022 Comment We oppose this project for the following reasons: * we have a relatively quiet neighborhood.
Constructing a major roadway just steps from the northern border of our homes will
dramatically exacerbate the noise issue. * Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we
will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts. * we will incur a
dramatic reduction in property values if this road project is constructed near our homes. * It
is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park
and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed road
will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife. * there will be significant
negative impacts from the city ramming this proposed roadway through our historic
neighborhoods.



27 12/5/2022 Comment To the Powers that Be that continue to press this issue,
As a resident of the 2400 block of North Corona in Bonnyville, adjacent to the Old North End, and
directly affected by any major thoroughfare to be built on Constitution Blvd by connecting Union to
I-25……. I vote NO.
Please widen Fillmore instead…..it’s a disgusting crime-ridden shutteredbusinesses
corridor. It already intersects with Union in a big way. Some engineer has already
botched the Fillmore / I-25 interchange so fix that while you’re at it. No-body likes Fillmore in its
current condition. Trust me. It’s an eyesore and embarrassment and looked better 10 years ago
than it does today. It’s PRIMED and READY for its final expansion. Finish that instead for God’s sake.
Thank you for listening.
***

28 12/3/2022 Comment Good day,
I am writing to you as a resident who would be impacted by such a plan.
I know for a fact this would negatively impact the neighborhood I live in along with other historic
neighborhoods nearby. The noise pollution, exhaust fumes, and other obnoxious troubles caused by
such construction would not only impact property values, this would also harm what is left of
Monument Valley Park and Greenway trail, both places being very meaningful to residents here.
Take this proposal off the table.
It is a very distasteful idea and you should do better to highlight jewels, like historic neighborhoods,
in a city. It gives a city it's character and can be what makes people remember visiting or, like myself,
moving here.

29 12/7/2022 Comment
Letter:
This letter is in reaction to the most recent Connect Cos draft whichincludes a new intent (project no's 105 and 106) to extendConstitution Ave westward from Paseo as a 4 lane 
Major Arterialalong the north side of our once pastoral Bonnyville Neighborhoodon what is currently railroad property and a trail. On the previousdraft of 2021 and also on this 2022 
draft the Rock Island Trail israrked/dashed in along this railroad and is designated for~ompletion, and it is my understanding that the Parks Dept.has aplan for this trail and its 
landscaping. We walk along the unfinished~ath of this trail route every day, as it is 5 houses away from us. This~ath also travels east-west behind the yards of many dozens of 
my~eighbors' homes that were originally built along La Salle street int~e late 1940's for veterans returning from WWII. All of this peaceful,talkable, bikeable setting, and in fact all 
of our entire traditional~eighborhood, is now threatened by the City traffic planners' recklessitlea to bulldoze in a 4 lane Major Arterial here, similar to Austin$,luffs Parkway, for no 
valid reason at all. In fact while the trail is~efinitely acknowledged by the Transportation engineers this routetilas never before been mentioned or remotely suggested on anyyalid 
city plan as being a 'critical corridor' for such an unfortunate and~eedless roadway for vehicles. We recently downsized to ouraurrent period style cottage from our turn of the last 
century grandI victorian home in the Old North End precisely to escape thehorrendous traffic dumped on to Nevada Avenue by the city trafficengineers and planners. And now the 
quiet, peaceful BonnyvilleNeighborhood where we chose to carefully remodel and fit ourcurrent storybook style cottage into is being threatened by thosesame callous traffic 
engineers and planners. The traffic engineers'wild dreams for unlimited connectivity are out of place here, andserve no real useful purpose other than to complete some 
abstractexercise in drawing Major Arterial lines racing around everywhere.Dec 6 2022 Page 2: continued reaction to ConnectCos intent toconstruct Constitution extension through 
our neighborhoods.The history of this Bonnyville Neighborhood, with its charming treelinedlanes is rich and important, as are the Patty Jewett/LaSalle andKitty Hawk 
Neighborhoods to the east and the north, as well as ofcourse the Old North End Neighborhood to the west. All of thesehistoric neighborhoods are contiguous to this old, old 
railway, andthey all remain as some of the most well preserved, intact and quietlylivable neighborhoods in the country, in spite of the city engineersand planners efforts to the 
contrary.Bonnyville may in fact be one of the first planned neighborhoods inthe country created immediately after WWII to provide affordable andcomfortable housing for the 
families of the military returning afterbravely serving their country.Having professionally written the North end Master Plan for the OldNorth end Neighborhood which was 
unanimously approved andadopted by the Mayor and City Council, City Planning Commission,the Parks Department and the Historic Board in 1991 my wife Gloriaand I have a 
unique appreciation for what is important for Bonnyvilleand our adjoining neighborhoods, and our city, and is not toarbitrarily create another meaningless swath of asphalt and 
concretefor vehicles that will only serve to destroy our homes and lives here.



30 12/5/2022 Comment Dear Sir or Madam,
I am a resident of the 2400 Wood Ave Townhomes at Wood Ave and Jackson St. I bought my home
a year ago for just under $600,000 and have put a small fortune into remodeling it. I am now writing
with my strong objection to the proposed Constitution Ave Extension Project from Union Blvd to I25.
This projected road would be devastating to the character of this entire neighborhood and the
northern part of Monument Valley Park. We residents who live here would be subject to noise
pollution and exhaust fumes as would the wildlife in this part of the park. There would be a dramatic
reduction in property values in our townhome community and the entire area. Our quality of life
living here would be hugely affected.
A thruway through this historic area is a terrible idea. There is not even to be a feasibility study.
Please remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. It is a bad idea for
downtown Colorado Springs and the Old North End from beginning to end.
Sincerely,
***

31 12/14/2022 Comment Tim,
Thanks for forwarding this. The meeting yesterday was very informative and nicely
organized.
Your characterization of the concerns voiced on the Constitution item as “late opposition” is
incorrect and misleading. There has been substantial opposition to the various Constitution
expressway concepts for decades. Each time a related proposal comes to the table in one form
or another, we hear widespread public opposition and have also , I believe, had formal
opposition from city council.
However one might characterize opposition to the Constitution project, it is not “late”. It is,
and has been, timely, constant and unwavering.
***

32 12/6/2022 Comment Please do not continue the Constitution Avenue Extension Project! It will completely RUIN those
lovely neighborhoods!!! I ride through there on my e-tricycle because it’s a safe place for an old lady
to ride through!
Thank you!

33 12/8/2022 Comment Colorado Springs desperately needs another East-West route and extending Constitution Ave has
long been a preferred and logical option. The city is 20 years late in pursuing this. Sound barriers can
be provided as in many other neighborhood's. The best east-west route we have is Woodman,
however another is needed in central and south Colorado Springs.
The MLK Bypass was a good effort, but should have extended to Powers. Fillmore is a mess and
would destroy local businesses. Constitution may be the cities last best opportunity for viable
connection from I-25 to the growing expansion east.



34 12/6/2022 Comment Connectcos Associates and Directors:
I am a resident of the townhomes on Northwood Ave. near Penrose main hospital – 2400 Wood Ave.
townhomes. I have just learned about a renewed attempt to push through the proposed
Constitution Avenue Extension Project.
I am very disappointed to learn that someone is still trying to push this project through. In the past
significant citizen resistance has succeeded in alerting city Council to the problem of deleterious
neighborhood impact on all of the Old North End but especially on our townhomes. The last time
this occurred was under the auspices of the Pike's Peak Rural Transportation Authority's List of

35 12/5/2022 Comment Ladies & Gentlemen:
We have lived in the Old North End for over 40 years and in Colorado Springs and the Patty Jewett area for almost
10 years before moving to the Old North End.
The Old North End has enjoyed national recognition for its preservation of the architecture and ambiance of a 1900
turn of the century neighborhood. That architecture and ambiance is, has been, and will continue to be preserved by
the Old North End Master Plan. To extend Constitution along the northern boundary would be really detrimental to
the Old North End neighborhood and its peaceful enjoyment.
It is outrageous that the city and its planning department would continue to try to invade that preservation by
proceeding with studies and plans to extend and expand Constitution through the northern boundary of the Old
North End. Such a plan would create a noise problem for all living at this northern boundary that has never existed
before.
The present traffic alignment that directs the Constitution traffic onto Circle Drive and to Fillmore, is and will be
sufficient to handle the traffic getting to I-25, created by the city’s expansion to the east.
Please do not damage what has been created by the Old North End, by continuing to plan a thoroughfare through
this peaceful neighborhood .
Please stop trying to modernize a part of the city that is well respected for its preservation of the turn of the century
style neighborhood, including its lack of high traffic roads.
Sincerely,
***

36 12/6/2022 Comment I am writing to ask you to please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension project from the ConnectCOS
transportation plan.
Thanks,
***

37 12/4/2022 Comment I’m extremely disappointed with City Departments advising they will not be extending Constitution Avenue west
when here again it’s back in your agenda If worrying about loosing my house doesn’t put me in an early grave I’m
sure the negative impact will.
***

38 12/3/2022 Comment Huge mistake!Bringing more adverse population into our neighborhood, crime speed,pollution as well.Who thinks
this kind of thing up!



39 12/5/2022 Comment Dear Colorado Springs City Council,
Please find the enclosed, signed PDF detailing my opposition
to the proposed extension of Constitution Avenue. This
extension would run very close to my residence.
Sincerely,
***

40 12/14/2022 Comment First, let me thank you for your service in our city’s government and for your commitment to making Colorado Springs a better place to live. Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts about a proposed roadway project which I feel will be harmful to my community 
and is contrary to the goals of our city. I am an Indiana transplant, a 25 year Colorado resident and a 7+-year resident of the Bonnyville neighborhood in Colorado Springs. I moved to Bonnyville seeking a smaller home in a quiet/walkable/safe neighborhood, close to 
downtown, where I could get to know my neighbors and feel a strong sense of community. The community has provided this and much MORE. I have been in Colorado for 25 years and can’t imagine living anywhere else. Last summer I learned about the proposed 
construction of an “expressway” (term per Gayle Sturdivant) through the north end of our quiet neighborhood (the Constitution Expansion project). I and other Bonnyville neighbors, as well as residents of neighboring communities, responded in force, successfully convincing 
the City Council to remove the project from the list of projects that were attached to the November PPRTA ballot issue. In fact, after the project was removed from the PPRTA list, City Council President Tom Strand told the Colorado Springs Independent, “I just want people 
to know your voices have been heard.” Imagine my surprise when I learned that the Constitution Expansion Project is, indeed, BACK on the ConnectCOS project “A list.” I’m baffled by this! Why was a project that was removed from consideration due to overwhelming 
opposition returned to the list of projects. Surely, the City Council didn’t think we simply wanted it removed so that the PPRTA ballot measure would pass! Isn’t removal, well, removal? Moreover, I discovered last week while walking my neighborhood that most of them had no 
knowledge of the current status of this project. They assumed, as I had, the conversation about this project was over in June 2022. President Strand/City Council, I do NOT feel “heard.” I feel duped/manipulated/deceived. How are we to trust local politicians/government 
when this sort of thing occurs? I fail to understand why were are even having this conversation again. But since we are, I wish to once again express my EXTREME OPPOSITION to the Constitution Expansion project, even if it is only a feasibility study. The proposed 
Constitution Expressway will not solve the east-west problem, it will simply spread it into another part of town (see induced demand article below) and create new problems. It is an old, dated answer to an ongoing problem that will negatively impact multiple historic 
neighborhoods, the surrounding ecosystem, the environment in general, and risk the physical and mental health of humans living in impacted areas. Finally, and perhaps equally important, an expressway through our neighborhoods will negatively impact the value of our 
treasured homes. The Colorado Springs website has much to say about our city and all of its wonderful features. No doubt, we have amazingly rich history, and abundant, interesting attractions. The city website describes Colorado Springs as “…a sophisticated destination 
that has retained the charming ambiance of a small town.” Earlier this year, The US News and World Report also named Colorado Springs one of the top 2 places to live in the U.S. Journalist, Seth Boster, echoed the city’s “small town” sentiment and wrote: Its parts are 
distinctive: the booming suburbs in the north and east; the bustling yet easily navigated downtown; the elegant, rustic south side defined by Cheyenne Cañon and the century-old Broadmoor hotel; and the west side, occupied by eateries and shops in what was the old 
Victorian center of the 1890s gold rush. Despite the sprawl, people regularly stop to say hello to someone they know at their neighborhood brewery or grocery store. That's the small-town scene the city aims to preserve. Preserve??? Concrete expressways and busy roads 
certainly do not “preserve a small-town scene.” They do just the opposite. Bonnyville is definitely “small town.” In safe, walkable Bonnyville, not only do we speak at Stir, he Whistle Pig, Joey’s, the Ace Hardware, the ENT bank and the Safeway, we also say hello at 
BonForte Park and on the streets where we live and safely walk with our dogs, our families and our neighbors. Bonnyville is the epitome of “the small-town scene the city aims to preserve.” Bonnyville is what realtors sometimes call a “buy and die” neighborhood. People 
move to Bonnyville and stay. Some residents have lived in our community all or most of their lives. And yet, the city would like to construct an expressway through the northern border of our community. An expressway that will destroy the “small-town scene” of one of the 
oldest and most historically significant areas in Colorado Springs. A guess is that such a roadway can be done - a feasibilty study will likely determine that. However, there is data to show that such an expressway will have an overall negative impact on our community. A 
2018 study, A Review off Adverse Effects of Road Traffic Noise on Human Health showed: Populations residing along the busy traffic lanes are continuously exposed to the sound levels which are above permissible limits. This constant exposure to noise pollution is a 
cause of concern as it leads to several adverse impacts on human health…Traffic noise causes irritation and annoyance, sleep disturbances, cardiovascular disease, risk of stroke, diabetes, hypertension and loss of hearing. It results in decreased work performance. 
Bonnyville is already surrounded by various busy roadways (Fillmore, Union, Templeton Gap, Nevada, Uintah). In the quiet of most mornings, the road noise from I-25 is clearly audible. The noise from the surrounding roads creeps ever closer to us as loud trucks, cars and 
especially motorcycles race up and down those streets at all hours of the day and night. Constructing an expressway in the area, just steps from the back doors of homes on Bonnyville’s northern border, will only serve to exacerbate the already unhealthy effects of the 
existing roads. Ecological/Environmental Impact: It’s one thing to construct a neighborhood around a busy road, but a far different animal when an expressway is plopped down in the middle of already established areas. The impact will be devastating. In addition to the noise 
issues, the surrounding ecosystem/environment would be destroyed, both during construction and throughout the operation phase of such an expressway (think soil, bees, bugs, pollinators). It goes without saying that the increased air pollution would negatively impact the 
overall air quality in the area and the city. In this time of concern about our environment, how could any city justify such antiquated thinking? Do we want to contribute to climate chane and invite a cloud of pollution over our city? Look at Denver! Crime Rates An expressway 
will negatively impact crime rates in the area. US News & World Report indicated that Colorado Springs already has a higher crime rate than similarly sized metro areas. Where are the areas of high crime in our city? Are they in/around high traffic areas in Colorado Springs 
(i.e. The MLK Expressway, Fillmore, parts of Platte, etc). A guess is that they are. You can see by this crime rate map, that there is already significant crime in the Fillmore Street area, not far from the communities that would be impacted by an expressway. None of us 
wishes for that to increase. More concrete will ensure that. Is this still a significant need?The proposed expressway has been described as something “needed” in order to relieve eastto west traffic congestion in our city. I have seen the “corridor congestion score map” 
produced by the city and I am wondering when the study which produced this map was done: was it pre-COVID or after COVID altered the work-at-home habits of many Colorado Springs citizens?Much has been written about the impact of COVID on worker 
telecommuting/work-at-home habits and the increasing of number of workers utilizing home offices and kitchen tables rather than commuting to offices in some other part of our city. Clearly, work habits in Colorado Springs evolved during COVID and they haven’t returned to 
pre-COVID configurations. Given this, is the need still as dire? If the study was completed prior to March 2020, I wonder if a new study would produce the same results. And if the results are different, maybe the solution should be too.An outdated solution!And if, in the end of 
time, the need does, in fact, still exist, I implore city leaders to bemore forward-thinking in meeting this need. Rather than pouring more concrete and addingone more expressway to our city, why not solve the problem in a more progressive way?Rather thandestroying an 
established area, please find a way to improve the existing areaswhich are currently being utilized (Fillmore/Uintah/Platte) in such a way that the improvementimpacts us all? Use that which is already there and make it better.Fillmore Street is not a particularly appealing part 
of Colorado Springs. It is a “retail highway”offering little more than gas stations, fast food restaurants, marijuana shops, liquor stores and a variety of random retail stores. There is nothing “small town” or welcoming about this part of the Fillmore Street area. The same can 
be said about Platte, east of Union. I would think the city would wish to find ways to improve/enhance these and the other congested/high traffic areas which bear the east-west burden vs. potentially adding to or expanding the problems (pollution/crime/etc.) into adjacent 
neighborhoods.I am no engineer, but I do wonder if Fillmore/Platte and Uintah could be modified to relievecongestion and enhance the look/feel of the existing areas. For example, it seems the thingsthat slow people down on most of our centrally located east-west corridors 
are the abundant (ill-timed) traffic lights! Fillmore and Uintah, in particular get backed up between Union and I- 25 because there are SO MANY traffic lights! The exhaust (pollution) from cars waiting for lights to change is undeniable. What about constructing some 
strategically placed roundabouts to move traffic along? There is data to show that such an approach is beneficial in many ways and has been successfully implemented in other cities. There are great benefits to constructing roundabouts (see article at the bottom of this 
correspondence). I am originally from Indiana. Most of my family lives in a medium-sized community in Indiana where there is only one traffic light; they replaced their traffic lights with roundabouts. Granted, it may be smaller than Colorado Springs, but this community had a 
similar problem. Yet, it didn’t solve the problem by simply adding more streets and street
lights through already established neighborhoods. It looked for a more progressive and environmentally, ecologically friendly solution. Over the course of several years, Carmel, Indiana successfully installed more than 138 roundabouts, more than any other city in the U.S. 
According to the Carmel’s website:Roundabouts move traffic more efficiently and reduce the number of fatalities andserious-injury accidents.They work because of their safety record, their compatibility with the environment,their aesthetics and theirability to make it easier 
for pedestrians and bicyclists to navigate.The number of injury accidents in Carmel have reduced by about 80 percent and thenumber of accidentsoverall by about 40 percent. Our numbers are similar to those reported bythe Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.This 
approach, or something similar, could solve the traffic problem, but might also improvethe look and feel of this area as well as the areas (some residential) aroound it. With a moreprogressive approach, the aesthetics of Fillmore Street and other areas could be improved 
andthe surrounding neighborhoods might also be positively impacted. Crime might diminish andproperty values could increase if appropriate, well-thought-out measures were implemented.Should the city decide to more forward, I hope this, or something like it, might be 
explored.In conclusion, thank you for allowing me to address this group. Whatever approach is taken,adding a new expressway through the middle of an established neighborhood cannot be thebest solution. Research shows this. While it may be the simplest and/or least 
expensive, it isnot what is best for our community or the City of Colorado Springs. Please do not promote the

             



41 12/14/2022 First, let me thank you for your service in our city’s government and for your commitment to making Colorado Springs a better place to live. Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts about a proposed roadway project which I feel will be harmful to my community 
and is contrary to the goals of our city. I am an Indiana transplant, a 25 year Colorado resident and a 7+-year resident of the Bonnyville neighborhood in Colorado Springs. I moved to Bonnyville seeking a smaller home in a quiet/walkable/safe neighborhood, close to 
downtown, where I could get to know my neighbors and feel a strong sense of community. The community has provided this and much MORE. I have been in Colorado for 25 years and can’t imagine living anywhere else. Last summer I learned about the proposed 
construction of an “expressway” (term per Gayle Sturdivant) through the north end of our quiet neighborhood (the Constitution Expansion project). I and other Bonnyville neighbors, as well as residents of neighboring communities, responded in force, successfully convincing 
the City Council to remove the project from the list of projects that were attached to the November PPRTA ballot issue. In fact, after the project was removed from the PPRTA list, City Council President Tom Strand told the Colorado Springs Independent, “I just want people 
to know your voices have been heard.” Imagine my surprise when I learned that the Constitution Expansion Project is, indeed, BACK on the ConnectCOS project “A list.” I’m baffled by this! Why was a project that was removed from consideration due to overwhelming 
opposition returned to the list of projects. Surely, the City Council didn’t think we simply wanted it removed so that the PPRTA ballot measure would pass! Isn’t removal, well, removal? Moreover, I discovered last week while walking my neighborhood that most of them had no 
knowledge of the current status of this project. They assumed, as I had, the conversation about this project was over in June 2022. President Strand/City Council, I do NOT feel “heard.” I feel duped/manipulated/deceived. How are we to trust local politicians/government 
when this sort of thing occurs? I fail to understand why were are even having this conversation again. But since we are, I wish to once again express my EXTREME OPPOSITION to the Constitution Expansion project, even if it is only a feasibility study. The proposed 
Constitution Expressway will not solve the east-west problem, it will simply spread it into another part of town (see induced demand article below) and create new problems. It is an old, dated answer to an ongoing problem that will negatively impact multiple historic 
neighborhoods, the surrounding ecosystem, the environment in general, and risk the physical and mental health of humans living in impacted areas. Finally, and perhaps equally important, an expressway through our neighborhoods will negatively impact the value of our 
treasured homes. The Colorado Springs website has much to say about our city and all of its wonderful features. No doubt, we have amazingly rich history, and abundant, interesting attractions. The city website describes Colorado Springs as “…a sophisticated destination 
that has retained the charming ambiance of a small town.” Earlier this year, The US News and World Report also named Colorado Springs one of the top 2 places to live in the U.S. Journalist, Seth Boster, echoed the city’s “small town” sentiment and wrote: Its parts are 
distinctive: the booming suburbs in the north and east; the bustling yet easily navigated downtown; the elegant, rustic south side defined by Cheyenne Cañon and the century-old Broadmoor hotel; and the west side, occupied by eateries and shops in what was the old 
Victorian center of the 1890s gold rush. Despite the sprawl, people regularly stop to say hello to someone they know at their neighborhood brewery or grocery store. That's the small-town scene the city aims to preserve. Preserve??? Concrete expressways and busy roads 
certainly do not “preserve a small-town scene.” They do just the opposite. Bonnyville is definitely “small town.” In safe, walkable Bonnyville, not only do we speak at Stir, he Whistle Pig, Joey’s, the Ace Hardware, the ENT bank and the Safeway, we also say hello at 
BonForte Park and on the streets where we live and safely walk with our dogs, our families and our neighbors. Bonnyville is the epitome of “the small-town scene the city aims to preserve.” Bonnyville is what realtors sometimes call a “buy and die” neighborhood. People 
move to Bonnyville and stay. Some residents have lived in our community all or most of their lives. And yet, the city would like to construct an expressway through the northern border of our community. An expressway that will destroy the “small-town scene” of one of the 
oldest and most historically significant areas in Colorado Springs. A guess is that such a roadway can be done - a feasibilty study will likely determine that. However, there is data to show that such an expressway will have an overall negative impact on our community. A 
2018 study, A Review off Adverse Effects of Road Traffic Noise on Human Health showed: Populations residing along the busy traffic lanes are continuously exposed to the sound levels which are above permissible limits. This constant exposure to noise pollution is a 
cause of concern as it leads to several adverse impacts on human health…Traffic noise causes irritation and annoyance, sleep disturbances, cardiovascular disease, risk of stroke, diabetes, hypertension and loss of hearing. It results in decreased work performance. 
Bonnyville is already surrounded by various busy roadways (Fillmore, Union, Templeton Gap, Nevada, Uintah). In the quiet of most mornings, the road noise from I-25 is clearly audible. The noise from the surrounding roads creeps ever closer to us as loud trucks, cars and 
especially motorcycles race up and down those streets at all hours of the day and night. Constructing an expressway in the area, just steps from the back doors of homes on Bonnyville’s northern border, will only serve to exacerbate the already unhealthy effects of the 
existing roads. Ecological/Environmental Impact: It’s one thing to construct a neighborhood around a busy road, but a far different animal when an expressway is plopped down in the middle of already established areas. The impact will be devastating. In addition to the noise 
issues, the surrounding ecosystem/environment would be destroyed, both during construction and throughout the operation phase of such an expressway (think soil, bees, bugs, pollinators). It goes without saying that the increased air pollution would negatively impact the 
overall air quality in the area and the city. In this time of concern about our environment, how could any city justify such antiquated thinking? Do we want to contribute to climate chane and invite a cloud of pollution over our city? Look at Denver! Crime Rates An expressway 
will negatively impact crime rates in the area. US News & World Report indicated that Colorado Springs already has a higher crime rate than similarly sized metro areas. Where are the areas of high crime in our city? Are they in/around high traffic areas in Colorado Springs 
(i.e. The MLK Expressway, Fillmore, parts of Platte, etc). A guess is that they are. You can see by this crime rate map, that there is already significant crime in the Fillmore Street area, not far from the communities that would be impacted by an expressway. None of us 
wishes for that to increase. More concrete will ensure that. Is this still a significant need?The proposed expressway has been described as something “needed” in order to relieve eastto west traffic congestion in our city. I have seen the “corridor congestion score map” 
produced by the city and I am wondering when the study which produced this map was done: was it pre-COVID or after COVID altered the work-at-home habits of many Colorado Springs citizens?Much has been written about the impact of COVID on worker 
telecommuting/work-at-home habits and the increasing of number of workers utilizing home offices and kitchen tables rather than commuting to offices in some other part of our city. Clearly, work habits in Colorado Springs evolved during COVID and they haven’t returned to 
pre-COVID configurations. Given this, is the need still as dire? If the study was completed prior to March 2020, I wonder if a new study would produce the same results. And if the results are different, maybe the solution should be too.An outdated solution!And if, in the end of 
time, the need does, in fact, still exist, I implore city leaders to bemore forward-thinking in meeting this need. Rather than pouring more concrete and addingone more expressway to our city, why not solve the problem in a more progressive way?Rather thandestroying an 
established area, please find a way to improve the existing areaswhich are currently being utilized (Fillmore/Uintah/Platte) in such a way that the improvementimpacts us all? Use that which is already there and make it better.Fillmore Street is not a particularly appealing part 
of Colorado Springs. It is a “retail highway”offering little more than gas stations, fast food restaurants, marijuana shops, liquor stores and a variety of random retail stores. There is nothing “small town” or welcoming about this part of the Fillmore Street area. The same can 
be said about Platte, east of Union. I would think the city would wish to find ways to improve/enhance these and the other congested/high traffic areas which bear the east-west burden vs. potentially adding to or expanding the problems (pollution/crime/etc.) into adjacent 
neighborhoods.I am no engineer, but I do wonder if Fillmore/Platte and Uintah could be modified to relievecongestion and enhance the look/feel of the existing areas. For example, it seems the thingsthat slow people down on most of our centrally located east-west corridors 
are the abundant (ill-timed) traffic lights! Fillmore and Uintah, in particular get backed up between Union and I- 25 because there are SO MANY traffic lights! The exhaust (pollution) from cars waiting for lights to change is undeniable. What about constructing some 
strategically placed roundabouts to move traffic along? There is data to show that such an approach is beneficial in many ways and has been successfully implemented in other cities. There are great benefits to constructing roundabouts (see article at the bottom of this 
correspondence). I am originally from Indiana. Most of my family lives in a medium-sized community in Indiana where there is only one traffic light; they replaced their traffic lights with roundabouts. Granted, it may be smaller than Colorado Springs, but this community had a 
similar problem. Yet, it didn’t solve the problem by simply adding more streets and street
lights through already established neighborhoods. It looked for a more progressive and environmentally, ecologically friendly solution. Over the course of several years, Carmel, Indiana successfully installed more than 138 roundabouts, more than any other city in the U.S. 
According to the Carmel’s website:Roundabouts move traffic more efficiently and reduce the number of fatalities andserious-injury accidents.They work because of their safety record, their compatibility with the environment,their aesthetics and theirability to make it easier 
for pedestrians and bicyclists to navigate.The number of injury accidents in Carmel have reduced by about 80 percent and thenumber of accidentsoverall by about 40 percent. Our numbers are similar to those reported bythe Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.This 
approach, or something similar, could solve the traffic problem, but might also improvethe look and feel of this area as well as the areas (some residential) aroound it. With a moreprogressive approach, the aesthetics of Fillmore Street and other areas could be improved 
andthe surrounding neighborhoods might also be positively impacted. Crime might diminish andproperty values could increase if appropriate, well-thought-out measures were implemented.Should the city decide to more forward, I hope this, or something like it, might be 
explored.In conclusion, thank you for allowing me to address this group. Whatever approach is taken,adding a new expressway through the middle of an established neighborhood cannot be thebest solution. Research shows this. While it may be the simplest and/or least 

i  i  i  h  i  b  f   i   h  Ci  f C l d  S i  Pl  d    h42 12/6/2022 Comment “Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension project from the ConnectCOS transportation plan”.
Have A Blessed Day,
***

43 12/4/022 Comment I'm writing this to oppose the expansion of Constitution. What a fuck tarded idea. This is a
neighborhood, full of people and animals. It is not the citizens of CS fault that city keeps growing
with no reasonable plan for growth except for neighborhoods and citizens to change. In current
times we live in the plan should be better public transportation ideas, not destroying neighborhoods
because growth cannot be controlled responsibly.
This is a fucking joke of an idea.
***



44 12/5/2022 Comment I’m a resident of the Old North End . I live off Tejon. I’m strongly opposed to the Constitution road extension to I-
25. This would negatively impact properties values, natural habits in Monument Park, and increase exhaust and
noise pollution.
No to this project.
***

45 12/2/2022 Comment To Whom it Concerns:
It seems the Constitution Extension is, yet again, trying to be accomplished without citizen
involvement. Please stop trying to ram this down our throats when it was made very clear a
few months back this is an ill-conceived plan that would negatively impact many
neighborhoods with excessive traffic, pollution, and damage to the environment, not to
mention destruction of the historic neighborhood.
Rest assured; the citizens will rally again to stop this!
***

46 12/5/2022 Comment I voice my vehement opposition to the extention of Constitution Ave. through my
neigborhood to I-25. Shame on you for circumventing public process and ongoing
neigborhood opposition.
***

47 12/7/2022 Comment We should oppose this project for the following reasons:
* we have a relatively quiet neighborhood. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the
northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue. * Coupled with an
increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental
impacts. * we will incur a dramatic reduction in property values if this road project is constructed
near our homes. * It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed
road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife. * there will be significant
negative impacts from the city ramming this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods



48 12/5/2022 Comment Hello Councilwoman Henjum and ConnectCOS...
I live in the Kittyhawk neighborhood, within Ms. Henjum's jurisdiction, and I am a very active
citizen.
It has been brought to my attention that the proposal to extend Constitution Avenue via the Rock
Island Trail has once again reared its ugly head in the community, this time via a draft report via
ConnectCOS. It's always easy to include it from a mile high view as "what's good for the city" in areport, excluding the people who will be directly 
affected if it is put into place. Side note: we havelived here for six months and I have TWICE addressed this with elected officials and bureaucrats.And 
I will do it a million times more if need be.
While I am concerned, of course, about what it will do to the value of my home and to my
neighborhood when my neighbors and I will be sandwiched between Fillmore Street and what would
become the newest Austin Bluffs of COS, isolated from grocery stores and quiet walking trails, I am
more concerned about what will happen when my child, who has special needs and has been known
to elope on occasion from Stratton Elementary, now is at risk for eloping onto an expressway. If this
plan were to go through, the children attending these two schools are not surrounded on all sides by
a quiet neighborhood, but by pollution and traffic. I noticed this consideration was not included on
the report, but only positive affirmations of its impact.
I saw Fillmore come up a number of times in the report and ONE offered solution, which suggests
that, with the number of people who contributed to the report, the resources of time, talent, and
education available to this team of professionals have not been exhausted exploring the options to
improve traffic conditions on Fillmore. I have full faith there is a better solution than destroying
quiet, peaceful neighborhoods with traffic and unsafe conditions for children. I can't wait to seewhat alternatives ConnectCOS can endorse in the 
future!
Best,
***



49 12/5/2022 Comment Hello,
These comments are in response to the November 2022 Draft ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan (The Plan).I am a 30-year resident of the 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the cornerof Wood Avenue and Jackson Street and within the 
boundaries of the Old North End
Neighborhood. I would like to register my fervent opposition to the Constitution
Avenue Extension project described within The Plan and enumerated in the project
list in Appendix A.As you undoubtedly already know, this project was originally included in the list of
PPRTA projects to be voted on in the November 2022 election to extend the current
PPRTA sales tax. However, significant opposition from those who would be
negatively affected by this project (myself included) persuaded the Colorado Springs
City Council to remove it from the PPRTA list. Now, in The Plan, I find that the project
is far from being eliminated and I am again compelled to provide arguments in
opposition. A more cynical person might conclude that the removal of the project from
the November ballot question was merely a ploy to ensure the measure's passage,
with the knowledge that it remained one of the City's long-term goals.
Before proceeding to specific objections, I wish to point out a possible discrepancy
between The Plan text and Appendix A. The appendix lists two projects (105 and
106), a Feasibility Study and a Project Design phase. However, The Plan (p. 44)recommends only the Feasibility Study to evaluate the technical and financialaspects, with any 
additional actions subject to the public participation process. It isunclear which source (The Plan or Appendix A) is the intended course of action.Following are specific objections 
to the Constitution Avenue Extension Project:Our neighborhood already suffers greatly from noise pollution as aconsequence of 30 years of development in the area: a 24-hr 
heliportsupporting the Penrose Trauma Center only two block away; widening of I-25 tosix lanes and the increase in the roadway's speed limit from 55 to 65 mph; anda significant 
increase in rail traffic on the UP/BNSF rail lines just West of ourlocation. Further, two additional I-25 lanes have already been cleared by the2004 CDOT Environmental Impact 
Study but have yet to be planned or funded.The additional noise from a new major roadway mere feet from our community'snorthern boundary would be unbearable.Air pollution 
from the exhaust of several thousand vehicles daily would furtherdegrade our air quality.My property value, as well asthat of everyone in our community, would benegatively 
affected, perhaps substantially so, depending upon the projectdesign. Based on the County Assessor's 2022 data, the average unit assessedvalue in our community exceeds 
$425,000 and the total assessed value of allunits exceeds $1.6M.While by law the project could not directly encroach on Monument Valley Park,its proximity to both the park and 
the Monument Valley Trail would severelydiminish the enjoyment of those amenities.I submit that nearly any project can be made to appear feasible throughmanipulation of its 
definition and scope. This is what I expect would happen withthe Constitution Avenue Extension. It would be defined in such a way as toplacate concerns of the affected residents 
while meeting expected costlimitations. However, once implemented, it would continue to expand in capacityover time. Indeed, The Plan states that any solution must "minimize 
additionalfuture vehicular demand on east-west roadways that are at or exceeding capacity"and "increase overall east-west people-moving capacity" (p. 43). Thus, most 
newgrowth in demand would be expected to fall on any new routes. Further, while theproject is described as a "limited access facility", usage demands over time couldencourage 
the construction of additional access points, which could increase trafficflows and congestion within our neighborhood.For these reasons, I respectfully request that the 
Constitution Avenue Extension project beremoved from The Plan  and that a moratorium be placed on theproject's futureconsideration Thank You ***

50 12/4/2022 Comment We have rejected these proposals in the past. Our neighborhood was promised that this was
not to be an option but here we are.
Constructing a major roadway just steps from the northern border of our homes will
dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and
other environmental impacts.
Thank you for your time
***



51 12/5/2022 Comment To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to express my disappointment and my disagreement with the proposal for an extension
of Constitution Ave.
This project has continued to be proposed in spite of the clear disapproval of the City Council and
while technically not a violation of the Monument Valley agreement the city accepted many years
ago, it is clearly a violation of the spirit of that agreement and it WILL negatively impact the park,
which is an environment increasingly necessary to our well being since we are growing our city.in
such a rapid way.
Outdoor areas are essential for the mental and physical wellbeing of our citizens and never more so
than now.
Ever since I -25 was expanded the noise pollution has been a significant problem and has negatively
impacted the quality of life for those in the north end of the downtown.
In addition to the noise, the increase in exhaust fumes will further negatively impact that quality of
life.
The obvious negative impact on real estate values goes without saying.
I believe this project is a clear violation of the public trust. It certainly appears that this plan is NOT
being studied but rather moving ahead as if approved by all involved.
This is not a good way to proceed with major projects with the clear result of damaging many
people's lives and property.
It is my opinion that this is not a plan that is in the best interest of the residents of this neighborhood
or the city at large.
Sincerely,
***



52 12/5/2022 Comment My name is*** and my wife and I live *** within the
Town House complex at 2400 Wood Ave. I am a retired Air Force Colonel and a
resident of Colorado Springs for the past 12 years.
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood
Avenue and Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the
proposed Constitution Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate
25. This project is included in the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project#
105 – 106) which includes both a feasibility study and design phases.
I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am
aware that this project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded
due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was
most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority
(PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, staff was directed to remove the
project from the PPRTA list after City leadership received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the
following:
1. Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-
25 and other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from
the northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
2. Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust
fumes and other environmental impacts.
3. I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is
constructed adjacent to my home.
4. It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of
the proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
5. I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming
this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
7. I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even
though the feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the
feasibility study is just a formality, and the project will proceed regardless of the
findings of the feasibility study. When considering the significant design and
construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our neighborhoods
and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweigh the
project benefits.
I urge you to remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation
Plan.
Sincerely,



53 12/1/2022 Comment As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and
Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution
Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25. This project is included in
the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project# 105 – 106) which includes both a
feasibility study and design phases.
I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am aware that
this project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the
2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and
once again, staff was directed to remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership
received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25 and
other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the northern
border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and
other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is constructed
adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley
Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed
road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this
proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even though the
feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the feasibility study is just a
formality, and the project will proceed regardless of the findings of the feasibility study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to remove this project from
the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Please, please hear our voices, aged as they may be.
Sincerely,
***54 12/7/2022 Comment To Whom It May Concern:
Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan. Again.
You have heard COUNTLESS TIMES from citizens in the neighborhood that this will TOTALLY
DESTROY THEIR NEIGHBORHOODS.
WE SAY NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
***



55 12/4/2022 Comment To Whom it May Concern:
NO, I do not want any more discussion, planning, musing or stelthing about any proposed
Constitution Avenue extension to meet up with I-25. Enough already! Enough slicing through
middle income neighborhood making their properties even less valuable. Enough worrying
about schools being in proximity. Enough bringing this idea to the fore over and over when the
neighbors and those impacted again and again have said NO!
If you need extended east/west access, HOW ABOUT AN INDEPTH STUDY OF AN EXISTING
POPULAR ROADWAY—FILLMORE AVENUE? It has vacant and older properties that need
looking at.
And the larger picture is -- less development will need fewer roadway extensions! We have
NO WATER in Colorado Springs! Let's stop unnecessary roadways, unnecessary building and
redevelop what we already have instead of looking at a project that PEOPLE DO NOT WANT!
ENOUGH!
***PS What is CONNECT COS ANYWAY?????



56 12/5/2022 Comment
I grew up in Colorado Springs near Constitution and Union. There have been many changes that
have taken place in this city over the 60+ years that I have lived here. I have to say that the most
rapid changes have occurred within the last 20 years. Most of them have been good for the city and
for those that make Colorado Springs their home. Needless to say, the complexion of the city has
changed dramatically during this time.
I understand the need for the city to better accommodate the east-west flow of traffic but there
needs to be a balance struck between the growth of the city and the preservation of the city’s
character. I believe that putting Constitution through to I-25 will damage the city’s character in ways
that will not be able to be restored. The area where this limited access thoroughfare would be made
goes right through some of the beautiful parts of the city. The Rock Island Trail is very peaceful and
an oasis to retreat from the busyness of the life. Wildlife thrives there and the Patty Jewett Golf
Course is a municipal golf course where people go to find some renewal. The Bonnyville area is very
picturesque, and Bonny Park is where I had my first soccer lessons, and this park is a very quiet
neighborhood park where people still learn to play soccer and baseball. The Old North End is one of
my favorite places to walk. My husband and I would often drive from the Powers corridor where we
lived to walk along Wood Avenue and Monument Valley Park.
There are few places in the city that have been untouched by the expansive growth this city has seen
in the past few decades. These places are undiscovered jewels in the city. The few existing areas
need to be preserved. This is especially true for the area where the proposed Constitution cut to I-
25. The increase in noise and congestion that will be brought into this area will destroy the nature of
this area. I know that there are noise mitigation efforts (e.g., walls) and that this is limited access,
but it will still see a large influx of traffic as this is the purpose of the road in the first place – to
offload the other east-west thoroughfares. I have seen what has happened to Woodmen Road and
while the current plan for Constitution does not contain anything of that sort right now, I fear that in
the future this will be brought forward.
In 1870, General Palmer, a Civil War hero and founder of the city of Colorado Springs, wrote these
words to his wife upon arrival in the Southern Colorado region, “Could one not live in constant view
of these grand mountains without being elevated by them into a lofty plane of thought and
purpose?” Like so many of us who have been drawn here by the magical landscape and promise for
adventure, Palmer knew the area was special. He also understood that wide-open spaces would be
essential to the quality of life for those living in the Pikes Peak region.
I feel that we need to act now to preserve what little open space we have left in the heart of the
city. Many people believed that this issue had already been settled but it keeps coming back up. I
feel betrayed and deceived by the city because they removed it from the PPRTA ballot issue so that
that ballot issue would pass, and then it comes back as a proposal on the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan. When will the city quit trying to push this through multiple ways and avenues.
It wastes lots of time and money, not to mention the ill will that is being caused toward the city.
Also, the growth of the city is primarily to the north and east. Cutting Constitution through to I-25
does not make sense. I would like to have the Constitution to I-25 connection to never be proposed
again. Is there a way to do that?
Sincerely,



57 12/5/2022 Comment Colorado Spring CO 80907
DATE: December 5, 2022
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and
Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution
Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25. This project is included in
the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project# 105 – 106) which includes both a
feasibility study and design phases.
I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am aware that
this project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the
2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once
again, staff was directed to remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership
received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of
I-25 and other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from
the northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust
fumes and other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is
constructed adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact
Monument Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the
proximity of the proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and
wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from
ramming this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even
though the feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the
feasibility study is just a formality, and the project will proceed regardless of the
findings of the feasibility study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to remove this project from the
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58 12/2/2022 Comment Good morning.
I am a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes and I am informed that there is a
proposed Constitution Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate
25. This project is included in the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project# 105 – 106)
which includes both a feasibility study and design phases.
I am frustrated to learn this project is still being considered. The project has been proposed
several times in the past and discarded due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen
opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Peak Rural
Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, staff was directed to
remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership received significant opposition.
I am against the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25
and other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the
northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes
and other environmental impacts.
I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is constructed
adjacent to my home.
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the
proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this
proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweigh the project benefits.
I humbly request that you permanently remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan.
***59 12/6/2022 Comment Constitution highway. Please explain to me why the city wants to destroy established
neighborhoods and schools just so people can get from point A to point B five minutes faster. Please
remember that destroying a city's past will eventually destroy it's future. I know you'll cringe when I
say that I have lived here for 72 years, fourth generation Coloradoan. City government and the
planning department is destroying this city. And the developers that the city loves.
Growth does not pay for itself!

60 12/2/2022 Comment Please do not reconsider this project! We the people who live in the area are absolutely NOT in favor
of the city ruining another part of my neighborhood because they want to make it a little more
"convenient" to get across town. Growth has expanded the city to the point where wildlife is not
even considered, only more money spent on a road that will destroy the neighborhoods around it
and run right through 2 schools. You asked how the people living here felt and we resoundingly said
NO! So you decided to hide it from our view unless we were doing some research and found out that
it was placed back to be done without the people's consent.
Please reconsider. Thank you
***



61 12/5/2022 Comment As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Town homes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and
Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution
Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25. This project is included in the
draft Connec tCOS Transportation Plan (project# 105 – 106) which includes both a feasibility
study and design phases.
I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am aware that
this project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the
2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once
again, staff was directed to remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership
received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25
and other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the
northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes
and other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is constructed
adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley
Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the
proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this
proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even though the
feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the feasibility study is
just a formality, and the project will proceed regardless of the findings of the feasibility
study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative
influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project
significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to remove this project from the

d C t COS T t ti  Pl62 12/6/2022 Comment Please withdraw projects 105 and 106 from the ConnectCOS list.
I’ll grant that an extension to Constitution Avenue has its appeal. It would reduce congestion on Fillmore
Street and connect at I-25 with the new extension to Centennial Boulevard. Cross-town traffic would
flow somewhat better.
But at what cost? Quiet, long-established neighborhoods, among them the historic Old North End,
would be bordered by a noisy and costly roadway for the convenience of drivers headed elsewhere.
Even a four-lane roadway with no median and narrow shoulders would involve removing homes and
probably adding sound barriers along many backyards.
This whac-a-mole project has popped up repeatedly over the decades and been withdrawn every time,
most recently in this past summer, as you must know. Public trust in the City suffers from including it
among ConnectCOS projects so soon after citizen opposition removed it from the PPRTA projects. Trust
erodes further by the short public-comment period at busy holiday time.
The City staff can make better use of its time and money by recommending against the Constitution
Extension.
Respectfully,
***



63 12/2/2022 Comment No to the Constitution avenue extension.
***

64 Comment To Whom it May Concern,
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, I am shocked to learn that Constitution
Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25 is still being considered. This
project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. I urge you to remove this project from the
proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. Here is why:
1. We suffer from expanded I-25 noise pollution as is. Constructing a major
roadway just steps from the northern border of our homes will dramatically
exacerbate the noise issue.
2. Exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts will deteriorate our living
standards.
3. My property value will plummet if this road project is constructed adjacent to my
home. I worked and saved my entire life to purchase this property, and you will
destroy it in one decision.
4. I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming
this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
5. The design phase is included in the project list even though the feasibility study has
not been initiated. This makes it appear that the feasibility study is just a formality,
and the project will proceed regardless of the findings of the feasibility study.
***

65 12/6/2022 Comment To whom it may concern:
My husband and I, as residents of Bonnieville, would like to voice our
strong opposition to the 105/106 proposition regarding the
Constitution feasibility study and possible expansion project. We are
extremely frustrated and angry that these items are coming up again
when our community (and the surrounding historic neighborhoods)
voiced fierce opposition to these projects this past summer.
We do not want our tax money used on this project for the following reasons:
* this is a relatively quiet neighborhood and constructing a major roadway just
steps from the northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the
noise issue
*coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust
fumes
* we will incur a dramatic reduction in property values due to the above mentioned
reasons
We expect our wishes to be heard again and ask that the 105/105 propositions be
taken off of the CONNECTCOS proposed project listed in appendix A. This is not a
project we support.
Sincerely,
***



66 12/1/2022 Comment City Staff -
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and
Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution
Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25. This project is included in
the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project# 105 – 106) which includes both a
feasibility study and design phases.
I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am aware that
this project has been proposed several times in the past and withdrawn due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the
2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once
again, staff was directed to remove the project from the PPRTA list after City leadership
received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers with significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25 and
other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the
northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and
other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in our property values if this road project is constructed
adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley
Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the close proximity of the
proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result by ramming this
proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even though the
feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the feasibility study is
just a formality and that the project will proceed regardless of the findings of the
feasibility study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, I believe the negative impacts
of this project significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to remove this project
from the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
In conclusion, if I was aware that the City is still considering constructing this major roadway
next to my home, it is highly unlikely that I would have chosen to live in our townhome
community.
Sincerely –

67 12/7/2022 Comment I am in favor of the east west corridor from I-25, using Constitution, all the way to US 24.
US 24 should be four lane, like I 70, from Limon as well.
A modern access has been too long waiting in the wings.
***

68 12/8/2022 Comment Thank you for your email regarding east-west highway in the Old North End. I would like to
receive the information allowing me to participate in opportunities about this project.
Sincerely,
***



69 12/6/2022 Comment I write this email as a concerned Colorado Springs resident of 36 years. Expanding Constitution avenue thru the
proposed route is unconscionable. That space is screaming for development into a parkway and trail extension - not
a highway. Planting more concrete, disrupting some of the oldest CS neighborhoods is not the wise, forward
thinking improvements that would best serve our city’s goal of attracting environmentally conscious, out door
loving residents. Union to and through Fillmore to I-25 is ripe for rebuilding. It’s an established travel route ready
for an upgrade. Leave the quiet neighborhoods alone.
I fully oppose expanding Constitution Avenue!!! Leave the Bonnyville, Roswell and the old north end
neighborhoods alone.
***

70 12/6/2022 Comment Please add my voice in opposition to the extension of Constitution Avenue to connect with I-25….Tuus would be an incredibly destructive roadway 
through a very quiet portion of Colorado Springs. Destruction to our deer and other wildlife as well.

North Nevada Ave MUST HAVE A REDUCTION DOWN TO ONE LANE FOR VEHICLES AND ONE LAND DEDICATED TO BUS/BICYCLES. Or, 
round-abouts between Uintah and Fontanero…ANYTHING TO REDUCE VEHICLE SPEED. The deaths , injuries, and property damage are the 
highest in Colorado Springs in the shortest length of street. Come hang out with me any Friday or Saturday evening… the drag racing is phenomenal!!

***

71 12/6/2022 Comment Your neighbors at 2400 Wood Ave are urgently asking you to stop the consideration of the extension
of Constitution. It would not only reduce our property values along with other North End properties,
but dramatically reduce our quality of life with a 4 lane highway running next to us. Please make this
go ahead, we plead with you. There are elderly and sick people living in our neighborhood that
would be adversely affected, as well as all people who live there. Would you want that next to you?
Think about it.
***

72 12/12/2022 Comment Please
Consider dropping the constitution push though leave Bonnyville and the ONE alone. It's
Historic, quiet and established. Push through with the businesses at filllmore

73 12/3/2022 Comment I have been a resident of the historic neighborhood of Bonnyville for over 20 years. I cherish this
neighborhood. What will Colorado Springs be if the special parts are ruined? Better transportation at what
cost?
Thank you,
***

74 12/11/2022 Comment Please remove the constitution ave extension project from the ConnectCOS transportation plan. We
live in Bonnyville just a few houses up from Constitution ave. This will negatively affect our lives here
in this close community. Thank you for your attention to this matter..
Sincerely,***



75 12/5/2022 Comment Please remove the Constitution Avenue Extension Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation
Plan.
This project will destroy neighborhoods and negatively impact wildlife in our area. The City Council
took this project off of the ballot in November. It should not be part of any plan at this time.
Thanks,
***

76 12/6/2022 Comment I am writing to express my disapproval of the Constitution extension in the strongest possible terms.
The voters have spoken in the past regarding this destructive idea, yet it rears its ugly head once
again. There is no need for another major roadway to connect with I-25. This plan will exacerbate
the noise and pollution, and have other environmental impacts for residents of the affected
neighborhoods. Ramming this proposed roadway through these historic neighborhoods will create
an increase in crime, vehicle thefts and street racing. I urge you to listen to the citizens most
affected and to NOT proceed with this proposal. Thank you.
Sincerely,
***

77 12/8/2022 Comment we have a relatively quiet neighborhood. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the northern
border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other
environmental impacts.
* we will incur a dramatic reduction in property values if this road project is constructed near our
homes.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park and
Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed road will negatively
impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
* there will be significant negative impacts from the city ramming this proposed roadway through
our historic neighborhoods.
***



78 12/13/2022 Comment Dear Citizen Transportation Advisory Board ,
I am writing to you in regards to the extension
of Constitution Avenue through a long established family neighborhood. I strenuously object on
reasons both personal and community oriented.
The home that my wife and I purchased eight years ago boarders the Rock Island bike paths and the
railroad spur that services several businesses in the area. It is my understanding that more than one
hundred homes will need to be demolished to accommodate the extension and it is very likely that
my home is one of those. My wife and I invested a significant portion of our retirement savings to
pay cash for this property. I understand that the city intends to buy the properties to be demolished
but with the price of housing being what it is it is unlikely that my compensation would suffice to
replace my home with a comparable property. The last time I moved was both physically and
mentally demanding and my health has declined since. Even if the extension did not require the
demolition of my retirement home the property value would surely be significantly diminished.
The property values in the general area would also be adversely affected as would the net worth of
hundreds more individuals and families and their
quality of life. The Old North End, presently is one of the more desirable communities. The
associated increases in noise and traffic could change all that.
I understand Colorado Springs could use an additional East/ West corridor but maybe Constitution
Isn’t the best solution. True there is
a four lane section that accesses Academy Blvd
but East of that is another housing area that would be diminished or Powers would not have easy
access to the extension.
It is my sincere hope that the East/ West issue could
be addressed without sacrificing the quality of life,
financial integrity and homes of hundreds of families
and individuals.
Sincerely,

79 12/7/2022 Comment Remove the extension of Constitution Ave from the list of new roadway projects.



80 12/4/2022 Comment Connect COS and City of Colorado Springs,
I am writing to you in opposition to the Constitution Avenue Extension. This plan is outrageous.
My home is located 121 West Monroe Street in the Old North End, next to Monument Valley Park.
This plan would not only destroy the air quality around my home, it would increase the noise
pollution to unimaginable levels. The current air and noise pollution is already noticeable with I-25 to
the west.
My home is of an historic nature. It was built by a world famous botanist, Ruth Ashton Nelson. Ruth
was one of the preeminent botanists for Colorado, Rocky Mountain National Park, and the western
United States. My home at 121 West Monroe was built in the mid 1950s as a workshop for her
research and writing. The majority of my historical research is completed. All that remains is for me
to submit my application to the historical society. This proposed extension would destroy the
historical natural surroundings by my home.
I would like to point out that this proposed extension would significantly impact the value of my
home, and not in a positive direction. This is outrageous!
The destruction of natural habitats would be a blight to this historic section of the Old North End and
to Monument Valley Park. Any of the natural habitats destroyed would never be recovered. I am
stretching here, but I believe General Palmer would be appalled by this proposed extension. It is
because of General Palmer's foresight that we, the citizens of Colorado Springs, enjoy the beauty of
Monument Valley Park, and the tree lined streets of Cascade Avenue and Nevada Avenue. (These
tree lined avenues are currently under threat of destruction from other transportation plans.)
The Old North End is one of the greatest assets to the City of Colorado Springs. Do not destroy the
historical nature of the Old North End, or any of the other historic neighborhoods that would be
destroyed. While you might not enjoy the close knit neighborhoods of Bonnyville, Roswell, and Kitty
Hawk, there are many families that do. Why would you destroy neighborhoods with affordable
homes?
If this Constitution Avenue extension, or any other transportation plans were to change these
neighborhoods, you will have voted on decreasing affordable housing, family oriented
neighborhoods, and turned them into noisy, smelly, unsightly and poverty stricken areas.
I encourage all of you to rethink this extension. It will destroy the historic neighborhoods of Colorado
Springs.
The future development of Colorado Springs does not need to include destroying natural habitat,
destroying the beauty and serenity of Monument Valley, destroying affordable housing in Bonnyville,
Roswell, Kitty Hawk, the Old North End, and other historical communities.
Once destroyed, it will never recover and it will never be as it is today, or how General Palmer
envisioned. Yes, this city is struggling with growth but do not destroy what is good about the city to
achieve a short sighted goal by those who have no interest in these areas of Colorado Springs.
I am protesting the Constitution Avenue Extension. Vote NO!
Respectfully.
***



81 12/2/2022 Comment Dear City Officials,
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood
Avenue and Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant opposition to the
proposed Constitution Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate
25. This project is included in the draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (project#
105 – 106) which includes both a feasibility study and design phases.
I am surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am
aware that this project has been proposed several times in the past and discarded
due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was
most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority
(PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, staff was directed to remove the
project from the PPRTA list after City leadership received significant opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the
following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25
and other busy residential streets. Constructing a major roadway just steps from the
northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust
fumes and other environmental impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is
constructed adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park and Greenway Trail due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of
the proposed road will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming
this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods.
* I am disappointed that the design phase was included in the project list even though
the feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appear that the feasibility
study is just a formality, and the project will proceed regardless of the findings of the
feasibility study.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the
major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative
impacts of this project significantly outweigh the project benefits. I urge you to
remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Sincerely

82 11/14/2022 Comment Prioritizing cars over other modes of transit only perpetuates the need for more car infrastructure through induced demand. Providing viable, safe, 
and practical non- car options is an overlooked way to avoid the car infrastructure treadmill that keeps creating and solving the same traffic 
congestion problems perpetually. Thanks!

83 12/6/2022 Comment This Plan continues the charade that transit/bicycle/pedestrian improvements solve the traffic issues/congestion for the future. There are 100,000 
additional registered vehicles in EPC since 2010 and over 80% of the citizens drive vehicles to commute. However, the City continues to narrow 
roadways, reduce developer-required improvements for future needs and has not adequately planned for a major bypass. Multimodal solutions will 
not correct the traffic issues and congestion and City leaders and staff need to determine solutions that address the real issues.



84 11/20/2022 Comment City of Colorado Springs thru Connect COS has the responsibility to respect neighborhoods  and recognizes by stating "unique opportunities and 
challenges of surrounding neighborhoods and the travelers who use different corridors." What this challenge means to me is how traffic through our 
neighborhood will enhance (or at least not diminish) the safety, walkability,  bike friendliness,  and reasonable mass transit.  However I fear that this 
plan will make Nevada a highway between downtown and UCCS, irregardless of years of speaking to city officials of the need for traffic calming in the 
neighborhood which addressed all of the above, albeit the city and the neighborhood were close in the past to make a neighborhood plan, that I would 
argue will still work. I am also concerned about  increasing the capacity on Weber and potential right aways.  Additionally the neighborhoods 
impacted by the Rock Island East West Corridor have been concerned aboutthe impact to their neighborhoods for over 35 years, they too need to be 
respected

85 12/6/2022 Comment I lived on North Nevada Avenue for over 30 years, and cannot believe that once again life along this street is being threatened by Traffic Engineers.  
This is a residential stretch of street. Completely residential.  With Steele Elementary School and Corpus Christi school students trying to make their 
way across Nevada and Cascade daily.  And trying to visit their friends that live across these streets. It's already a hazardous street with drivers 
speeding and crashing.  We have had at least 3 deaths in the block in front of our house.  Many, if not most, residents have to back out of driveways 
onto Nevada Avenue. Increasing traffic is extremely dangerous to residents, children, and drivers on this residential street. Please reconsider.

86 12/5/2022 Comment The draft plan includes a Major Thoroughfare Map (Appendix C) that shows Nevada Avenue through the Old North End being re-designated as a 
“Principal Arterial” roadway. Nevada Ave. in ONEN is currently a “minor arterial”. What does this proposed change mean?
 
•	This would enable a transformational change of Nevada Ave. in front of our homes, for the worse, with higher speeds and traffic volumes.
 
•	It would allow the City to expand Nevada from the current 4 lanes to up to 6 lanes.
 Please  Please No!!
We need to calm traffic through the Old North End. It is really bad right now as it is. Speeding and Noise has become intolerable. 

Thank you for your time 
***

87 11/21/2022 Comment I'll send yet another email to city councilors and the mayor.   This is just like the Constitution expansion plan that "wasn't going to effect housing."   
This misguided plan will destroy the historic district and for what?  So a developer can build more, further away?  So more cars can speed?  There is 
no value assigned to stable neighborhoods.  Thanks for updating everyone.

88 11/24/2022 Comment Profoundly stupid non planning.  Rerun north academy thru the historic old north end community?  No thanks.  Idiots, what in the world could you be 
thinking.  You just redid nevada a couple of years ago and now the crashes are even worse.  



89 11/29/2022 Comment We strongly oppose all plans that feed more traffic through established residential neighborhoods.  In particular, expanding North Nevada Ave into a 
six-lane major thoroughfare is a disastrous idea.  It completely contradicts and negates all prior representations and actions by the City to "calm 
traffic" through the Old North End (reducing Cascade and Weber lanes, adding bike lanes, diverting traffic onto I-25, etc.) 

Turning Nevada Ave into a six lane, "primary arterial road" presents an unacceptable and unnecessary danger to all children who must cross Nevada 
Ave. to get to their neighborhood elementary, middle and high schools, as well as to all pedestrians and bicyclists.  Expanding North Nevada Ave. to 
six lanes makes it a "primary arterial road" incompatible with residential use under the City's own design standards.  As a primary arterial road, 
Nevada Ave would bifurcate our historic neighborhood and destroy it as a walkable, livable, urban green area.

Whose interests are behind this plan?  Certainly not those of the residents, property owners and taxpayers who will pay the price.  DROP IT NOW!

90 11/25/2022 Comment It is my understanding that this proposed project means taking out the tree / flower lined median.  Are you kidding me?  Destroy the beauty and warm 
feelings those beautiful trees/ median provide that 100% goes with the OLD NORTH END. Is Cascade ave next? Then Wood Ave?  I am a westsider 
and got here as soon as I could 42 years ago, 11/22/80. Change is inevitable but the powers to be seem to be blindsided by BIG DEVELOPERS. This 
is unacceptable and needs to be shelved and rethought.
                     Most sincerely and concerned, ***

91 11/28/2022 Comment (I saw no indication on the web page accepting public comment that my remarks could be saved, so I am repeating them here...) 

I see that the most recent version of this transportation plan reclassifies N. Nevada Ave. between Uintah and Fillmore from a “minor arterial” to a 
“principal arterial.” This change would profoundly damage the neighborhood of the Old North End, a charming city treasure that has played a key role 
in Colorado Springs history for 150 years.

I understand the desire to move traffic from downtown to the northern corridor populated by UCCS, University Village, and other developments.  But 
years ago, that was the rationale for the construction of I-25, a highway that remains up to the task.

Moreover, Colorado Springs’ own design standards state: “Principal arterial streets should not bisect neighborhoods but should act as boundaries 
between them.” The Old North End obviously extends East from Monument Creek to Wahsatch Ave., and informally to Patty Jewett Golf Course. A 
“principal artery” Nevada would be a dagger through the heart of a walkable, shaded, residential district where neighbors chat over picket fences and 
parents stroll with young children.  Indeed, the city should be taking steps to reduce, not increase, traffic on this tree-lined, family-friendly, mile-long 
architectural gem. 

Long-term, Colorado Springs is far better served by preserving the safety and livability of the Old North End than it would be by another unsightly 
urban roadway.  I urge you to reconsider this portion of ConnectCOS.  Save Nevada.  Save the Old North End.



92 11/30/2022 Comment Please consider continuity and connectivity of bike paths and trails throughout the city. 

Please consider some way to connect the north side of Union Meadows Open Space with the University Park Internal Link Trail. Specifically, there is 
no way for pedestrians and bikes to safely cross Union at Collegiate Drive. 

This trail connection is very frustrating because it is right across Union, with no pedestrian crossing. Wildlife also cross right here from the Open 
Space, and this is the part of Union where cars are flying past.

I know I'm not the only person to run across the street here, but it feels like crossing a highway.

Ideally, a pedestrian and wildlife bridge could be installed. However, an underpass or some other way to connect this open space would create much 
better trail connectivity and be safer.

Please consider a pedestrian bridge or underpass across Union at Collegiate Drive.

93 10/3/2022 Comment Sir/ma’am, 
These are my thoughts after reviewing some of the best/worst city lists for commuting in the USA and in Asia and Europe. Coincidentally I lived in NC 
and TX which have multiple cities near the top of the list for best 100 USA cities. Colorado Springs ranked 49th out of 100; and the best in CO, so the 
news isn’t all bad.

However, some improvements can be made after observing travel habits firsthand in England, Scotland, Germany, Korea, and Japan. Simply 
widening roads or constructing overpasses on Powers Boulevard doesn’t address the core issue of reducing travel times. We can reduce travel time 
by reducing travel distances. For example single occupant vehicles seem to be prevalent near drive thru restaurants. There seem to be dozens of 
restaurant options within a four mile radius of Powers and Dublin. Yet there are very few similar options in twice the radius of eight miles near the 
airport. My point is we can reduce travel congestion along Powers Boulevard by reducing travel distances and encouraging new restaurant 
development on Powers south of Platte. Additionally, restaurant delivery and grocery delivery is making the issue worse. It was common to see 
grocery stores in Asia and Europe to be within walking/biking distance of apartments and townhomes. We can encourage similar human behavior 
here by constructing more apartments near new grocery stores, and by making short distance public transportation options available. This includes 
free/inexpensive public bicycles that are commonly used downtown. The key takeaway is addressing the issue in smaller chunks/projects instead of 
city-wide.

Thank you for reviewing my comments.



94 12/6/2022 Comment As a multi-modal user myself; pedestrian, cyclist and driver I would like to see a physical barrier to protect users from vehicles. This extends into our 
neighborhoods where a broken patchwork of sidewalks is present and perpetuating the idea that roads are simply for vehicles. I think it is a lost 
opportunity that with the 2c work (curbs & roads) being done sidewalks are not being added nor are streets potentially being reduced in size. 

In the estimates for travel to work is there any information on the lost opportunity of each trip? I see charts for current but not a comparison for "ideal" 
breakdown of auto/bus/walk/bike/etc.

A physical curb to separate cyclists and pedestrians on major roadways/corridors is needed for vehicles. Simply painting lines or putting in cheap 
PVC plastic visual separators is not enough, bollards should be part of a safe corridor plan. Forcing a pedestrian or cyclists into the debris lane or 
forcing zig-zags to cross lanes of traffic is not safe nor welcoming to any traveller. 

Our city has a bike theft problem. There is little chance someone is going to bike to work or to do an errand if their bike is not going to be safe. I would 
like to see a bike corral system (maybe require an ID to enter?) or something along those lines in city streets, rather than locked up to a light pole, 
railing, etc. 

EDUCATION: I would like to see some publications to the public on how to convert some of their current vehicle trips to bus or other routes, myself 
included. Push this out via GoCOS, mailers, etc. Promote hybrid travel with another mode; give examples. How to pay for a bus, how to pay/sign up 
for a bike share; can the city give out introductory rides? I also see no push to educate drivers on new laws such as the new 'Safety Stop'. 

When observing drivers I see a very high amount that are distracted fumbling with a phone. This is the same as a loaded gun. The public needs to be 
able to report such actions and have consequences to the drivers. How can we enable our community?

95 11/16/2022 Comment Thank you for the outstanding effort involved in gathering information for this plan and turning it into an accessible document. I do not know if my 
comment was successfully submitted on the website, so I am repeating it here.

I am specifically writing to express my strong support for the projects located on 31ST STREET/FONTMORE ROAD (US 24 to Mesa Rd). This 
corresponds to project index numbers 94 and 484. These projects have been planned for years and would significantly improve the functionality and 
aesthetics of the corridor. The Camp Creek canal is past its operational lifespan and the planned improvements would improve the flow of water, as 
well as bicycle and vehicle traffic. 

96 11/23/2022 Comment Thanks for offering the opportunity to offer comments but your website will not accept my submission and there is no submit button so I am emailing 
it to you. 

As an avid cyclist and daily commuter in COS for 23 years who lives near Union and Constitution, I appreciate the efforts that have been made in the 
past few years to make it safer to be a cyclist. The proposed plans look good and are needed. Primarily that connectivity of trails and safer crossing of 
streets. Thanks for your insight and I hope they all get completed in my lifetime. There could be more addition of bike lanes on roads that are already 
wide enough in the older parts of town since building trails is not always an option due to space.



97 11/16/2022 Comment Hello,

I was trying to submit my comments on the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan, but the website removes the "submit" button whenever I type 
something into the box. Please see below for my comments:

I like that the city is prioritizing sustainable modes of transportation. I love that Downtown has a wide array of transportation options including shared 
bike and scooter services and mass transit, but there aren't a whole lot of reliable options for getting to Downtown from the northeast area of town 
where I live is almost impossible without a personal vehicle.
Please prioritize safety and minimizing accidents! Colorado Springs can be a very scary place to drive; there are several intersections near my house 
where severe if not fatal crashes happen at least once a month.
I would also like to see more focus on developing rail transport along the Front Range, and possibly into other regions as well. While the expansion of 
I-25 through the Gap has alleviated traffic issues there somewhat, I feel good rail transport between the major urban hubs of the state will go a long 
way towards easing congestion and boosting local economies by making day trips to other cities easier.

Thanks,
***

98 11/28/2022 Comment Hello, 

I put my comment in the websites comment square, but there was no indication that it went through.  So I'm emailing you my comment below: 

Ethical and responsible city planning makes sure that every possible step is taken to preserve the character of historic neighborhoods, preserve 
wildlife habitat and corridors, and preserve the safety of the public. I see so much in this that aims to do the exact opposite. City planning is artificially 
creating the ever increasing "mobility needs" by not putting the brakes on growth. Soon most of the city will be apartment blocks and roads sending 
quality of life into a downward spiral from which this city will not recover. Also, it seems that holding public meetings to gather public input is just an 
empty formality these days. Once that collected data is processed, it is then clearly ignored.  

Also, and as usual, environmentalists are conspicuous by their absence on the roster of advisors.  What are you afraid of? 

99 11/29/2022 Comment If one comes to an understanding of tge difference between highway or non highway you will find that we have highways lacking highway 
construction.  

What was done for powers and research was much needed. But now we need more done as we travel down co21. More on and off ramps. 

Hwy 83, hwy 115 are also needing more on and off ramp construction. 

In Eagle, Idaho and Castle rock, colorado these cities enforce a pedestrian cross walk right of way more than I have ever seen here. 

For electricity I suggest a less invasive approach by removing lights that are not on street corners or intersections. Shrinking back lights will shrink 
cost if electricity. Also with Tesla becoming a problem with draining the grid. We need to find sollutions to also minimize the city draining of grid as 
well. 

Personally I before a weekend sabbath break for city lights. But more important is on ramp and off ramp creation. 



100 12/6/2022 Comment I had problems with the survey so I am sending an email.

"KRDO Newschannel 13 released a special report earlier this month, where they identified the most dangerous intersections in Colorado Springs.
The Colorado Springs Police Department provided KRDO with a list of the city intersections that had the largest numbers of motor vehicle accidents 
for the year 2020. This data included the number of accidents that resulted in a fatality or injury of any kind, along with the number of total accidents, 
including those crashes that did not occur directly at the intersection, but close enough that the intersection included the nearest cross street. 
2020 was chosen specifically, because El Paso County had the largest number of traffic accident fatalities of all Colorado counties last year. In fact, 
according to the Colorado Department of Transportation, El Paso County had 84 traffic fatalities last year, 51 of which took place just in Colorado 
Springs."
Figuring out navigating right turns, etc. is very distracting with bike lanes.
The City continues to allow builders to pack us in like sardines in a can. The road infrastructure is ill-prepared for the amount of cars which is leading 
to dangerous and stressful driving conditions.

101 12/7/2022 Comment Well, I just tried submitting feedback for the public survey that says it will be open through tomorrow, Dec. 6, but I received a message stating that the 
survey is already closed. Honoring the word limit, I am copying and pasting below what I tried to submit through ConnectCOS. 
Thank you.
***

Please focus on safety for everyone in this city--motorists, cyclists, pedestrians--in every neighborhood. I believe that safety sizing North Nevada from 
Colorado College to Lilac will help reduce traffic speeds (and reckless driving) while keeping Nevada as a connector to planned development north of 
Fillmore. By honoring the city's commitment to spread traffic flow evenly on all streets through ONEN, a residential neighborhood with children and 
outdoor enthusiasts, Nevada needs traffic calming now. Following the safety sizing on Cascade and Weber, the cost of doing the same for Nevada 
seems the most efficient while still allowing plenty of vehicle traffic to move where it needs to move. Those who want speed can use I-25. Thank you.



102 12/6/2022 Comment I believe a huge factor is missing from the discussion and plan. Not only do we need to consider sustainability, equity and some of the other goals laid 
out in the plan, but the way our city is currently laid out provides negative impacts on our social networks, a key factor in city and societal health. 

When the huge sprawl of our city forces you to drive from suburban housing to suburban business centers, and we don't have dense and walkable 
communities, where owners know residents and residents know each other, we create a very disintegrated, socially unconnected society. 

If our plans could zone for, prioritize and envision mini-community centers, that are walkable, dense, and have public transportation connecting them 
to other parts of town, a lot of these other factors would be resolved. 

Roadways would have less traffic and require less maintenance if 80% of our needs could be meet without having to hop in a car. Intersections would 
be less dangerous if you could design walkable centers. 

The fact that this factor, disintegration of social networks, is not measured means we will continue to created sprawled out communities that require 
driving and large commutes to meet our needs in ways that continues to undermine community building. 

103 12/4/2022 Comment I'm not sure if this message is going to the correct department, and I probably should have sent this before the 2C issue hit the ballots. But thank you 
for taking my request into consideration and forwarding it to the proper department.
     The Stonewater neighborhood is north of Middle Creek Drive, West of Voyager and just south of the Progressive Insurance Campus.  If 
Progressive would grant an easement so the city could build a sidewalk from Sybilla Lane to the north to The Classical Academy campus (on the 
west edge of Progressive property), school children living in the Stonewater neighborhood could walk or bike to school. Also The Farm children, south 
of Stonewater and Compassion International could bicycle to school.  The additional distance for Stonewater kids to go east to the Voyager sidewalk 
before walking north on Voyager (a much busier street), then back west on the school's entry street (Stout), nearly doubling the distance traversed.  
The Farm children's current route leaves a car commute the only likely option. The traffic of cars entering and leaving the campus makes seeking 
bike/walk alternatives very attractive.  If there is a formal process to submit such a request, please let me know what that is.  



104 12/2/2022 Comment To whom it may concern:
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and Jackson Street, I would like to express my significant 
opposition to the proposed Constituttion Avenue Extension Project from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25. This project is included in the draft 
ConnectCOS TRansportation Plan (project# 105-106) which includes both a feasibility and design phases. 

I am suprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. I am aware this project has been propoosed several times in the past 
and discarded tue to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025-2034 Pikes Peak 
Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once agaom. staff was directed tp remove the project from the PPRTA list after 
City leadership received significant opposition. I oppose the inclusion of this projec tin the Transportation plan based on the following. Our area 
currently suffers from significant noise pollution from the expansion of I-25 and other busy residential streets. Cosntructing a major roadway just steps 
from the northern border of our homes will dramatically exacerbate the noise issue. Coupled with an increase in noise pollution I will also be impacted 
by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts. I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if this road project is constructed adjacent to 
my house. It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park and Greenway TRail due to legal constraints. 
However, the proximity of the proposed road will negative impact the enjoyment of the park and wildlife. I am concerned with the significant negative 
impact that will result from ramming this proposed roadway through our historic neighborhoods. I am disappointed that the design phase was 
included in the projec tlist even though the feasibility study has not been initiated. This makes it appead that the feasibility study is just a formality, 
and the project will proceed regardless of the findings of the feasibility study. When considering the significant designa nd construction costs coupled 
with major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweigh the project 
benefits. I urge you to remove this project from the proposed ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. One of many concerned citizens,***

105 12/8/2022 Comment For My City,
Good day. It has come to my attention that the City is ONCE AGAIN, back to impeding and causing harm to our
Historical Neighborhood, the Old North End.
I may be getting older, but nothing new, the answer was NO on your last attempt and still is. Is the City suffering
from memory loss, I am not!
Still likely an issue for too close to Monument Park for zoning. Lest you forgot the rehab pending for Bicycle
Bridge and Fountain Creek? There are also Railroad tracks, still utilized and in future thought for a Passenger Rail
System. The added automobile, truck noise and pollution in a populated residential area? Even IF sound barriers
could "help" that would block my priceless view to the Front Range!
No means no, why pursuit it here? Please withdraw projects 105 and 106 from the ConnectCOS list.
Grateful
***

106 12/4/2022 Comment
Non-
Resident

Hello, 
 
As an infrequent visitor to Colorado Springs, I would appreciate smoothing at least one sharp curve on I-25 in the city and generally slowing speeds 
through some kind of traffic calming.and beautification.  
 
I-25 was a speedway and not a nice experience or impression of the city.
 
Thanks,
 
    ***



107 12/6/2022 Comment-
Process

Hi,
I tried to submit feedback on connect cos on the transportation plan, but the survey is closed. The website says, ‘provide feedback through Tuesday, 
Dec. 6th’
I’d like my feedback on the survey not submitted via email.
Please address the survey closing early.

Thanks,
***

108 11/12/2022 Follow-up 
Required

Hello,

I wasn't sure who to contact about this, but when I tried to submit a public comment on the ConnectCOS website, I noticed a bug where when the text 
field is expanded, the "Submit" button will disappear. I've attached 3 screenshots showing the submit button disappearing as the text field is expanded.

Sincerely,
***

109 12/5/2022 Question This plan will disrupt so many people who own homes along this route. Where will they go? This city can't even put a light up so people can cross 
Circle at Paseo safely to go to Palmer Park. Why ruin neighborhoods to build another road that won't be safe?

110 12/3/2022 Question Is there another COS CONNECT forum that covers the asthetics of COS/housing areas/subdivisions?

***
111 11/21/2022 Question Hello! 

My wife and I just moved here a few months ago, and I've been interested in the City's efforts to improve itself, mainly in its efforts to improve transit 
(bikes and public). 

I wanted to know if there was a place (I'm having trouble finding it on the ConnectCOS site), where I could find specifics about the quality of bike 
infrastructure (protected bike lanes, separated bike lanes, or painting the edge of a highway "bike lanes"). 

Thanks,

112 12/9/2022 Reply We want our neighborhood to remain the same!



113 12/9/2022 Reply Sorry, but your lack of planning does not mean you can now disrupt older, established
neighborhoods, causing pollution, traffic, noise and reduced property values.
Why have you rubber-stamped subdivision after subdivision knowing full well the traffic
nightmare it would cause?!?!
Have you ever seen Fillmore Hill Eastbound down to I-25 from the West. It's backed up all
the way to Centennial!
Have you seen GoG Road anywhere near I-25 around rush hour. A nightmare.
Yet they are building yet more mega apartment building up off of Centennial.
Now we have a huge mess on our hands .............. sorry you should have planned better!
You're not going to wreck our neighborhoods in an attempt to "solve" this problem, which it
won't!
Sincerely,
***

114 12/9/2022 Reply I understand all the points you have made concerning this proposal. However, given the alternatives to the Constitution Ave project, it seems to me 
that the reasons you give for preferring the Constitution alternative ignores the noise and exhaust disruption to the neighborhoods on Constitution and 
the Historic North End, our complex at 2400 Wood Ave, and the Roswell neighborhood to our north. Some of those homes are mid to lower income 
homes. Better to disturb neighborhoods than businesses?  I guess that’s the way it usually goes. Probably less expensive. 
I will be watching closely this proposal and if it goes through we will have to consider selling our home and try to move to another townhome - at ages 
80 and 84. 
I hope that these points are carefully considered. 

Sincerely,
***

115 12/9/2022 Reply Mr. Roberts:
Thank you for acknowledging my concern about the expansion of N. Nevada to greater
volumes of traffic, and for your explanatory reply. As Colorado Springs continues to grow, I
trust N. Nevada between Uintah and Fillmore will continue to be regarded as a residential
street.
Best to you and your family this holiday season.
***

116 12/9/2022 Reply Hey, that's terrific. But let's not have another oppsie daisy like when traffic promised to leave
the speed moderating rolling dips on the N Nevada parkway, then paved them over by
"accident." The city's ongoing attempt to destroy our and the surrounding neighborhoods is
alarming, unfortunate and counterproductive. Most cities take advantage of historic
neighborhoods. Charleston SC has candle lite tours of house and spectacular squares to break
up the car traffic. They don't have boring underattended Olympic museums and stroads thru
historic districts. You could learn alot from them. Sincerely ***



117 12/9/2022 Reply & 
Question

To the ConnectCOS Project Team:
I am interested in hearing your perspective on Induced Demand and Reduced Demand.
As I'm sure you all know, study after study has proven that widening and/or adding more roads does
nothing to alleviate traffic congestion, but actually exacerbates it. There are alternatives. You just
have to have the courage to do something different and think outside the box of more roads=less
traffic.
How do you justify this study when faced with these facts?
Always curious,
***

118 12/9/2022 Response 
to 
ConnectCO
S Project 
Email

To the ConnectCOS Project Team:
I am interested in hearing your perspective on Induced Demand and Reduced Demand.
As I'm sure you all know, study after study has proven that widening and/or adding more
roads does nothing to alleviate traffic congestion, but actually exacerbates it. There are
alternatives. You just have to have the courage to do something different and think outside the
box of more roads=less traffic.
How do you justify this study when faced with these facts?
Always curious,
***

119 12/9/2022 Response 
to 
ConnectCO
S Project 
Email

Thanks for the response.
I found this sentence rather amusing. “Those against the study asked that it be removed from the
PPRTA project list and be funded by other means”.
Of the hundreds of people that spoke out against the expressway project this past summer, I don’t
recall any suggesting that it should proceed provided it is funded by other means. They expressed
many of the same concerns in my email below and recommended the project should be abandoned
once and for all.
Many of us have lived in or visited cities that prioritize cars over neighborhoods (St. Louis,
Houston,..). Lets don’t turn Colorado Springs into a sea of asphalt so that we can get somewhere
five minutes quicker.
***



120 12/7/2022 Dear ConnectCOS - 

I am writing to protest your plans to change the designation of Nevada Avenue to a principal arterial.  

At its existing designation, traffic volume is already high on Nevada Avenue and is unsafe, resulting in numerous property and injury accidents.  So 
far, the city is unwilling to address these safety issues and it is inconceivable that current plans to convert the avenue to a major thoroughfare will do 
anything but exacerbate the situation.

The city plans to convert Nevada Avenue to a major thoroughfare running through one of the oldest neighborhoods in the city is unacceptable.  A 
change in designation will likely mean destruction of the boulevards and the front yards of residences on either side of the avenue and do nothing to 
increase the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.

Furthermore, it will result increased pollution, traffic, and noise that will not only adversely impact the Nevada Avenue corridor but the rest of the Old 
North End Historic District.  It will destroy the character of this neighborhood, to the detriment of Colorado Springs.

Plans for multi-modal public transportation seem tepid at best.  While residents currently rely on cars for transportation (82% of residents rely on cars 
for transport), why not work to change this paradigm within the city limits?  If there isn’t a reliable, efficient public transportation system, residents 
don’t have any transportation alternatives and the city will be continually pressured to expand car-focused options. 

It’s time now for bold thinking to address the city’s transportation needs that don’t destroy existing neighborhoods to the benefit of the new.  

121 North 
Nevada



122 12/6/2022 Dear Connect COS team:

Bike Colorado Springs is pleased to have the opportunity to offer comments on the current draft of the ConnectCOS document. 

We are happy that the City of Colorado Springs has engaged in a long-range planning process for transportation needs and note that the draft document addresses multiple 
modes of transportation.

Unfortunately, the document is heavily focused on motorized transportation, in particular automobile traffic. It is our understanding that the motorized sections of the plan will be 
adopted into ordinance and the sections dealing with active transportation and mass transit will be relegated to a status with a lower imperative, an unfortunate prioritization. 
Further, we note that much of the document is a reflection of past design standards and concepts reflected into the future, rather than employing contemporary cutting edge urban 
design thinking as a basis for our development for the next 20 years.

During the ConnectCOS public development process, respondents were asked to choose the top 4 goals and Safety received the highest rank. In addition, when asked “How 
important is it for the people of Colorado Springs to have transportation choices, 66% responded that this was “Very Important” and another 24% chose “Important”. Yet, with 90% 
of respondents selecting “Important” or “Very Important”, the current draft of the ConnectCOS plan reflects design standards and analysis techniques focused in such a way as to 
prioritize speed and motor vehicle flow over safety and minimize the likelihood that effective transportation choices will be created. We request a review of the emphasis in the 
report to reflect equitable discussion of all modes of transportation, in particular active transportation such as bicycling and walking.
We urge that the plan be revised to recognize the strong likelihood that alternate design concepts will be necessary to bring Colorado Springs into the coming 20 year future. 
Detailed comments and a PDF of these comments are attached.

We look forward to further discussion of the document at CTAB, Planning Commission and City Council.

Best Regards,



No. Date Category Comment
1 11/21/2022 Comment Existing east west routes, are the lights really timed as one gentleman mentioned? I find that hard to believe. I can't make it from Templeton 

Gap to 25 with catching several 2 red lights. 
Thank you 
Laurie Nolan 

2 12/6/2022 Comment City Council 

Attached please find my letter reacting to ConnectCos intent to construct Constitution extension through our neighborhoods.
thank you

Mark



3 12/17/2022 Comment Dear Planning Commission Member, would you please forward me each Planning Commission
member's contact e mail? Thank you very much. Below is my grave concern.
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan at your
meetings on January 5, 2023, and February 8, 2023.
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and Jackson Street, I
would like to express my vehement opposition to the proposed Constitution Avenue Expressway Project
(project #105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25.
I was shocked to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been proposed several times in
the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was
most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital
projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list due to negative
neighborhood impacts and significant opposition.
I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. Here is why:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from forever

‐

roaring I

‐

25, Fillmore, Nevada,
Uintah and other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway just steps from my home will
dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other
environmental impacts.
* After a lifetime of working and saving, I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if the
expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to
legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of
the park and wildlife. Have you walked the trails in the park since the expansion of I

‐

25? Can you honestly say
that you don't hear it?
2
* How many historic neighborhoods do we have left in our community that we are so reckless in ramming this
proposed 4 – 6 lane expressway through?
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative
influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly
outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan. I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance
east – west traffic flows and creative multi

‐

modal opportunities versus destroying our
historic neighborhoods.
Sincerely,
Liubov Bystrytskaya



4 12/17/2022 Comment Dear Planning Commission Member, in addition to your kind attention to my concern below, would you please
forward me each Planning Commission member's contact e mail. Thank you kindly.
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan at your
meetings on January 5, 2023, and February 8, 2023.
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and Jackson Street, I
would like to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution Avenue Expressway Project
(project #105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25.
I was shocked to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been proposed several times in
the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was
most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital
projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list due to negative
neighborhood impacts and significant opposition.
I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. Here is why:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from forever

‐

roaring I

‐

25, Fillmore, Nevada,
Uintah and other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway just steps from my home will
dramatically exacerbate the noise issue.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other
environmental impacts.
* After a lifetime of working and saving, I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if the
expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to
legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of
the park and wildlife. Have you walked the trails in the park since the expansion of I

‐

25? Can you honestly say
that you don't hear it?
2
* How many historic neighborhoods do we have left in our community that we are so reckless in ramming this
proposed 4 – 6 lane expressway through?
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative
influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly
outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan. I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance
east – west traffic flows and creative multi

‐

modal opportunities versus destroying our
historic neighborhoods.
Sincerely,
Veronica Wolken



5 12/18/2022 Comment Dear Ms Lobato,
We respectfully request that you forward the following rationale for rejecting the Constitution Avenue project
to each Planning Commission member:
It is our understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan at
your meetings on January 5, 2023, and February 8, 2023.
As residents of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and Jackson Street,
we would like to express our strong opposition to the proposed Constitution Avenue Expressway Project
(project #105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25.
We were surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been
proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen
opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Peak Rural Transportation
Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from
the PPRTA list due to negative neighborhood impacts and significant opposition.
We oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I

‐

25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy
residential streets. Constructing an expressway just steps from our home will dramatically exacerbate the
noise issue.
*
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other
environmental impacts.
*
We will incur a dramatic reduction in our property value if the expressway is constructed adjacent to our
home.
2
*
It is our understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal
constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the
park and wildlife.
*
We are concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this proposed 4 – 6 lane
expressway through our historic North End neighborhood.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on
our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweighs the
project benefits. We urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
W   t ff t  f   i t  t  i ti  d  t  h  t  t t ffi  fl  d



6 12/21/2022 Comment I would also appreciate your thoughts on the following:
 
1.	If the City Council approves including the feasibility study in the ConnecCOS plan, what is the anticipated cost range for the consultant?
2.	When would you envision the feasibility study beginning (year)?
3.	Estimate (months) for the feasibility study to be completed?
4.	If the Council approves proceeding with the feasibility study and elects to proceed with the project after the feasibility study is completed, 
estimated cost ranges for the design and construction?   
 
Thank you for your help.
 
Tim Wolken

Morning Mr. Roberts –
 
Checking back in with you on the email below.
 
Thx –
 
Tim Wolken



7 12/29/2022 Comment Hello Ms Lobato,
I am trying to reach members of the Colorado Springs Planning Commission regarding the review of the Draft
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan scheduled for 5 January 2023. Would you be so kind as to forward this email to all
members?
Thank you,
Mark Reynolds
Wood Avenue, Colorado Springs
Dear Planning Commission Member,
I am a 30-year resident of the 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood
Avenue and Jackson Street and within the boundaries of the Old North End Neighborhood. I would
like to register my fervent opposition to the Constitution Avenue Extension project described within
the November 2022 Draft ConnectCOS Transportation Plan (The Plan) and enumerated in the project
list in Appendix A.
As you most likely already know, this project was originally included in the list of PPRTA projects to
be voted on in the November 2022 election to extend the current PPRTA sales tax. However,
significant opposition from those who would be negatively affected by this project (myself included)
persuaded the Colorado Springs City Council to remove it from the PPRTA list. It now appears that
the ballot item modification was merely to dampen opposition to the tax extension (which it did, and
the measure passed easily), as the project has again surfaced as part of The Plan.
My objections to the Constitution Avenue Extension Project include the following:
	 Our neighborhood already suffers greatly from noise pollution as a consequence of 30 years of
development in the area: a 24x7 heliport supporting the Penrose Trauma Center only one
block away; widening of I-25 to six lanes and the increase in the roadway's speed limit from 55
to 65 mph; and a significant increase in rail traffic on the UP/BNSF rail lines just West of our
location. Further, two additional I-25 lanes have already been cleared by the 2004 CDOT
Environmental Impact Study but have yet to be planned or funded. The additional noise from a
new Constitution Avenue extension, mere feet from our community's northern boundary, would
be unbearable.
2
	 Roadway noise is not just a nuisance - studies have shown that it is a major psychological
stress-producer, with life-shortening effects comparable to exposure to secondhand smoke
and Radon gas.
	 Air pollution from the exhaust of several thousand vehicles daily would further degrade our air
quality, with potentially negative consequences for our health.
	 My property value, as well as that of everyone in our community, would be negatively affected,

h  b t ti ll   d di   th  j t d i  B d  th  C t  A '



8 1/1/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts: 
 
I am the President of the Historic Preservation Alliance of Colorado Springs. We are a twenty-four year old non-profit advocating and educating 
our fellow citizens on the value of historic preservation. We joined others including the new Historic Neighborhoods Partnership in opposing the 
Constitution Ave. planning and construction items on the Pikes Peak Regional Transportation public meetings. The advocacy was successful 
as Mr. Williams made the motion to remove the items along with street changes to Boulder and Platte. We are amazed and completely 
shocked to see these projects put back onto a proposed slate of transportation initiatives by the City. This feels completely defiant on the part of 
the City and ignores the already evident public opposition to the study and the funding of said project. 
The reasons are both environmental as well as degrading existing historic neighborhoods. Bonneyville’s northern border would be forever 
changed for the worse. Noise is the primary concern as well as air quality. Monument Valley Park is affected and the character of Historic Old 
North End is destined to be degraded further by traffic and noise. Our organization strenuously opposes these items and will advocate for the 
preservation of these threatened neighborhoods. 
We appreciate and understand that cars are a part of everyone’s daily experience. However, existing homeowners are not given enough support 
when projects like this come along. It’s not been demonstrated that this project warrants support from a transportation standpoint. Were there 
overwhelming evidence to the need, it should still be denied as the harm to existing property owners is too great. In closing, please forward our 
letter to the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board. Thank you for your kind assistance.
 
Most sincerely,

9 1/1/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts: 
 
I am the President of the Historic Preservation Alliance of Colorado Springs. We are a twenty-four year old non-profit advocating and educating 
our fellow citizens on the value of historic preservation. We joined others including the new Historic Neighborhoods Partnership in opposing the 
Constitution Ave. planning and construction items on the Pikes Peak Regional Transportation public meetings. The advocacy was successful 
as Mr. Williams made the motion to remove the items along with street changes to Boulder and Platte. We are amazed and completely 
shocked to see these projects put back onto a proposed slate of transportation initiatives by the City. This feels completely defiant on the part of 
the City and ignores the already evident public opposition to the study and the funding of said project. 
The reasons are both environmental as well as degrading existing historic neighborhoods. Bonneyville’s northern border would be forever 
changed for the worse. Noise is the primary concern as well as air quality. Monument Valley Park is affected and the character of Historic Old 
North End is destined to be degraded further by traffic and noise. Our organization strenuously opposes these items and will advocate for the 
preservation of these threatened neighborhoods. 
We appreciate and understand that cars are a part of everyone’s daily experience. However, existing homeowners are not given enough support 
when projects like this come along. It’s not been demonstrated that this project warrants support from a transportation standpoint. Were there 
overwhelming evidence to the need, it should still be denied as the harm to existing property owners is too great. In closing, please forward our 
letter to the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board. Thank you for your kind assistance.
 
Most sincerely,



10 1/2/2023 Comment I was very disheartened to see that the  Constitutton avenue expansion is back on the agenda after being tabled for  only 5 months. It is a 
terrible idea and was a terrible idea when  it was first proposed 20 years ago. It will be hugely detrimental to a coveted , family friendly  
historical neighborhood by increasing noise, pollution , plummeting property values and reducing the quality  of  life. Also,  people  fear losing 
their houses due to imminent domain.  We would be suffering the consequences of the out of control urban sprawl that was allowed on the east 
end of town. I have found many studies done nationwide that has proven that road expansion does not ease congestion but makes the road 
more dangerous.  We have enough issues with numerous traffic accidents as it is.
Thank you for reading this.  I strongly hope you listen and care about the people you are representing and realize how deeply this impact  
people's lives.
 Priscilla Endres

Patty Jewett Neighborhood

11 1/2/2023 Comment Mr. Roberts,
I am writing to express my opposition to the resurrection of an extension to Constitution in the ConnectCOS transportation plan.

I have been a resident of the Old North End for more than 30 years.  Our home is only three blocks from the proposed route of the extension, 
so we would be significantly impacted by an it.

But as concerned as I am about us, I’m more concerned about the townhomes at 2400 Wood Avenue and the houses along the corridor 
between I-25 and Union that would be directly impacted by the extension, some home owners losing their properties.

I have never seen any benefit analysis that shows the value of such an extension, but I’ve seen plenty of opposition to it.   I thought the last 
time this was taken out of the PPRTA plan, we’d be done with it.  I’m very upset that it has come back around again.

Please forward my mail to the members of CTAB and urged a NO vote on this extension.

Respectfully,
Sheila Wallace
20 W. Madison



12 1/2/2023 Comment Hi Tim, 
 
I live in the Bonneyville/Bon Park neighborhood, and am writing to share my opposition to the Constitution Ave. Extension being considered as 
part of the ConnectCOS plan. Please forward my email to the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board, as I would like my voice to be included in 
the discernment process.
 
Here are my personal reasons for being opposed to the Extension:
-Increased noise and traffic in/around our neighborhood. Part of the reason we moved to this area is because it is quiet and calm.
-Decreases the walkability of our neighborhood, particularly north/south. This was another primary reason we moved to this part of town. 
-Makes it more difficult/unsafe for kids to walk to their neighborhood school (Mann & Stratton) because kids/families from our neighborhood 
would need to cross a busy intersection. It would also change the feel of those schools in a dramatic way, as they have recess & gym class in 
the open area just north of where the Extension would go. For a city that celebrates outdoor recreation, why would we put a busy road (and 
decreased air quality) right next to the place that our children play?
-I believe there's a better use for those funds. As a city resident, I would rather see those funds put toward affordable & accessible housing 
initiatives.
-It would decrease the amount of housing available in this area, which seems unwise given the housing challenges our community is already 
experiencing.
 
I understand the purpose of ConnectCOS and I appreciate the overall vision. However, if the Constitution Ave. Extension is part of the plan, 
then I will not support it and I will encourage others to do the same.
 
Thanks for your time and consideration.
 
Jordan Farrell

13 1/2/2023 Comment This Constitution expansion is clearly a knuckle headed idea that will decimate an adjacent healthy neighborhood as well as impact the north 
end.  It really serves no purpose other than to create the illusion of faster connection to i25 for suburbia.  It will only increase speeding, collision 
and fatalities.  I want you to forward these coments to the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board (CTAB).  Instead of redoing/expanding tired 
old 1950s car culture road works, Colorado Springs needs to work on innovative transit solutions that people may actually use.  Thanks.  
Richard McKeown 



14 1/2/2023 Comment Ms. Lobato: please forward the following to each Colorado Springs Planning Commission member:
To members of the Planning Commission:
Once again residents of old and historic neighborhoods in the city’s center are threatened with the possibility of an
extension of Constitution Avenue to connect with I

‐

25. And once again, I express my strong opposition to this proposed
project.
I live in a condominium complex at 2400 Wood. The proposed expressway would run along our border fence, about a
half

‐

block away from my front door. We already have unhealthy air and noise pollution from I

‐

25. The proposed
expressway would increase that many times over. I worry that it would be impossible to live here. And I worry also that
our property values would decrease considerably.
Please seek a better solution to the current and anticipated traffic problems. I urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Thank you for your service to the city.
Elaine Freed, 2362 Wood Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80907 719 635 2780

15 1/2/2023 Comment Dear Ms. Lobato,
Please forward this email to each member of the Connect COS Planning Commission.
I am a resident of the 2400 Wood Ave Townhomes at Wood Ave and Jackson St. I bought my home a year ago for just
under $600,000 and have put a small fortune into remodeling it. I am now writing with my strong objection to the
proposed Constitution Ave Extension Project from Union Blvd to I

‐

25.
This projected road would be devastating to the character of this entire neighborhood and the northern part of
Monument Valley Park. We residents who live here would be subjected to noise pollution and exhaust fumes as would
the wildlife in this part of the park. There would be a dramatic reduction in property values in our townhome
community and the entire area. Our quality of life living here would be hugely affected.
A thruway through this historic area is a terrible idea. Please remove this project from the proposed Connect COS
Transportation Plan. It is a bad idea for downtown Colorado Springs, the Old North End, surrounding neighborhoods
and Monument Valley Park from beginning to end,
Sincerely,
Jeanne L. Knudson
2348 Wood Ave
719

‐

593

‐

0464



16 1/3/2023 Comment Hello,

I am one of the 2 owners of the building at 2510 N Cascade Ave, 80907.  This proposed expressway would run immediately next to my 
property.  This property purchase and renovation in 2019 was a large investment in this area of Colorado springs which is going through a 
revitalization.  Not only did the purchase and renovation of this property help move the neighborhood forward (it had fallen into disrepair and 
the building itself was a drug den), but I also run my financial planning business at this location.  If this expressway were to be installed, it 
would run adjacent to my conference room, where I have my client appointments.  I would never have made this investment if there had been 
an expressway adjacent.  This would also potentially damage my ability to continue to lease the 4 other units in my building – directly effecting 
my livelihood.

Additionally, I am a homeowner in the old north end – 1932 El Parque St, 80907 - and can’t imagine the negative noise and traffic impact this 
would have to the area.

Please forward my email and the attached letter to the members of CTAB and the Planning Commission.

Lacey Jordan, CFP®, ChFC®, Financial Advisor
CA Insurance License #0I34612
 
Legacy Wealth Planners
2510 N Cascade Ave Suite 120
Colorado Springs, CO 80907



17 1/3/2023 Comment Tuesday, January 3, 2023 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan at upcoming meetings. 
 
As a resident of North Nevada for three decades, I am strongly opposed to the proposed Constitution Avenue Expressway Project from Union 
Boulevard to Interstate 25, as well as the designation of my street as a primary arterial.        
 
Put an expressway next to a couple schools, really? In what universe does it make sense to expose young brains to more toxic exhaust fumes?  
 
After destroying so many homes and neighborhoods over the years to build more lanes of traffic, isn’t it about time we look into shrinking the 
impact of automobiles? How about investing in ways to make mass transit really convenient, and maybe even free, so we don’t have to rely on 
cars? I live on a bus route and the noise of the buses doesn’t bother me. The fact that y’all seem happy to run huge, empty buses all day long, 
does. Someone was forward looking in creating bike lanes on Cascade and downtown, let’s be a bit more forward-leaning and innovative when 
it comes to the East-West traffic issue, please. 
 
My opposition to the designation of Nevada as a primary arterial is more selfish. If denying me use of my driveway and street side parking is 
truly in the best interest of the city, then take the time to notify me and my neighbors and sell us on it. But don’t present it as a fait accompli and 
tell me after the fact. That just engenders more distrust in government.  
 
I encourage you to focus on creative, multi-modal plans to improve east-west traffic flow instead of more roads that will divide neighborhoods 
and be a huge negative impact to area schools.  
 
Sincerely,   
 
Andy Lyon 
1419 North Nevada Avenue 
Colorado Springs CO 80907 
719.650.3043 
 



18 1/3/2023 Comment Remove projects 105 and 106 from the ConnectCOS project list.
In June of 2022, the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority proposed a feasibility study for an extension of
Constitution Avenue from its current dead-end at Paseo Road to I-25. After significant pushback from people around
the city, this study was removed from the PPRTA. We were told at the time it was removed completely and we
thought that was the end of it. However, they failed to mention or acknowledge that when they removed it from the
PPRTA, it was moved over to the ConnectCOS project list - from a regional transportation project to a City one.
In the ConnectCOS project list, this project is described as a "limited access, mutli-modal roadway" that would
"[minimize] neighborhood and school impact." But a few columns to the right of that description, the list describes
the extent of the impact of this project as High. Another document from their ConnectCOS planning work describes
this as a "Principal Arterial" thoroughfare. Even a four-lane roadway with no median and narrow shoulders could
involve removing homes and/or parts of the Rock Island Trail, and create significant additional noise and pollution
for the neighborhood and the students at Stratton Elementary and Horace Mann Middle Schools - putting a major
throughway right in front of the place where young schoolchildren are supposed to be able to safely play outside
during their recess periods.
The project list document also states that the "Primary Associated Critical Corridor" with this project is Fillmore
Street. If Fillmore Street is the "critical corridor," why is Constitution Ave the focus of this project, rather than working
to improve and extend Fillmore?
This plan would prioritize the citizens of eastern El Paso County, developers, and "convenience" (for a few) over
well established neighborhoods and older homes. Shorter commutes to downtown or I-25 are NOT justification to
potentially eliminate historic homes and/or important green space. The plan has also not included informing or
soliciting feedback from any residents who might be impacted or even lose their homes - rather, it was quietly
placed into the ConnectCOS project in hopes that our neighbors would not see it or once again protest it until it was
too late.
By including these projects in ConnectCOS, the City will encourage further eastern county development rather than
exploring and engaging in the process of in-filling many areas of our existing city. This would simply add the need
(and excuse) for other east-west byways to be built, and subsequently, further requests to be annexed into the city
for water access.
2
Remove projects 105 and 106 from the ConnectCOS project list.
Sincerely,
Kate Essick
keessick@aol.com



19 1/3/2023 Comment Dear Elena,
Please forward this to all members of the Planning Commission.
Thank you,
Don Verhaeghe
Dear Planning Commission -
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan at your
meetings on January 5, 2023, and February 8, 2023.
As a resident of the Old North End Neighborhood (ONEN), I vehemently oppose the proposed Constitution
Avenue Expressway Project (project #105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25.
I am very angry to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been proposed several times in
the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most
recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects
and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list due to negative
neighborhood impacts and significant opposition. I cannot understand why this ludicrous idea will not die.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* The ONEN is a nationally recognized historic neighborhood with other significant neighborhoods in
proximity. An expressway project is NOT compatible with this area and should NEVER be considered
again.
* Multiple sources indicate that property values will reduce by up to 10% if the expressway is
constructed through the neighborhood.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to
legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed expressway will negatively impact the
enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this proposed
expressway through our historic neighborhoods.When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative 
influences on
our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project clearly outweighs the project
benefits.
I implore you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Sincerely,
Donald Verhaeghe
N  Nevada Ave



20 1/5/2023 Comment Tim and Elena
 
Thanks for your time to read my email. I am writing in support of the constitution ave extension plans.  It's rare that a growth proposal can 
achieve its goals with minimal disruption.
 
As a nearby resident I would like to express my approval for the proposed plan to extend constitution to I-25. This is an elegant proposal to 
improve the East-West travel and improve flow to and from the downtown area which is growing as desired. There are few good routes to 
connect I-25 and Powers which have become the main economic hubs of the city. 
 
The proposed plan only impacts a non-used railroad line and makes no route impact to the surrounding neighborhoods. The congestion on 
Uintah and Filmore are getting worse and worse every year, this should help take the burden off those overcrowded intersections.
 
This city suffers from prior planners and city councils not planning big enough in combination with a minority of whiny citizens blocking efforts 
to grow smart because they don’t want any change, denying the needs of a growing city. The result is a city with pent up needs for upgrades 
and rebuilding. Unfortunately, this usually requires areas to decay severely before there is an opportunity to improve without political 
opposition. 
 
Woodman and Austin Bluffs are not reasonable alternatives, the alternatives are just keep pushing more cars on Filmore which is already 
overburdened and turns ambiguously into Circle then Constitution.  Or Uintah which is already overburdened and is very narrow at times. It 
also dead ends at Circle which you then have to traverse over to Constitution. Basically we are waiting till traffic is so bad that we implement 
the proposed Constitution route that should already be in place by now. 
 
The road doesn’t go through any historic neighborhoods and is of no impact to them. This argument is dead on arrival.  The traffic currently 
going through Fontanero-Constitution is already more impactful to the families on that route than the proposal would impact the people of the 
Wood Avenue Condos. 
 
Opponents are not proposing alternate options because there are no better alternative options. Any alternative will be more likely to incite 
imminent domain with the destruction of “historic ” houses, cause more noise and pollution issues to a larger population base. And in all 
likelihood push negative effects toward a more disadvantaged population base, (this is the more well-to-do pushing externalities on to less well-
to-do who are also less likely to be represented in the discussion of where additional traffic capacity should be placed.)
 
Please forward this email to the members of CTAB and the Planning Commission. 
 
Thanks
 
G & N S



21 1/8/2023 Comment Hello Nancy,

My name is Megan Murillo and I am a Colorado Springs Old North End native that has seen increase of noise pollution in my neighborhood 
over the last 40 years.  The decimal level has increase dramatically to a loud hum when I-25 was raised, widen and added noise barrier walls 
that bounced the traffic noise pollution into our neighborhood.  Using a more sound proof road surface was deemed too expensive and now we 
have lived for the last 15+ years with daily noise pollution in our backyard and front porches.  

Now the city is talking about widening Filmore and extending Constitution which would negatively impact our neighborhood and quality of life.  I 
would implore the city to look into other transportation options, development options and invest money in those.  I live in the Old North End and 
my 3 children go to Holmes and Coronado.  While we do carpool to help reduce our impact, recently I looked into the bus system to see if there 
was a bus my children could take from Coronado and Filmore down to Cascade and Filmore so that we would not have to pick them up from 
school.  The bus would take over an hour and it goes off route and not directly down the hill which would typically be a 10 minute drive.  I would 
love for the city to invest in our bus transportation and other means of building a city that does not involve widening road and destroying 
neighborhoods. 

Also, the school Stratton and Mann Middle School would be negatively impacted by noise and exhaust pollution by a road going so closely to 
their classroom and outdoor facilities.   

It is not equitable to the old neighborhoods to be severely impacted by urban sprawl and the policies that the city of Colorado Springs has 
implemented in it’s development.  Also, studies show widening of roads has not shown to decrease traffic times.  

Please think out of the box about this transportation issues. 

In the Old North End, we will strongly oppose as a community widening Fillmore and especially the extension of Constitution.  

Thank you for your time,
Megan Murillo

22 1/9/2023 Comment Hi Cindy,

It was good to talk with you. I have copied Sam Friedman our Constituent Services Specialist who will be sending you information on how to 
stay engaged in the process on the East/West Corridor Study and possible extension of Constitution. He won’t be able to get this to you until 
Wednesday as we have a super significant agenda and public process happening today and tomorrow’s City Council meetings. I have also 
copied ConnectCOS to capture and register your opposition. 

Very best,
Nancy



23 1/12/2023 Comment Colorado Springs Planning Commission
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan at your meeting on February 8, 2023.
We are long time North End residents, currently owning a home on West Del Norte St.
We would like to express our significant opposition to the proposed Constitution Avenue
Expressway Project (Project #105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25.
We are well aware of the pressure to increase the access of I-25 from the east side of the city.
This project has been proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant
citizen opposition.
We oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
• A decrease in property values especially for those homes closest to the expressway.
• A significant fracture in the nature of the Old North End neighborhood given the
proximity of the expressway to the park, and the trails, cutting the North End off to the
north.
• We are concerned with the negative impacts that will result from this proposed
expressway through the historic neighborhood.
When you consider the significant number of people impacted negatively by this design and the
costs of construction and the negative influences on the neighborhoods and property values,
the overall negative impact of this project outweighs the project benefits.
I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
Sincerely,
Mike and Donna Guthrie



24 1/13/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts,

In June of 2022, the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority proposed a feasibility study for an extension of Constitution Avenue from its 
current dead-end at Paseo Road to I-25. After significant pushback from people around the city, this study was removed from the PPRTA. We 
were told at the time it was removed completely and we thought that was the end of it.
However we have learned that when removed from the PPRTA, it was moved to the ConnectCOS project list - from a regional transportation 
project to a City one. This is sneaky.
The route proposed cuts through schools, historic neighborhoods, and the Rock Island Trail which is part of the Legacy Loop Trail System.
In the ConnectCOS project list, this project is described as a "limited access, mutli-modal roadway" that would "[minimize] neighborhood and 
school impact." But a few columns to the right of that description, the list describes the extent of the impact of this project as High. Another 
document from their ConnectCOS planning work describes this as a "Principal Arterial" thoroughfare. 
Even a four-lane roadway with no median would significantly increase noise and pollution for the neighborhood residents, businesses, and 
reduce the property value of nearby homes by an estimated 10% - a significant loss of wealth for Colorado Springs.
It would increase noise and pollution at Stratton Elementary and Horace Mann Middle Schools. It would put a major throughway right in front of 
the place where young schoolchildren should be able to safely play outside during their recess periods. 
The project list document also states that the "Primary Associated Critical Corridor" with this project is Fillmore Street. If Fillmore Street is the 
"critical corridor," why is Constitution Ave the focus of this project, rather than working to improve and extend Fillmore?
While we have been told that no homes will be removed due to this project, this seems not to be very feasible, unless the road takes the place 
of the Rock Island Trail/green space or the railroad tracks, which are used daily. The Rock Island Trail/green space is part of the Legacy Loop 
that, according to the city government itself was "inspired by the legacy and vision of Colorado Springs' founder General William Jackson 
Palmer. Palmer's dream was of a vibrant, livable city where the essential functions of mobility and access are linked to our parks, open space 
and trails." 
This plan would prioritize the citizens of eastern El Paso County, developers, and "convenience" (for a few) over well established neighborhoods 
and older homes. Shorter commutes to downtown or I-25 do not justify potentially eliminating historic homes and/or important green space. 
The plan has also not included informing or soliciting feedback from any residents who might be impacted or even lose their homes - rather, it 
was quietly placed into the ConnectCOS project in hopes that our neighbors would not see it or once again protest it until it was too late. 
By including these projects in ConnectCOS, the City will encourage further eastern county development rather than exploring and engaging in 
the process of in-filling many areas of our existing city. This would simply add the need (and excuse) for other east-west byways to be built, and 
subsequently, further requests to be annexed. This seems at odds with recent changes to conserve water by slowing development.
Please permanently remove projects 105 and 106 from ConnectCOS.
Respectfully, 
Ren Willis



25 1/13/2023 Comment Dear Ms. Lobato,
Please forward this message to the members of the Planning Commission.
Thank you.
Barbara Badgett
Scott Davis
Begin forwarded message:
From: Scott Davis <1504alamo@gmail.com>
Date: January 10, 2023 at 9:56:31 AM MST
To: Tim.Roberts@coloradosprings.gov
Subject: Constitution Expressway
Dear Sir,
As a resident of Alamo Ave, I write to tell you I oppose the inclusion of a Constitution Expressway in the
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. While I recognize a possible need for an east

‐

west arterial in CS, I
believe the Constitution Expressway is not the solution to this need.
Reviewing what has been done in other cities…New Haven CT, NYC, Atlanta to name a few….when
similar projects were pushed through, I see that urban decay followed in the project areas. The more
productive residents of these areas removed their lives from the areas. Decay set in; tax revenues
declined.
I also object to the Constitution Expressway for the following specific reasons:
. Noise pollution will increase for all neighborhoods along the route
. Air quality will be deeply negatively impacted.
. Property values will decline
. Enjoyment of the Monument Park, other smaller open spaces along the proposed
Route, the substantial amount of wildlife currently in the area will be diminished.
I am saddened that inspite of past and continuing public opposition to this proposal,
public officials continue to consider it and push for it.
2
Sincerely,
Barbara Badgett
1504 Alamo Ave
719

‐

473

‐

947
Scott Davis



26 1/15/2023 Comment 1/15/23 

Mr.  Roberts,
I am writing in opposition to the express way for numerous reasons:

1.  I live on Paseo Road.   The noise levels now are high at rush hours times.  I can't imagine the increase it will be with the new proposal.
2.  I fear my  house value will go down significantly, I am close to retirement and had this as part of my retirement plan.
3.  There are a lot of deer and skunks in the area.  As it is, in the fall and spring there have been several times traffic had to stop in fear of 
hitting them.  As you may 
      be aware, this is the area they rut  in the fall.  
4.   I live on the corner of Paseo and Constitution.  Every year there are accidents at that intersection.  Even if you turn the road there, people 
that are coming from downtown or the other way late at night miss that turn and end up in the school yard.  What would happen if they were 
driving fast?  Kids walk right there.  I was out walking my dog one  night and just happened to look to see if the person driving would slow down 
or stop, as it was, it went flying through that corner.  I was lucky enough to know to look,, what if it had been children?

5.  How would members of the board like a busy road being built on their street?  We didn't buy into this area thinking a busy road were going 
to be put in.  

I am asking for a different option.  The people in this are didn't  ask for this, nor should we be penalized in every way just to make it easier on 
East bound traffic.

Susan Purcell
2409 Paseo Rd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
71-471-1455



27 1/16/2023 Comment January 16, 2023
Colorado Springs City Council
107 N. Nevada Ave.
#300
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
RE: Opposition Constitution Avenue Extension

Dear Councilmember Nancy Henjum:

The household of Willow Welter and Adam Biddle, 2544 Balboa St., in The Bonnyville neighborhood, are writing YET AGAIN to express strong 
opposition to The Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) plan to extend Constitution Avenue westward. Please start listening to 
the people you are supposed to represent and start respecting democracy as this is the second time I have had to write you about this 
obviously unpopular proposal in seven months.

As residents/property owners in the affected area, it came as quite a surprise to my family and neighbors to hear this plan has yet again been 
resurrected. Just stop it! This invasive project seems to have been quietly revived in an attempt to subvert the will of the people. At the very 
least, a project that does so much harm to so many people in four historic neighborhoods warrants a vote unto itself. 

We don't see any benefits to this proposal, but we do see a lot of negatives. Here is an initial, short list of immediate, adverse and unfavorable 
results:
1. Disruption to historic neighborhoods. The layout and current traffic pattern were major factors in our decision to purchase our property.
2. The demolition of over 200 homes in a beautiful, middle-class neighborhood.
3. Disruption or elimination of access to The Colorado Springs Urban Trail System.
4. Displacement of wildlife.
5. Noise pollution. 
6. Air pollution from increased traffic.
7. Physical pollution.
8. Unsafe conditions for children and pets.
9. Initial construction disruptions.
10. Maintenance and upkeep disruptions.
11. Negative impact on property values. 
12. Increased water runoff on our already strained stormwater system.

Please end all consideration of this horrid encroachment on our beloved, historic neighborhoods. 
Sincerely, 



28 1/16/2023 Comment I am Carol Jesmer. I live in the neighborhood being a part of this destruction. My parents owned my home leaving it to me. This is my home. 
My grandchildren, my parents grandchildren know this home. My husband and I have worked hard to keep up and improve our home before he 
was killed by a careless driver as he rode his bike on a Colorado Springs Street. My husband was a retired city employee.  

This housing development is a quiet established neighborhood in the Bonnyville division. It has been wonderful seeing younger people buying 
and establishing homes here for their family. It’s encouraging to see young children outside playing.

This extension will bring noise, trash, uproot homes of seniors, cause danger to playing children, ruin trails that we all love for biking, walking, 
jogging.

This extension will impact two schools that are high achieving academic schools. Why? They function well above academically and that will 
impact educators jobs. Why?

I own my home. I’m almost 75 years old. I cannot afford to lose my life long family home. I do not want this expansion to take place. 

Thank you for hearing me.
Carol Jesmer
caroljesmer1948@gmail.com

29 1/16/2023 Comment I have lived here all my life, and a
my family lives here. We have been awesome contributors to this community for 60 years. From award winning teachers, award winning 
developers and realtors, to non-profit workers to better this city, we have worked tirelessly for this city. 
Now my own family and I continue to contribute to this city. 
My husband and chose Bonnyville to live in because it is historical, quiet and established. I don't think it is ethical for the city to disturb a group 
of historic neighbors that are quiet and established for the "betterment and safer roads" for "all" citizens. It is not our fault that the city allowed 
irresponsible urban sprawl out East, the people using this road don't care about the neighborhoods here, won't watch their speed or street 
racing, don't care about downtown, the history here. 
They don't care about the schools or the noise and pollution. No
Matter what you propose for this, sound walls, digging down, 35 miles per hour, etc. it will ruin our neighborhoods and you know it will. 
We have fought this twice over the past 22 years and I am sick of it. Figure something else out. 
Also calling this low income housing over here is ridiculous. Per square foot there is more value than many places.
Thank you for your time,
Christie Williams 



30 1/16/2023 Comment I am writing to express my dismay and complete opposition to these two projects! This project will devastate the neighborhoods it runs through.  
 

These are long established neighborhoods, how will this improve them? By destroying a green space? By eliminating or rendering useless the 
Rock Island Trail which is used by the residents of this area? By bringing more noise and pollution into my neighborhood? By endangering the 
educators and children at Stratton and Mann Middle School?  

Has the population in this area grown so much that this is needed or will it benefit people who are not invested here. How will this strengthen 
this neighborhood?  

In an interview with KOAA you said, and I quote, "If elected, what will your top priority be for the city of Colorado Springs?
Supporting local business, strengthening our neighborhoods, and protecting our parks and open space". 

Please live up to your words. 

Lance Williams 
1404 E. La Salle St. 

31 1/16/2023 Comment Dear Council member Nancy Henjum  & the ConnectCOS Project Team, 

I am disheartened to see Projects 105 &106 are once again back on the agenda. I am, again, reaching out to express my opposition to the 
expansion of Constitution Ave. This expansion and extension would be detrimental to our neighborhoods and families. My family and I own our 
home on 1328 La Salle St. and this expansion would have a direct negative impact on our quality of life, property value, and neighborhood. We, 
along with many of our neighbors, utilize the Rock Island Trail almost daily. We DO NOT want this expansion and cannot believe after the last 
time it was presented, it’s now back up for discussion. How many times do we have to tell you we do not want the additional noise, pollution, 
and safety hazards this will bring to OUR neighborhood? Please say NO to this expansion. 

Warm Wishes,

Lora 



32 1/16/2023 Comment Hello Mr. Roberts, 

It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a resident of the neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my significant opposition to this ill-
conceived project (project #105).       

I was surprised and very disappointed to learn this project is still being considered given the opposition that was recently expressed this past 
summer and it being removed from  the  proposed  2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and 
once again.  

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

* 
Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets.   Constructing 
an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

*
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.  

*
I will incur a reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.   

*
I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.

   *
The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools. 

*
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the proximity 
of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property 
l  th  ti  i t  f thi  j t i ifi tl  t i h  th  j t b fit  I   t  di t t ff t   thi  j t f  th  



33 1/16/2023 Comment Dear City Leader,
I want to strongly express my opposition to this project proposal and the negative impact it will have to the quality of life to my historic 
neighborhood.
I oppose this project due to these primary reasons: 
**The close proximity to several local schools.  This expressway will be extremely close to an Elementary School and a Middle School that will 
endanger our local children.
**The increase in noise pollution and exhaust fumes. I and my neighbors already experience this to the North of us with Fillmore and with a 
Constitution Expressway we would then be “sandwiched” in between two major access roads adding to our overall environment and health 
concerns. 
**Studies have shown that I can expect to experience a reduction in my property value due to an expressway being constructed close to my 
home. This is threatening to me since my home is a major source of income security for my retirement. 
**By squeezing this expressway into the proposed route will cause additional traffic to “bleed” into the local neighborhoods as drivers get 
creative in creating “short cuts’ to their destinations. Overall, this would mean an increase to traffic in our historic neighborhoods instead of a 
decrease. 
**As a Senior Citizen this would cause me concerned about my ongoing ability to safely navigate my neighborhood, whether walking or driving, 
to access my local amenities.  
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major Negative influences on our neighborhoods and property 
values, the negative impacts of this Project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this Project from the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.    

I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities 
versus pouring more asphalt in our historic Neighborhoods. 

**Please forward my email to the CTAB and the Planning commission. 

Sincerely,  

Laura Miller



34 1/16/2023 Comment Dear City Leader -

It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my significant opposition to 
this ill-conceived project (project #105).       

I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered.  I am a nurse at uchealth and a few of my coworkers and myself 
take this trail to get to work on our bikes. This would mean serval healthcare workers would no longer be able to enjoy riding their bikes to work 
if they had to cross an expressway. I love living near the rock island trail.

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets.   
Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

*
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.  

*
Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.   

*
I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.

*
The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools. 

*
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the proximity 
of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this

j t i ifi tl  t i h  th  j t b fit  I   t  di t t ff t   thi



35 1/16/2023 Comment Dear City Leader,  

It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an 
expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. 
As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I 
would like to express my significant opposition to this ill-conceived project (project #105). 
I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This project has 
been proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood 
impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 
Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City 
leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list. 
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following: 
* 
Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from Union Blvd, I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, 
Uintah and other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway adjacent to my 
home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution. 
* 
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes 
and other environmental impacts. 
* 
Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if 
the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home. 
* 
I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will 
fracture our historic neighborhoods. 
* 
The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools. 
* 
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley 
Park due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the expressway will negatively 
impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife. 

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major 
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this 
project significantly outweighs the project benefits. 



36 1/16/2023 Comment Hello 

We have lived in this neighborhood since 1999 we own our home. 

My husband and I are completely against the Projects 105 and 106 on the ConnectCOS project list, 

The expansion and extension of Constitution Ave would be detrimental to our neighborhoods and families.
It wil bring a significant increase in pollution, as well as safety hazards along with increase noise, 

Would you like this behind your house, in your neighborhood,  I bet not, 

There are already too many cars driving way over the speed limit on Constitution Ave, and always miss that section Paseo and Constitution in 
which the city paid huge money to fix that intersection, and people still drive fast and end up in the ditch or hit wild life. Its already dangerous 
for our neighbors who are elderly or have small children and walk their animals. Both Constitution and Rock Island Trail are used daily, by 
walkers, runners, bicyclist of all ages. 

Additionally, this would impact the children and educators at Stratton Elementary and Mann Middle School.  Children should not have to play 
outside near a busy thoroughfare, this is insane to even think the old north end should have to deal with this. 

Stop Projects 105 and 106

Sincerely 
Roz and Paul Curoe 

37 1/16/2023 Comment



38 1/16/2023 Comment Dear Councilmember Henjum:
 
As a resident of Balboa Street in the Bonnyville neighborhood, I’m writing to express strong opposition to the proposed Constitution Avenue 
extension. 
 
You learned last fall that the people who live in these historical neighborhoods are against this project, and the city removed it from the PPRTA 
ballot measure. You didn’t wait long before trying again despite what your constituents told you we didn’t want. 
 
The history, quietness, layout and traffic patterns were major factors in our decision to buy our house in Bonnyville in 2018. This project would 
destroy historical neighborhoods and decrease our property value of an estimated 10%. Extending Constitution Avenue would increase noise 
and air pollution. The area would become unsafe for children and pets. 
 
If Colorado Springs wants to ensure quality of life and innovation continue to attract business and young people to the city, we need to stop 
destroying historical areas and start investing in public transportation rather than encouraging more cars to drive the streets. Instead of 
investing money and time into feasibility studies for an expressway that would increase traffic, air and noise pollution and contribute to the 
climate change that is rapidly destroying our Earth, you should do feasibility studies about high-speed trains, improving the Metro bus system 
and other innovations that don’t harm the environment like more roads and cars do. 
 
Once again I’m asking you to please end all consideration of this encroachment on our neighborhood with a project that harms the 
environment, history and peace and quiet. 
 
Sincerely, 
Willow Welter



39 1/16/2023 Comment
Mr. Roberts,

I am a resident of the Kitty Hawk neighborhood and reside very close to the proposed Constitution Ave expressway extension. I am writing to 
express my serious concern and opposition to this project, as I feel it would bring an unsafe amount of traffic to our quiet neighborhood. As a 
new parent, I have a keen interest in ensuring that our neighborhood is as safe as possible. I already have concerns about residing close to a 
street as busy as Templeton Gap, and adding an expressway that runs right through our neighborhood would bring a troubling amount of traffic 
through our neighborhood. I also have serious concerns about how close this expressway would be to Mann Middle School and Stratton 
Elementary as plenty of children walk to and from school in the neighborhood. Furthermore, this project would devalue the surrounding homes 
by a substantial margin (most estimates are around a staggering 10%) and would add a significant amount of noise pollution. My vote is a 
resounding NO on the Constitution expressway.

Please forward this email to the members of the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board.

Sincerely,

Dr. Chelsea Walter, MD

Sent from my iPhone



40 1/16/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts, 
Please forward this email to each Planning Commission member. 
Thank you,
Amy Henry

Date: December 17, 2022 
To: Colorado Springs Planning Commission 
From: Amy Henry 
 
I live in the 2400 Wood Avenue townhomes and would like to know why city planners are willing to destroy the peace of mind and property 
values of so many people to study something that is not a viable solution. I am referring to the feasibility study for the Constitution Expressway 
(project #105 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan), which, if approved, would ram a four lane expressway to I-25 through several historic 
neighborhoods, substantially decreasing home values, increasing noise and exhaust pollution, and negatively impacting already stressed 
wildlife. 
 
If we’ve been paying attention at all to our experience, or, in the case of city planners, to studies in your own field of expertise, everyone knows 
that building yet another road, destroying several historic neighborhoods in the process, with the promise it will ease congestion on existing 
roads DOES NOT WORK! It is not a cure for congestion! Everyone knows that within a very short period of time the new road becomes just as 
congested as the roads it was supposed to help ease, and, to top it off, now ALL of the roads are as congested as ever. As you all know, 
adding more and/or bigger roads does not equal less traffic. It has been proven over and over again that adding and widening roads CREATES 
more driving, therefore, more congestion; witness the 26 lane Katy Freeway in Houston, the poster child for Induced Demand.  
 
It is a vicious cycle of predict and provide and fail. City planners fail to make any difference to what is intended, but succeed at negatively 
impacting people's homes, neighborhoods, and quality of life.  
 
And the people whose lives are impacted with these futile decisions deserve serious consideration. People, like my mom, who now has to live 
with the looming worry that the value of the home she and my father worked so hard to afford, serving this city, by the way, as a hospital 
worker and fire fighter, will be significantly reduced. And the neighborhood they strived to live in destroyed. And for what? Another road that will 
not do what it will be promoted and promised to do. It's not surprising. City planners did the same thing to my parents' first home and 
neighborhood over 40 years ago. It's heartbreaking. 
 
Everyone also knows the definition of insanity. Repeating the same thing over and over again, expecting different results. I am asking city 
planners to stop the insanity for the sake of the residents not only in the neighborhoods that would be affected in this case, but for all of 
Colorado Springs. 
 
I k  th  i   t  d  thi  I'  b i  it  l  t  h  th   t  d  thi  diff t  I  b i   t  BE 



41 1/16/2023 Comment I am writing to express my dismay and complete opposition to these two projects! This project will devastate the neighborhoods it runs through. 

These are long established neighborhoods, how will this improve them? By destroying a green space? By eliminating or rendering useless the 
Rock Island Trail which is used by the residents of this area? By bringing more noise and pollution into my neighborhood? By endangering the 
educators and children at Stratton and Mann Middle School? Has the population in this area grown so much that this is needed or will it benefit 
people who are not invested here?
What is the valid reason for this?

I look forward to seeing you on January 21, I'm not sure you should feel the same about me. 

Lance Williams 
1404 E. La Salle St

42 1/16/2023 Response Hi Tim,

Thanks for the response and for the information, I really appreciate it. I'm going to do my best to make it to the meeting on January 21st. 

I understand the need to improve East-West mobility. I just think there are better solutions than extending Constitution to I-25. In particular, I'd 
support improvements to Filmore and Uintah.

Thanks again.

Peace,
Jordan 

43 1/16/2023 Handwritte
n 
Comment

ConnectCOS Project Team
Dept of Traffic and Transportation
30 S Nevada Ave 
Colo Springs, CO 80903

Re: Constitution Ave Expansion

I am opposed to the expansion of Constitution Ave because of the damage it would do to all the involved neighborhoods. I do not want a 
freeway out my back door. No on Project 105 and 106. Marilyn Lutz 1340 E LaSalle St, Colo Spgs, Co 80907



44 1/16/2023 Comment Hello,
I live on Lafayette Rd in Colorado Springs. I live and work here. I moved to this neighborhood in 2021.
I am completely against Projects 105 & 106 on the connect COS project list.
The expansion and extension of Constitution Avenue would be detrimental to my neighborhood and myself.
It will bring a significant increase in noise, pollution, and safety hazards. There are already too many cars on Constitution that drive way too 
fast. It is dangerous for our neighbors, children, and pets. Additionally, I do not want to lose our beloved and highly utilized Rock Island Trail 
nor see neighbors living along the trail loose their homes. Both Constitution Avenue and the Rock Island Trail are used daily by walkers, 
runners, and bikers of all ages, from young children to the elderly.
Additionally, this would significantly impact the children and educators at Stratton Elementary and Mann Middle School. Children should not 
have to play outside near a busy thoroughfare loaded with noisy cars and exhaust.
STOP Projects 105 & 106!
-- 
Valerie Bringas Montgomery
MA, NCC, LPC
Women-Centric Counselor
Mailing Address: 2316 North Wahsatch Ave. #312
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
www.beyondbeautiful.net
719.598.7800



45 1/16/2023 Comment Hello Ms Lobato,
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union
Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a resident of the neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my
significant opposition to this ill-conceived project (project #105).
I was surprised and very disappointed to learn this project is still being considered given the opposition that was recently
expressed this past summer and it being removed from the proposed 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation
Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
*
Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy
residential streets. Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically exacerbate the noise
pollution.
*
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental
impacts.
*
I will incur a reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.
*
I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic
neighborhoods.
*
The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
*
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal
constraints. However, the proximity of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and
wildlife.
2
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our
neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweighs the project
benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic flows and creative
multi-modal opportunities versus pouring more asphalt in our historic neighborhoods. I also respectfully request
that you forward this email to the CTAB and the planning commission.
Sincerely,
St h i  ( d W ) M C kl46 1/16/2023 Comment Please review the attached email and forward to the members of the CTAB. The expansion was a bad idea 20+ years ago
when it was previously discussed and it's an even worse car culture intensive idea today. Thanks Richard McKeown



47 1/16/2023 Comment Dear City Leader,
I want to strongly express my opposition to this project proposal and the negative impact it will have to the
quality of life to my historic neighborhood.
I oppose this project due to these primary reasons:
**The close proximity to several local schools. This expressway will be extremely close to an Elementary
School and a Middle School that will endanger our local children.
**The increase in noise pollution and exhaust fumes. I and my neighbors already experience this to the North
of us with Fillmore and with a Constitution Expressway we would then be “sandwiched” in between two major
access roads adding to our overall environment and health concerns.
**Studies have shown that I can expect to experience a reduction in my property value due to an expressway
being constructed close to my home. This is threatening to me since my home is a major source of income
security for my retirement.
**By squeezing this expressway into the proposed route will cause additional traffic to “bleed” into the local
neighborhoods as drivers get creative in creating “short cuts’ to their destinations. Overall, this would mean
an increase to traffic in our historic neighborhoods instead of a decrease.
**As a Senior Citizen this would cause me concerned about my ongoing ability to safely navigate my
neighborhood, whether walking or driving, to access my local amenities.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major Negative influences on
our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this Project significantly outweighs the
project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this Project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic flows and
creative multi

‐

modal opportunities versus pouring more asphalt in our historic Neighborhoods.
**Please forward my email to the CTAB and the Planning commission.
Sincerely,
2
Laura Miller



48 1/16/2023 Forwarded 
 Comment

CAUTION! - External Email. Malware is most commonly spread through unknown email attachments and links.
DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email!
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

 Forwarded message 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

From: Mark Nelson <jmarknelson@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022 at 9:37 AM
Subject: letter to Council regarding Constitution construction
To: <allcouncil@coloradosprings.gov>
Cc: <connectcos@coloradospringsgov.com>, Gloria <gcarrnelson@gmail.com>
City Council
Attached please find my letter reacting to ConnectCos intent to construct Constitution extension through our
neighborhoods.
thank you
Mark
J. Mark Nelson, Architect, LLC cell/text 719.649.4175
2524 Balboa Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
719.578.9289 Office Msg

----

This letter is in reaction to the most recent Connect Cos draft which includes a new intent (project no's 105 and 106) to extend Constitution Ave 
westward from Paseo as a 4 lane Major Arterial along the north side of our once pastoral Bonnyville Neighborhood on what is currently railroad 
property and a trail. On the previous draft of the 2021 and also on this 2022 draft the Rock Island TRail is marked/dashed in along this railroad 
and is designated for completion and it is my understanding that the Parks Dept. has a plan for this trail and its landscaping. We walk along the 
unfinished path of this trail route every day, as it is 5 houses away from us. This path also travels east-west behind the yards of many dozens 
of my neighbors' homes that were originally built along La Salle street in the late 1940's for veterans returning from WWII. All of this peaceful, 
walkable, bikeable setting, and in fact all of our entire traditional neighborhood is now threatened by the City traffic planners' reckless idea to 
bulldoze a 4 lane major arterial here, similiar to Austin Bluffs Parkway for no valid reason at all. In fast while the trail is definitely acknowledged 
by the TRansportation engineers this route has never been mentioned or remotely suggested on any valid city plan as being a critical corridor 
for such an unfortunate and needless roadway for vehicles. We recently downsized to our current period style cottage from  our turn of the last 
century grant victorian home in the old north end precisely to escape the horrendous traffic dumped on to Nevada AVenue by the city traffic 
engineers and planners. And now the quiet, peaceful Bonnyville Neighborhood where we chose to carefully remodel and fit our current 
storybook style cottage into is being threatened by those same callous traffic engineers and planners. The traffic engineers' wild dreams for 
unlimited connectivity are out of place here and serve nno real useful purpose other than to complete some abstract exercise in drawing major 
arterial lines racing around everywhere. The history of this Bonnyville Neighborhood with its charming tree-lined lanes is rich and important as 

 th  P tt  J tt/L S ll  d Kitt  H k N i hb h d  t  th  t d th  th   ll  f  th  Old N th E d N i hb h d t  



49 1/16/2023 Comment Dear Elena Lobato,
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an
expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed
expressway, I
would like to express my significant opposition to this ill-conceived project (project #105).
I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This project
has
been proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood
impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034
Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again,
City
leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
*
Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from Union, I-25, Fillmore,
Nevada,
Uintah and other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway adjacent to my
home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.
*
Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes
and other environmental impacts.
*
Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if
the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.
*
I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will
fracture our historic neighborhoods.
*
The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
*
It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley
Park due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the expressway will negatively
impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major

ti  i fl    i hb h d  d t  l  th  ti  i t  f thi



50 1/16/2023 Comment Dear City Leader 
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from
Union Boulevard to I

‐

25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a new resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I was
seriously concerned to hear of this project and I would like to express my significant opposition to this illconceived
project (project #105).
I did not know this project was being considered when we recently spent ~$1M on our new house which
would only be ~1 block from the new expressway. If we had know this project was even in consideration, we
would not have invested in living in the Old North End anywhere near the project. I have wanted nothing more
than to be back down in the O.N.E. since moving in 2018. This neighborhood is such a Colorado Springs
landmark, and to ruin it with an expressway that is not necessary is abdominal.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* I love this historic neighborhood, and can’t imagine it being ruined with a forced in expressway to basically
nowhere.
* I used to live in the neighborhood that would be connected (Audubon) and was never in need of a faster way to
the highway, there is already 2 outlets to get to I

‐

25 currently in place.
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I

‐

25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and
other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically
exacerbate the noise pollution.
* Losing upwards of 10% of my homes value, while already seeing a reduction since our purchase, due to
the looming recession, while then making us want to move due to the noise
* I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our
historic neighborhoods and remove the walkability from the O.N.E to several of the new businesses in
2
the Lincoln Center and beyond; I lived through the MLK bypass expansion and watched the shopping
centers and local restaurants on Fountain suffer due to that expressway
* The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
* The city should have considered traffic congestion as it continued and still continues to expand east
away from I

‐

25 as it was building those neighborhoods; making the older neighborhoods suffer for the
new is not the right way to handle the traffic situation – building a circular bypass out east to connect
the east to I

‐

25 instead
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
I  t ff t  f   i t  t  i ti  d  t  h  t  t t ffi



51 1/17/2023 Comment Dear Ms. Lobato,
Please forward this email to each Planning Commission member.
Thank you,
Amy Henry
Date: December 17, 2022
To: Colorado Springs Planning Commission
From: Amy Henry
I live in the 2400 Wood Avenue townhomes and would like to know why city planners are willing
to destroy the peace of mind and property values of so many people to study something that is
not a viable solution. I am referring to the feasibility study for the Constitution Expressway
(project #105 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan), which, if approved, would ram a four
lane expressway to I-25 through several historic neighborhoods, substantially decreasing home
values, increasing noise and exhaust pollution, and negatively impacting already stressed
wildlife.
If we’ve been paying attention at all to our experience, or, in the case of city planners, to studies
in your own field of expertise, everyone knows that building yet another road, destroying several
historic neighborhoods in the process, with the promise it will ease congestion on existing roads
DOES NOT WORK! It is not a cure for congestion! Everyone knows that within a very short
period of time the new road becomes just as congested as the roads it was supposed to help
ease, and, to top it off, now ALL of the roads are as congested as ever. As you all know, adding
more and/or bigger roads does not equal less traffic. It has been proven over and over again
that adding and widening roads CREATES more driving, therefore, more congestion; witness the
26 lane Katy Freeway in Houston, the poster child for Induced Demand.
It is a vicious cycle of predict and provide and fail. City planners fail to make any difference to
what is intended, but succeed at negatively impacting people's homes, neighborhoods, and
quality of life.
And the people whose lives are impacted with these futile decisions deserve serious
consideration. People, like my mom, who now has to live with the looming worry that the value
of the home she and my father worked so hard to afford, serving this city, by the way, as a
hospital worker and fire fighter, will be significantly reduced. And the neighborhood they strived
2
to live in destroyed. And for what? Another road that will not do what it will be promoted and
promised to do. It's not surprising. City planners did the same thing to my parents' first home
and neighborhood over 40 years ago. It's heartbreaking.
Everyone also knows the definition of insanity. Repeating the same thing over and over again,

ti  diff t lt  I  ki  it  l  t  t  th  i it  f  th  k  f th



52 1/17/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts,
It is our understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, we would like to express our significant opposition 
to this ill-conceived project (project #105).       
We were surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered.  This project has been proposed several times in the past and 
abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition.   The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes 
Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the 
PPRTA list.      
We oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on, at a minimum, the following:
•	Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets.   Constructing 
an expressway adjacent to our home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.
•	Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts. 
•	 Multiple sources indicate that we will incur up to a 10% reduction in our property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to our 
home.  
•	We are concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.
•	The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
•	It is our understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the proximity 
of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property 
values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweigh the projects benefts. We urge you to direct staff to remove the project from 
the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan permanently. 

We encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east - west traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities, 
versus pouring more asphalt in our historic neighborhoods. For example, traffic should be routed around the city, not directly through the city 
and neighborhoods that have been established for 50-100 plus years. 

Sincerely,

Barry and Jeannie Cox
2758 N Prospect St
Colorado Springs  CO 80907

53 1/17/2023 Comment Hello Nancy, 
I understand you will be leading a town hall meeting this Saturday about the Constitution extension project. I regret I cannot attend due to a 
prior commitment. However, I have attached a letter stating my objection to this proposal and hope you will take it under consideration.
Sincerely,
Don Verhaeghe



54 1/17/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts, 

I am in favor of the improvement to this city by extending Constitution Ave to the Interstate. Long past time I would say. I live in the Bonnyville 
housing area and will be directly impacted by the road improvement.

The main reasons to support this plan include:
1) Stop the vagrants (homeless men) who wander through my neighborhood streets and alleys at all hours of the day and night. They cross 
from the (wreck of) open space behind LaSalle St to Bonforte Park and Bon Shopping Center. A high sound wall and paved Rock Island Trail 
will bring this area back to the people of the neighborhood.
2) Stop a main artery from dead-ending into a residential neighborhood!  The traffic that flows through La Salle and Paseo by people trying to 
get to Nevada will hopefully be cut in half by extending Constitution west.
3) Upgrades to Stratton Elementary School which will be 70 years old in 2023. I understand there may be an opportunity to make some much 
needed land improvements on this aging site. They deserve it.
4) Reduce the very strong marijuana smell and industrial noise from the warehouses between Fillmore and the creek. The sound wall should do 
a very good job of that and the nighttime traffic noise will be minimal in comparison.
5) And most important for this city is a much needed throughway from East to West.

Please forward my email and my YES vote to the members of the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board.

Thank you!
Colleen Kouri
2428 N. Royer St
Email: kouricd@gmail.com



55 1/17/2023 Comment Tom, 

    Good day. My City Council Rep., Nancy Henjum, received and responded. Its still a NO for me.
    I likely will miss the in person meeting due to my former Ministers 10am Memorial Service and after celebration at the Center. Interesting 
both are near and dear to my Community and heart.
    Look forward to hearing about the gathering and meeting of minds.

Grateful,

Linda Yost
2400 Wood, 80907
ONEN

56 1/17/2023 Comment Dear Fellow Springians, Please join me and other concerned people at a meeting with city representatives to discuss the Constitution 
Extension: Saturday, January 21 from 10 a.m. to noon at Stratton Elementary School. In June 2022, the PPRTA proposed a feasibility study for 
extending Constitution Ave. from its dead-end at Paseo Rd. to I-25. After significant pushback from citizens, this study was removed from the 
PPRTA plans. We thought that was the end of it. However, it was moved to the ConnectCOS project list (sneaky). The route proposed cuts 
through schools, historic neighborhoods, and the Rock Island Trail which is part of the Legacy Loop Trail System. The ConnectCOS list 
describes this project as a "limited access, mutli-modal roadway" and a "Principal arterial" with "high" impact. This would significantly increase 
noise and pollution for neighborhood residents and businesses, and reduce the property value of nearby homes by an estimated 10% - a 
significant loss of wealth for Colorado Springs. Our neighborhood is vibrant, with many of us walking to the nearby grocery or coffee house 
greeting each other as we go. Our dogs play at Bonn Park, and wildlife walks along the Rock Island Trail. This monstrosity would bisect our 
neighborhood, endanger our children, and sap our wealth. Please help us stop it



57 1/17/2023 Handwritte
n 
Comment

Dear CTAB
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from
Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a person who lives in one of the historic neighborhoods that will be next to the proposed expressway, I
want to say that I strongly disagree with this bad idea (project #105).
I was shocked and dismayed to see that this proposal is still being discussed. Multiple times in the past,
this project has been proposed and then abandoned owing to major community implications and public
resistance. The project was most recently suggested in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation
Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects, and City authorities once again instructed staff to remove it from
the PPRTA list.
I oppose this project's inclusion in the Transportation Plan for the following reasons:
• I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah, and other busy residential streets are already causing substantial
noise pollution in our region. The construction of a highway near to my residence would
significantly amplify the noise pollution.
• In addition to a rise in noise pollution, exhaust fumes and other environmental factors will
negatively affect me.
• Multiple sources indicate that if the highway is built near to my house, my property value might
decrease by up to 10 percent.
• I am afraid that by forcing a freeway via the proposed path, our historic districts would be
fragmented.
• The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
• Legal limitations prevent the planned path from immediately impacting Monument Valley Park, as
far as I am aware. However, the closeness to the freeway will hinder the pleasure of the park, its
trails, and its wildlife.
Taking into account the substantial design and construction expenditures as well as the severe negative
effects on our communities and property values, the negative effects of this project greatly exceed its
positive effects. Please direct your staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan.
In lieu of laying new asphalt in our historic neighborhoods, I ask you to concentrate on improving existing
streets to promote east-west traffic patterns and multi-modal options.
Best Regards,
Amanda Grace
Kitty Hawk Neighborhood



58 1/17/2023 Comment The ONEN Board has voted to approve the attached position statement on the extension of Constitution to I-25.  

The vote was not unanimous.

Old North End Neighborhood Position Statement

The Old North End Neighborhood Board of Directors stands in opposition to the proposed extension of Constitution Ave between Union Blvd. 
and I-25. 

The ONEN Board supports the conduct of a comprehensive East-West Corridor Study examining the feasibility of optimizing and improving all 
existing and potential East-West Corridors between Woodmen Road and the MLK Bypass.

The East-West Mobility Corridor Study will be constrained by the following design guidelines:

1.	All corridors will be evaluated for optimized traffic handling. The corridors  will not consider forced acquisition of property (residential, 
school, park).
2.	All corridors will be evaluated in terms of impacts to existing residential homes.
3.	Designs will minimize the environmental impact of noise and air pollution.
4.	Constitution, if extended, should not have more than a combined total of 4 traffic and transit lanes, and would not have any off/on ramps or 
connect with any other roadways between I-25 and Union Blvd.
5.	The surrounding neighborhoods will be granted an active participation at all stages of the Corridor Study.

Further, the City’s Major Thoroughfare Plan Map, as presented in ConnectCOS, should not, at this time, show any extension of Constitution 
Avenue between Union and I-25. 



59 1/17/2023 Comment Please forward to ctab and the planning commision
From: P L ENDRES <plendres@msn.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2023 3:26 PM
To: Tim.Roberts@ColoradoSprings.gov <Tim.Roberts@ColoradoSprings.gov>
Subject: Fw: constitution ave. expansion
From: P L ENDRES <plendres@msn.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 4, 2023 9:55 PM
To: TOM MONA <tegger14@msn.com>
Subject: Fwd: constitution ave. expansion
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: ConnectCOS 

‐

 SMB <ConnectCOS@coloradosprings.gov>
Date: January 3, 2023 at 10:33:26 AM MST
To: P L ENDRES <plendres@msn.com>
Subject: RE: constitution ave. expansion
Good morning,
Thank you for voicing your opinion on the proposed traffic study for Constitution Avenue as part of the
ConnectCOS draft. Based on the feedback we have received, we are providing the following additional
information, pending a review of all comments received and decisions on any proposed changes:
2
East

‐

west mobility in Colorado Springs continues to be challenged by the capacity of existing roadways
with limited room for expansion and increasing demand. This was formally documented when City
Council adopted the East

‐

West Mobility Study in 2002.
ConnectCOS echoes those concerns 20 years later

‐

 that every east

‐

west corridor between Woodmen
Road and the MLK Bypass is stressed due to limited capacity. The technical analysis itself (Figure 3,
attached) confirms this.
When considering the entire goal framework for these corridors, other challenges also emerge. These
include high crash statistics, congestion/reliability challenges, and a disconnect between the function of
the roadway and the needs of the corridor users and surrounding land uses.
Fillmore and Uintah Streets are particularly challenged as they serve as primary connections between
Palmer Park area neighborhoods and I

‐

25 and have limited room for expansion to adequately handle
current or future traffic. To increase the capacity of these corridors, as well as many other existing eastwest
corridors, the roadways would need to be widened by taking private property to create additional
rights

‐

of

‐

way. That would negatively impact the businesses and those living adjacent to those
corridors.
Th  di t i t  t  l ’  li lih d  d i iti  f i t  ti  di t t  th  d t



60 1/17/2023 Comment Dear Planning Commission,
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from
Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a person who lives in one of the historic neighborhoods that will be next to the proposed expressway, I
want to say that I strongly disagree with this bad idea (project #105).
I was shocked and dismayed to see that this proposal is still being discussed. Multiple times in the past,
this project has been proposed and then abandoned owing to major community implications and public
resistance. The project was most recently suggested in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation
Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects, and City authorities once again instructed staff to remove it from
the PPRTA list.
I oppose this project's inclusion in the Transportation Plan for the following reasons:
• I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah, and other busy residential streets are already causing substantial
noise pollution in our region. The construction of a highway near to my residence would
significantly amplify the noise pollution.
• In addition to a rise in noise pollution, exhaust fumes and other environmental factors will
negatively affect me.
• Multiple sources indicate that if the highway is built near to my house, my property value might
decrease by up to 10 percent.
• I am afraid that by forcing a freeway via the proposed path, our historic districts would be
fragmented.
• The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
• Legal limitations prevent the planned path from immediately impacting Monument Valley Park, as
far as I am aware. However, the closeness to the freeway will hinder the pleasure of the park, its
trails, and its wildlife.
Taking into account the substantial design and construction expenditures as well as the severe negative
effects on our communities and property values, the negative effects of this project greatly exceed its
positive effects. Please direct your staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan.
In lieu of laying new asphalt in our historic neighborhoods, I ask you to concentrate on improving existing
streets to promote east-west traffic patterns and multi-modal options.
Best Regards,
Amanda Grace
Kitty Hawk Neighborhood



61 1/18/2023 Comment Hello 
perspective from a person whose family has been in this area since the late 1800's 
my first question is do you even know where "main st" colorado springs is? 
All these folks who have moved here and caused so much expansion are complaining, well what about us folk whose homes will be lost or 
value decrease way to much. 
You worry so much about this and wont even repair some of the older streets in town. 
the folks who live on east side (near kansas) can reach out their windows and touch next door house need to grow up and realize how it will 
truly effect hundreds of lives here. 

STOP THIS ISSUE NOW - PLEASE 

THANKS & MAY GOD BLESS YOU....
Jerry Lee Peterson, aka Paw Paw

62 1/18/2023 Comment Hello Nancy Henjum and Dept. of Traffic and Transportation,

I am writing in with concerns regarding the proposed Constitution extension. This is my neighborhood and backyard that will be affected. This 
will cause separation from neighborhoods and schools by putting a highway through this area. Bringing Constitution into these neighborhoods 
would change the whole aesthetics to the old North end area and every neighborhood in between that is valued for its history and neighborhood 
feel that makes us all enjoy what this area in Colorado Springs is and always has been. So many people, walkers, young and old, bikers, 
runners use the Rock Island trail to go to work everyday and recreate away from the busyness of the roads. This expansion will impact the 
schools with more traffic and crossing hazards. This will ruin our neighborhood. Please take this into consideration and think how you would 
feel if you owned a home here and had children at these schools. "Progress" of highways and conveniences should not take precedence over 
our community and what little open space we have available.

Sincerely,
M. Cunha



63 1/18/2023 Comment Mesa Springs neighborhood looks forward to working with the City as they study mobility.  
We've just spent more than 6 years living with the work done to extend Centennial. 

I need to voice concern that this map (attached) already has Constitution connecting to I25. 
I fought the Centennial extension for many years and there was a point when I wished the city just admitted that the street was drawn on a map 
1986 and it would eventually happen no matter how often I attended hearings. The road is needed but the reason is the thousands (perhaps 3 
thousand) apartment / units NOW being built within a mile of Fillmore and Centennial 

I have a feeling this map also foretells the future. 
Please include Mesa Springs and my email for the foreseeable future of conversations regarding these projects.

Thank you.
Your Neighbor, 
Barbara Novey
President 
Mesa Springs Community Association 
719 963 7865 

The mailing address is:
MSCA C/o Novey
945 Mesa Valley Road
Cos. CO 80907 

My personal email. barbara.novey@gmail.com



64 1/18/2023 Comment Dear Council Member Nancy,

Why is this East/West route being opened up for discussion at this time?
The money required to build this will be exorbitant. A route of this caliber will need to be elevated above ground. If at ground level, the homes at 
least 6 deep (residential properties) on the north side and south side 4 deep will need to be demolished.  The route will require a minimum 
number of entrance/exit ramps traffic light controlled to alleviate congestion and increased traffic flow. To go from I-25 to Hwy 24 and Hwy 94. 
That is the whole point of the route, to move as many vehicles at maximum speed with as little intrusion into the highway for access to and 
from I-25 to HWY 24. On/off ramps at Powers Blvd., Academy Blvd., HWY24/94 and I-25 are what is behind the idea from the discussion 20 
years ago. At that time there was almost nothing past Powers. Elevated would be 4 streets deep on the south side and 6 streets on the north 
side at a bare minimum. This will require acquisition of the existing homes along the entire route not at market value, but at the increased cost 
of displacing the people affected to move to another location at least equal to or above what they own when it is approved. 
Will this be an issue that will require a ballot measure for all residents to vote on? Will there be a proposed project plan that is made available 
for the people affected along the entire route to do an initial study for this plan? 
Before this proceeds any further, what are the projected costs and time frames?
Will this be a toll road that not only pays for the entire project but also ensures the residents that do not have property directly in the path are 
reimbursed for the property value loss on an annual basis in addition to when they decide to sell their property to relocate to another 
neighborhood or city? It will have detrimental impact from I-25 all the way to HWY 24/94 and with the growth almost completed how does the 
city plan on paying the business owners for lost revenue and lost taxes generated from this loss? 
Some rough calculations on my part put this from $245,000,00 to $350,000,000. (Construction, cost overruns, homeowner displacement, 
drainage, increased road maintenance like snow mitigation during winter months, lost taxes, the increased liability from the city’s position for 
additional emergency response equipment and more police patrols etc.) 
Where is this money coming from? 
What will the impact be on Powers and Academy with this increased traffic flow and how does the city plan on resolving an already 
overcrowded roadway system at these critical points?
Noise pollution is a very real concern, problem that will escalate at a rate that will exceed the acceptable decibel levels allowed or more to the 
point tolerable to anyone potentially considering moving to this location. The height of the sound insulation walls needed at the elevated levels 
will need to be at least 14 feet tall at a minimum to keep the sound inside the elevated highway. If at ground level this will be even taller and at 
ground level the sound will echo back and forth enough to be clearly audible to all people within a minimum distance of 3/8 of a mile and most 
likely well beyond. The walls at ground level will be visible from most residents and if at the elevated level will be an eyesore that protrudes well 
into the vision of all people within 5/8 of a mile unless blocked by a hill that blocks the intruding wall. A very large eyesore to have as a constant 
reminder of how detrimental this entire idea really is. We definitely do not want any sound to invade our neighborhood and the only way to do 
that is to erect a very thick, durable, costly, towering sound retention wall that adds even more problems to the mix already envisioned and we 
have not even approached the initial phases of the proposal. 
The collected water from the runoff from rain, melting hail, snow pack and ice will need to be drained and since we do not have any storm 
drains for this purpose on the south side in the Rustic Hills neighborhood that will require an entire project that tears up the entire neighborhood 

ti ll   th  th d l t l   th  th R ti  Hill  id  t  i t ll  l t l   t  d i   t  hi h dd  t  



65 1/18/2023 Comment Dear City Leader,

I have been a resident of the Kitty Hawk neighborhood for the last 10 years. I understand that the city is considering expanding Constitution 
Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan. This project has been proposed multiple 
times and our citizens have opposed it due to the negative impacts. As recently as the past 6 months City leaders directed for this project to be 
removed from the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority.  I am extremely disappointed this project is still being considered and am 
expressing my opposition to this proposed project. 

I am asking this this project be removed from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan based on the following concerns:

-The  safety of the elementary and middle school students with the proximity of the expressway

-The adjacent neighborhoods will be exposed to an increase in noise pollution and exhaust fumes

-The city has received grants to complete the Legacy Loop Trail which would include a portion for the Rock Island Corridor. Green space and 
trails are extremely important and we would be losing this important space. This would pose increased safety risk for those that currently utilize 
the Rock Island Trail as pedestrians and cyclists. 

-Significant reduction of my property value if this project is constructed adjacent to my home

-Accessibility between these historic neighborhoods for pedestrians would pose increased safety risks

 I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.  Please forward this email to the CTAB and the 
Planning Commission.

Sincerely,  
Erin Mueller



66 1/18/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts,

It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my significant opposition to 
this ill-conceived project (project #105).       

I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered.  This project has been proposed several times in the past and 
abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition.   The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes 
Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the 
PPRTA list.       

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

*             Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets.   
Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

*             Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.  

*             Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my 
home.   

*             I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.

*         The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools. 

*          It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the 
proximity of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our neighborhoods and property 
values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.    

I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities 
 i   h lt i   hi t i



67 1/18/2023 Comment I am writing to express my disappointment and disapproval about the proposed ConnectCOS Projects 105 and 106. I will also state that I am 
NOT surprised that this has surfaced yet again.  
 
These proposals surface periodically and have always been vehemently opposed. This expansion and extension of Constitution will have 
negative effects on every single current neighborhood Constitution Avenue passes through and all of the adjacent neighborhoods, schools, 
housing, churches, businesses and Rock Island Trail users. 

You are certainly aware of all the negative ramifications - increase in traffic, increase in the speed of traffic, decrease in property values, 
increase in noise and pollution, increase in the risks of children going to and from the impacted schools, senior citizen housing,  to name just a 
few. 
 
What may not be so obvious to many is the insidious way the City of Colorado Springs has implemented road dieting in the areas that intersect 
or border Constitution Avenue. For example: Van Buren, Fontanero Street, Cascade Avenue, Weber Street to mention just a few. The direct 
result of this ill-advised and often ridiculous road dieting, which is another whole issue, has been to greatly increase traffic delays, bottle necks 
and accidents. 
It was  a deliberate artificial construct to cause poor traffic flow and supposedly demonstrate a “need” for Constitution Avenue to be expanded 
and extended.  

How ironic that the road dieting was supposedly to benefit bike riders who certainly are a very small and extremely seasonal portion of the 
Colorado Springs population and yet this Constitution plan would directly negatively affect bike riders’s use of the Rock Island Trail.  
 
You have been presented with numerous other more viable, less detrimental options for over 20 years. Perhaps actually FIXING the pot holes, 
drainage and curbing along Fillmore Street and then maintaining it might be a consideration. 
 
Please put a stop to Projects 105 and 106. 

Sincerely,
 
Cheryl Haver



68 1/18/2023 Handwritte
n 
Comment

Hell no to projects 105 and 106 now! Ms. Henjum ConnectCOS Project Team your sample letter is spot on but I will show you examples of the 
dishonisty outright lies I and my neighbors have put up with not to mention the damage to my own property by an out of control drive who drove 
through a street sign, retaining wall, and 8 ft fence aong constitution along with just missing a mother and daughter at the corner of Lafayette 
Rd. When done he had totaled my 38 ft RV and 25 Ft of wall and fence. We had a police commander from the Falcon Div come to my house to 
speak about all the things she was going to do about traffic and speeders. Nothing was ever done! I had the city put down speed monitoring 
cable on Constitution. When they were finished the City called to report an average speed of 42 mph. I told them that was a lie and proceeded 
to make calls until I found a person who told me he could read the results and call me back. When he reported back the true results were 48 
mph. We purchased our home 2006 for our retirement home as well as having room to store an RV instead of an offsite location open to 
vandals and who knows what. In closing I want to make sure that there is no question to anybody about our strong feelings against 105 and 
106 not to mention all my neighborhors. Charles and Debra Hunt 719-636-1110



69 1/18/2023 Comment Dear Ms. Lobato,
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an
expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I
would like to express my significant opposition to this ill-conceived project (project #105).
I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This project has
been proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood
impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034
Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City
leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada,
Uintah and other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway adjacent to my
home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes
and other environmental impacts.
* Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values
if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.
* I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will
fracture our historic neighborhoods.
* The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the expressway will
negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts
of this
project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west
traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities versus pouring more asphalt in our
historic
neighborhoods.
Sincerely



70 1/19/2023 Comment Good morning Ms. Lobato –
I would appreciate if the email below can be forwarded to all Planning Commission members.
Thanks –
Tim Wolken
Dear Planning Commission Member –
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan at your
meetings on January 5, 2023, and February 8, 2023.
As a resident of 2400 Wood Avenue Townhomes, located at the corner of Wood Avenue and Jackson Street, I
would like to express my significant opposition to the proposed Constitution Expressway Project (project
#105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25 that is included in the ConnectCOS plan.
I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. Staff has proposed the
expressway several times in the past and City leaders have abandoned the project due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034
Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed
staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list due to negative neighborhood impacts and significant
opposition.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I

‐

25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy
residential streets. Constructing an expressway just steps from my home will dramatically exacerbate the
noise pollution.
* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other
environmental
2
impacts.
* I will incur a dramatic reduction in my property value if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my
home.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal
constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the
park and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this proposed 4 – 6 lane
expressway through our historic neighborhoods.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on
our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweighs the
project
benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
I  t ff t  f   i t  t  i ti  d  t  h  t  t t ffi  fl  d



71 1/19/2023 Comment Hi Nancy,

  I won't be able to make the meeting tomorrow, but think this critical extension must be completed without delay.

  Currently, traffic cutting through our neighborhoods is becoming intolerable.  In Bonnyville, La Salle and Magellan host hundreds of cars daily 
cutting from T-Gap to Nevada.  El Paso is becoming congested through the Patty Jewett neighborhood by traffic getting to southbound I-25.  
Hancock has been ruined by traffic, much of it headed to northbound I-25.  And westbound traffic on Constitution has no choice but to drive 
down Paseo.

  Without the Constitution extension, traffic cutting through our neighborhoods will only increase.

  Thank you,

  Greg McBroom
  2201 N. El Paso St.



72 1/19/2023 Comment If you are in office to help the citizens of Colorado Springs you would not continue to move forward on either of these projects!! I am completely 
against Projects 105 and 106 on the ConnectCOS project list. The expansion and extension of Constitution Ave. would be detrimental to our 
neighborhoods and the many many families that utilize and live in and around this area. WE ALREADY HAVE A ROAD THAT DOES WHAT 
YOU WANT. IT IS FILLMORE! ADD YOUR LANES TO THAT. Expanding Fillmore would be more money efficient and much less of a 
demolition project as the road is already there and only surrounded by businesses all of which would love the draw of cars and people in hopes 
that the business would grow. Expanding Fillmore would actually benefit the surrounding areas... 

The creation of a whole new roadway when one already exists is ludacris, especially seeing what the creation of road through a neighborhood 
would ruin. This neighborhood is an old, established neighborhood with two schools, a well used trail, and homes that have been here 100 
years. There are thousands of people that need and use this space on a daily basis. All the students, and staff for the schools grades preschool 
to 6th grade would be put into an extremely dangerous reality. Trying to get to and from school safely would NOT be a guarantee anymore. 
This road would have to take out homes that people and families have lived in for 100 years. This expansion would increase noise, pollution 
and safety hazards for the thousands of people that live and use this area. How in the world can you consider taking out our highly used and 
very much loved Rock Island Trail? This trail is used daily by 100's of people going about their daily lives. Bikers, walkers, runners of all ages, 
from young children to the elderly use this trail. 

Please, please STOP projects 105 and 106!!! Do not ruin this safe haven we have had and nurtured for our kids, our elderly, our families, our 
homes, our lives for 100 years. There are two large roads that do what you want, Fillmore and Platte, please expand those making them what 
the city needs, instead of ripping a hole into an already established, long loved and very useful neighborhood, trail and schools.  

I hope our voice makes a difference to you and you stop these projects, 
Jessica Heron



73 1/19/2023 Comment If you are in office to help the citizens of Colorado Springs you would not continue to move forward on either of these projects!! I am completely 
against Projects 105 and 106 on the ConnectCOS project list. The expansion and extension of Constitution Ave. would be detrimental to our 
neighborhoods and the many many families that utilize and live in and around this area. WE ALREADY HAVE A ROAD THAT DOES WHAT 
YOU WANT. IT IS FILLMORE! ADD YOUR LANES TO THAT. Expanding Fillmore would be more money efficient and much less of a 
demolition project as the road is already there and only surrounded by businesses all of which would love the draw of cars and people in hopes 
that the business would grow. Expanding Fillmore would actually benefit the surrounding areas... 

The creation of a whole new roadway when one already exists is ludacris, especially seeing what the creation of road through a neighborhood 
would ruin. This neighborhood is an old, established neighborhood with two schools, a well used trail, and homes that have been here 100 
years. There are thousands of people that need and use this space on a daily basis. All the students, and staff for the schools grades preschool 
to 6th grade would be put into an extremely dangerous reality. Trying to get to and from school safely would NOT be a guarantee anymore. 
This road would have to take out homes that people and families have lived in for 100 years. This expansion would increase noise, pollution 
and safety hazards for the thousands of people that live and use this area. How in the world can you consider taking out our highly used and 
very much loved Rock Island Trail? This trail is used daily by 100's of people going about their daily lives. Bikers, walkers, runners of all ages, 
from young children to the elderly use this trail. 

Please, please STOP projects 105 and 106!!! Do not ruin this safe haven we have had and nurtured for our kids, our elderly, our families, our 
homes, our lives for 100 years. There are two large roads that do what you want, Fillmore and Platte, please expand those making them what 
the city needs, instead of ripping a hole into an already established, long loved and very useful neighborhood, trail and schools.  

I hope our voice makes a difference to you and you stop these projects, 
Jessica Heron

74 1/19/2023 Voice 
Comment

Hello this is Merna Moldenhauer calling about the constitution town hall meeting on the 21st of January at 10 a.m. at Stratton Elementary. I 
was wondering if I could get a heads up on the agenda on what they are cover. 719-475-9284 Thank you very much. You can leave a message 
if you like. 



75 1/19/2023 Comment Here we are, two Bonnyville residents of 31 years, loudly and vehemently proclaiming ABSOLUTELY NOT. You are proposing the destruction 
of core city neighborhoods for the benefit of east-siders who chose to live there. 

Work on Fillmore or Uintah that already connect to I25. Don't ruin historic neighborhoods when a baseline roads are there. 

We will attend the Town Hall at Stratton and urge you to listen to the affected residents.  

Nancy Logan 
Dave Finley 

76 1/20/2023 Comment Mr.Tim Roberts, 

My home since 1981 is 1033 E. Jackson St.  Before that I lived at 1234 E. Monroe St.  both these residences will be impacted by the extension 
of Constitution but especially my home at 1033 E. Jackson St.   

Online a gentleman explained a bit about this and I am sorry I did not get his name.  I think either with city management or roads probably the 
first.  His main gist was better a few suffer than the majority who want this.  This majority does not live in our area.  This is disrespectful and 
very off putting, 

My neighborhood is a heavily walking area for both pedestrians and dog walkers using sidewalks and the old railroad bed trail.  This 
expressway will seriously erode this activity. 

It concerns me greatly that this expressway will run along the south side of both Stratton Elementary School and Horace Mann Middle School.  
We should be a people and a town that protects our children and young adults.  This expressway will make walking to school a hazard and any 
car emissions are not healthy for our future generation. 

I will attend the community meeting at Stratton.   

I am against this endeavor in its entirety.  Travelers are able to get to I-25 in plenty of ways. 

Concerned Neighborhood Person, 

Kathryn D. Adams 



77 1/20/2023 Comment Greetings Mr. Tim Roberts,
I am OPPOSED to the Constitution Avenue Extension, based on several factors.

a) MORE TRAFFIC -- do NOT need more traffic along Constitution - reroute to existing roads; send them along Filmore.

b) ROCK ISLAND Trail -- should stay as is -- since RI Trail is favorite choice for cyclists and dog walkers & all walkers.

c) LOWER Property values - of course our property values will go down. nice quiet neighborhoods to mini freeway.

I am the sales person for MTN FOX GARAGE DOORS, AND we small family owned company; and we are so busy, therefore, I apologize on 
my brevity.

Plus, I do not subscribe to the newspaper, and I work 11 or 12 hours mon thru friday, so I am behind on this pushing Constitution Avenue 
extension through without all the local residents being fully informed or aware. 

I did NOT know there was a 1/5/2023 CS CO CITY meeting.

I have walked my dog 3x daily for 10 years on that rock island trail - I don't think this "progress",

78 1/20/2023 Comment As a resident of Colorado Springs since 1980, I wonder why the city is thinking of spending 3-4 million dollars for this feasibility study.  Yes,  
there are no good East West transits between Woodman and the Martin Luther King bypass to I25.  No one had the foresight in the past to plan 
for this, so our inner city/ suburb does not have direct lines to the East.  Instead of a feasibility study to rip through an established 
neighborhood, lets look at using that money for infill housing where malls have gone vacant.  

Mr. Easton mentions people in the neighborhood pushing the problem elsewhere.  Of course, we don't have the problem.  We choose to live 
where we do.  We may not have the latest and greatest mall or restaurant chain near us, but we get bye.  Sometimes less is more.  In regards 
to his mentioning accidents, I really doubt that expanding Constitution would mitigate any of that--Colorado Springs drivers are risky--35mph 
means 45mph; Orange means speed up.  This idea of extending Constitution needs to go away.
Sincerely,

Tim Stoecker



79 1/20/2023 Comment I am in favor of the Transportation Study and I am in favor of the extension of Constitution Avenue. 

Colorado Springs is in desperate need of a viable East/West thoroughfare and I’m convinced Constitution Ave is the most likely solution to the 
transportation dilemma, especially when considering the old railroad right-of-way properties.  I think many of the reasons for various objections 
(such as noise and neighborhood disruptions) can be over come with design considerations.

I have lived in the district since 1958.   I currently reside near to Constitution and Patty Jewett.  At one time I lived within a stones throw of the 
railroad between Cascade and Wood.   I have watched over the years how residents have made sacrifices to enhance traffic flow, such as 
residences on Palmer Park Blvd losing their front and side yards to widening of the street and MLK displacing both businesses and residential 
homes, just to mention a few.   And, it just chaps my ass to hear all the NIMBYs cry and wail with unrelenting stubbornness and unwillingness 
to even study the possibilities.

This town’s growth has for too long been steered by greedy developers and NIMBYs!!   It is time to start listening to the silent majority and 
proceed with the greater good as a guideline.  The small, vocal, well financed and influential minority such as the North End Neighborhood has 
long  been allowed to have way too much control over the Constitution issue.

I hope to attend the meeting tomorrow but I may not be able, so I wanted to send in my silent majority thoughts on the matter.

Del Reiss
80 1/20/2023 Comment I am completely against Projects 105 & 106 on the Connect COS project list.   The expansion and extension of Constitution Avenue would be 

detrimental to our neighborhoods and families.  It will bring a significant increase in noise, pollution and safety hazards.  There are already too 
many cars on Constitution driving way too fast.  It's dangerous for our neighbors, children and pets.  Additionally, I do not want to lose our 
beloved and highly utilized Rock Island Trail nor see neighbors living along the trail lose their homes!  Both Constitution Avenue and the Rock 
Island Trail are used daily by walkers, runners, and bikers of all ages, from young children to the elderly.  Additionally this would significantly 
impact the children and educators at Stratton Elementary and Mann Middle School.  Children should not have to play outside near a busy 
thoroughfare loaded with noisy cars and exhaust.  STOP PROJECTS 105 & 106!

Richard Williams
LaNell Romano Williams



81 1/20/2023 Comment    In the immortal words of Startrek's Spock, "the needs of the many, outweigh the needs of the few." 
   Current COS transit is a complete joke!!! ONE limited access freeway for a metro approaching 1 million. In 22 yrs of military service, I've 
lived from San Diego to DC, and this town's highway system is not even laughable.
   I get the opposition - nobody wants a freeway in THIER backyard, but the Constitution Ave extension is not that! Their community is 
ALREADY cleved by the old railroad right of way. It will make no difference if it is the current unused RR track or a 4-6 lane hwy. Those 
opposing are the epitome of NIMBY politics.
    But for sure, those owning homes in the Old North End have $$$$$ to burn! The city needs to stand against the small special interest and 
build for the future (actually yesterday) of the the city!
GROW A SPINE!!! THIS IS A HILL ON WHICH YOU SHOULD STAKE YOUR POLITICAL FUTURE!!!
Cheers,
Ross Budge
3768 Cape Romain Dr
80920

82 1/20/2023 Comment Good afternoon,

I am writing regarding the Constitution Avenue Extension proposal. I am extremely upset that the city would even consider using a popular and 
historically based trail to put in an “expressway” as well as putting several historical well established Colorado Springs neighborhoods at risk in 
the process. The noise alone would be intolerable but the loss of value to the property owners would be worse. There are two schools adjacent 
to the proposed route as well. These schools would be negatively affected  by noise and and exhaust from cars putting the children and 
teachers at risk.

We have to ask ourselves is it really necessary to have another east/west route across town at the cost of the folks who live in these 
neighborhoods. There are ample routes to get across town and though they are not as fast as an “expressway”, I’m certain that they are safer. 
According to the Sixty35 (previously the Independent), there were more deaths ever in Colorado Springs in 2022 due to traffic accidents, there 
were 56 fatalities last year. If we continue the trend to make drive time more important than people’s lives I believe the number of fatalities will 
only get worse. Perhaps we should use this money for more officers to give speeding tickets and to promote better driving habits and 
scheduling drive time rather than another high speed route through town.

Please stop Projects 105 & 106! Our families are counting on you. Thank you for your service.

Cassandra Stevens

C E Stevens



83 1/20/2023 Comment Hi,  

I live half a block from Constitution on N Meade Ave. Myself and my neighbors would be adversely affected by the proposed plan of "Extending 
Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25" . We love our peaceful, beautiful neighborhood and ask that you protect our area of town 
from the noise, congestion, crime, hazards and traffic that would come from your proposal and the devaluation of our property and waste of 
taxpayer money.

Sincerely, Kathie Fish
Sent from my iPhone

84 1/20/2023 Comment I am completely against Projects 105 & 106 on the Connect COS project list.   The expansion and extension of Constitution Avenue would be 
detrimental to our neighborhoods and families.  It will bring a significant increase in noise, pollution and safety hazards.  There are already too 
many cars on Constitution driving way too fast.  It's dangerous for our neighbors, children and pets.  Additionally, I do not want to lose our 
beloved and highly utilized Rock Island Trail nor see neighbors living along the trail lose their homes!  Both Constitution Avenue and the Rock 
Island Trail are used daily by walkers, runners, and bikers of all ages, from young children to the elderly.  Additionally this would significantly 
impact the children and educators at Stratton Elementary and Mann Middle School.  Children should not have to play outside near a busy 
thoroughfare loaded with noisy cars and exhaust.  STOP PROJECTS 105 & 106!

Richard Williams
LaNell Romano Williams

85 1/20/2023 Comment I live in the Old North End.  I think the proposed changes to Constitution Avenue are unconscionable. Us Old North Enders moved here for a 
reason which you are attempting to destroy!

Terry Senger
2430 N. Wahsatch

86 1/20/2023 Comment I live in Patty Jewett and am very much in favor of a study to increase the East-West mobility in Colorado Springs to include the extension of 
Constitution Avenue to I25.

Matt Gaebler
1628 N. Royer St.
719-201-9678



87 1/20/2023 Comment My family has lived North off of Constitution Ave in Bridlewood since 1968.  We have watched the growth East balloon over the years and have 
experienced the  corresponding amount of traffic we must put up with.  In addition, we have a large herd of deer which live in our 
neighborhoods and cross from North to South over Constitution Ave. daily.  An extension would automatically cause a number of deer killings 
each week.  This fact along should discourage any addional traffic that an extension would cause.  Currently, just to get on to Constitution Ave. 
from Avondale we often wait five to ten minutes especially during rush hour, note there is no traffic light at that intersection. I hope the city will 
consider other possibilities that would cause less havoc to our neighborhoods. Thank you for considering my input. 
Sincerely,
Kenneth McCormick
2510 Shalimar Dr.
Colorado Sps., CO. 80915
krm8875@aol.com

88 1/20/2023 Comment I live at 1433 E Madison street along the PJ golf course and close to the Rick Island trail and Constitution Ave. I strongly oppose the projects 
105 and 106 .
I believe this would significantly increase safety risks to the schools , noise , pollution and greatly diminish my property value. Many people 
utilize the trail for excercise , and to enjoy our neighborhood. There would also be displacement of people and their homes , and overall erode 
the beautiful neighborhoods and quality of life.
Please stop the project’s feasibility study !
Marty Galindo
Deborrah Foulds

89 1/20/2023 Comment Look for other options ,get rid of narrowing streets with (bike lanes)



90 1/20/2023 Comment Hello,

I fully support the extension of the extension. I grew up near the intersection of Union and Constitution and always thought  Constitution should 
have extended past Paseo road. Back in the day, you could actually access the I-25 Fontanero exit from Cascade and Jackson using a bridge 
and road next to the city utilities barn.

It makes no sense to me that a few hundred residents can be greater than the needs of hundreds of thousands of CS residents. 

I suspect that when we widened I-25 and many folks lost their homes and their neighborhoods were interrupted, the folks on Wood Street and 
those along the Constitution corridor were OK with that. Imagine what the traffic would look like without the widening of I-25.

As a lifelong resident of CS (71 years), I can’t believe the city has never made any kind of attempt to put in some useful East-West corridor. 
MLK bypass, are you kidding me?

We need a limited access route east and the proposed route has and will continue to be the best solution.

Stay the course!

Rex W

Rex Watson
719-650-3206
Items@msn.com

91 1/20/2023 Comment Dear Sirs:
I have lived in Colo. Spgs. since 1953 when my parents moved here, and I was 6 years old.   I remember Circle Dr. being paved.  An East-
West access from I-25 to Powers has been a problem for many years.
I strongly encourage the City to extend Constitution to I-25.  The proposed route follows the old train tracks and will lessen right-of-way/eminent 
domain issues.  This extension/improvement of Constitution is sorely needed and I encourage it.
Thank you,
Jerry Knauf  



92 1/20/2023 Comment Since I will be unable to attend the meeting about the proposed study of the Constitution extension, I would like to express my concern about 
the impact such an extension would have on core neighborhoods in the North End and Old North End. These neighborhoods are key to any 
identity Colo Springs purports to have.  Ramming four lane highways through the heart of historic areas is shortsighted, destructive, and 
demonstrates a true lack of appreciation for what makes the Springs a beautiful place to live.  The century old houses in my neighborhood are 
true gems of historical and aesthetic value.  The proposed extension not only breaks my heart but infuriates me. How many times do we have 
to make it clear to the local bureaucrats that this idea is unacceptable? Please drop it. There are so many other, lower impact options to solve 
the East-West mobility issue.  Don’t destroy my neighborhood in the interest of speed and convenience.
Respectfully,
Laura Swartz
E. Jefferson Street
Old North End

Sent from my iPad
93 1/20/2023 Comment It would be so great to have an east-west road in Colorado Springs, its needed! 

94 1/20/2023 Comment This morning’s GAZETTEarticle exposes the dumb solution to a problem that should not impact our established neighborhood.  There are 
areas of our city that demonstrate major growth in housing, business,etc.Our neighborhood is established.  It would seem logical for the city to 
explore conduits that accomodate those newly populated areas.  There are many established downtown streets that allow East-West 
transportation.  Expanding Constitution Ave. is not a solution as it will RAPE established older neighborhoods.
Please reconsider your current bad assessments and use your brains to find better solutions. Do not do anything stupid which we will all regret.
Suzanne M Seymour

95 1/20/2023 Comment We oppose the extension of Constitution Ave.  The extension would destroy Stratton Elementary and Horace Mann Middle Schools, at a 
minimum making it dangerous for kids to get to school during construction and trying to cross the roads.  We are very familiar with the area 
using the trails frequently while visiting family and our grandkids in the Bonney neighborhood.  We are also familiar with highway noise and the 
speeding and illegal loud mufflers, living next to Rangewood.  This will be your legacy for the adjoining homes.  The city needs to stop that 
madness.

Expand Fillmore, if necessary, but do not extend Constitution.

John and Francie Goll
Seton Place
80918



96 1/20/2023 Comment Hello:
I write to simply re-submit my letter sent last summer related to the proposed feasibility study re the Constitution Extension.
Thank you--

June 25, 2022
To: Colorado Springs City Council Members
From: Lisa Tormoen Hickey
Re: Constitution Avenue Extension
Dear Council members:
As a resident and property owner in the area to be affected by the Constitution Avenue Extension to be
studied, I have several recommendations to encourage a robust study process, because I think this
proposal may benefit us all. My husband and I have lived for a number of years in the Templeton Gap
Addition, which is generally the area between the proposed Extension and Filmore, and between Union
and Templeton Gap. We own two properties within 2 blocks of the intersection of Constitution and Paseo.
My comments reflect my thoughts and opinions as a property owner and 40-year resident of Colorado
Springs, although they are also informed by my current service as Transportation Commissioner for
Colorado District 9, which includes El Paso, Teller, Park, and Fremont Counties.
We all realize the benefits of improved east-west road access which will be realized throughout the City.
My husband and I have lived in the north-central part of Colorado Springs for several decades. We realize
it is not likely that the City could create an enhanced right of way along Fillmore due to the close-in
commercial development.
As the Extension proposal is considered, we request a thorough public input process, which should begin
by public meetings scheduled soon, even while the feasibility study is going on. We want you to be aware
of the expectations and desires of the residents and businesses owners in the surrounding community,
including the Templeton Gap Addition and all areas close to the proposed Extension. There are many
questions to be addressed during a full-scale public input process which we expect would follow the
feasibility study.
1. Protect our property values. There are many property value implications which should be fully
explored. We live in a middle-class neighborhood. If the Extension is developed, our neighborhood
will be surrounded in a relatively small area by a heavily-used Constitution Avenue, the intersection
of Filmore/Union/Circle, and then Union as it travels south. This could create much more noise and
pollution, and the constrained area could decline in value and condition because it will appear to
be much more urbanized, which can be done well or done poorly. The area could be cut off and
become too isolated from other areas to allow for commuters, students, shoppers, and drivers,
bicyclists, and pedestrians of all ages to feel comfortable here. Urban areas can decline without

ffi i t it l i t t d tt ti  t  l l d  d i t t  W  ill t d



97 1/21/2023 Comment Good morning, 

I would like the following email forwarded to member of the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board please.

My name is David and I am a teacher at Harrison high school and a resident of the Bonnieville neighborhood off of North Wahsatch, .1 miles 
from the constitution extension that is being discussed. 

When I think about this Avenue extension and I after I heard from many neighbors this morning,  and I look back at the history, the over three 
decades this project being taken off the agenda, I see that this time around it’s time for this project to be permanently terminated. 

I have lived off North Wasatch for 14 months. 
I moved here from Eatonton Georgia where the total population is less than 6,500. I know traffic when I see it because I’m from a place that 
has very few traffic lights. I commute on Unitah every single day and Fillmore weekly.  I have never once thought Unitah was constrained. I do 
notice that Fillmore can be congested but I feel that could be relived if Fillmore had a continuous access road to I-25 both N and S without all 
the traffic lights at the Fillmore and I-25 exchange.

Let’s keep the greenway space and better connect our trial systems of rock island, shooks run to America thr beautiful. 

When I look at a map, I see that we have wonderful east west mobility routes already in place that include major roads such as I 25 to 24, 
Unitah, filmore, Austin bluffs parkway, Woodman, and to an certain extent, N. Academy. As well as research parkway and Briargate.

The proposed feasibility study is going to cost the city 2-3 million dollars. The question I ask is is the Constitution Avenue extension feasible? Is 
it in a state that is easily and conveniently done? Not just right of way purchase but for the residents and homes of the neighborhoods affected? 

And would it actually be more feasible to use that two to $3000,000 to improve our already amazing east to west mobility routes and not disturb 
historic neighborhoods. Is more roadways the answer? Or is a more strategic bus route, light rail system a better answer?

Do we really need that increased east west mobility when both of Powers and Academy connect directly to I-25?  Both north and south. 
Is this purposed project feasible and easy and conviently done for all involved? Or would the money benefit our community elsewhere? Today 
is the day for this purposed project of Constitution Avenue extension be permanently terminated.

Kindly,

David Daniel

98 1/21/2023 Comment Nancy, Thank you so much for the meeting.  It was beautifully run; you set the tone immediately for a civil discussion.  We’re sorry that no one 
addressed our issues impacting those of us living east of Union.  We hope to attend the next session, and Barb is on the list to speak.

Thanks again,
Mike & Barb



99 1/21/2023 Response Thank you for your response. 

I just drove by Stratton Elementary to attend this meeting and there was no available parking. While I regret not being able to attend, I’m 
thankful there was a large turnout. 

How UNFORTUNATE that the link you included in your email to watch the live meeting  DID NOT WORK. Perhaps you can send me a valid 
link so that I can watch the recorded meeting later.

Cheryl Haver

100 1/21/2023 Comment Hello Nancy,
 
Thank you for your work as a government servant.
 
While you may not have been aware of the situation, there was a very large number of constituents who were locked out and unable to enter 
Stratton Elementary School for the Town Hall Meeting this morning, January 21, 2023. Apparently this was due to a lack of space.
 
Therefore, there was not an accurate picture of how many people are strongly against the proposed extension of Constitution and widening of 
Fillmore. As voters who are actively engaged in serving people in Colorado Springs and as homeowners in one of the neighborhoods where the 
quality of life will be very negatively affected if Constitution is extended, we wanted to let our voices be heard via email since we were unable to 
do so in person. We strongly oppose the proposed extension of Constitution.  
 
We would also like to request that future Town Hall Meetings be held in locations that will offer the space needed to accommodate citizens to 
whom the topics pertain.
 
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
 
Dan and Suzette Kurtz
719-354-6379



101 1/21/2023 Comment
Dear Councilmember Henjum,

I attempted to attend the town hall meeting this morning regarding the east-west mobility study proposal in order to get information in person 
from the city and to hear the questions and concerns of other citizens who would be affected by the proposal.  I was dismayed to find that the 
Stratton Elementary School venue was way too small for the number of people like myself who wanted to attend.  Considering the number of 
neighborhoods that would be impacted by these proposed changes, it seems like this crowd should have been anticipated and a more 
accommodating venue offered.  Standing in line to try and even get in the door, I overheard several conversations speculating that this venue 
was chosen intentionally in order to limit participation and input.  

I went home and attempted to get online to hear the presentation, but by the time I found it, that portion of the program was over. I listened to 
the questions and comments for a while, many expressing my own concerns, but the audio kept cutting out.  I finally gave up.  I understand that 
the presentation will be available online on Monday and I will try again then.  

I wanted you to know how frustrating this all was!

Thank you,

Eleanor Polich

102 1/21/2023 Comment Ms Henhum,
Do you have any idea how many people were turned away from Stratton?
Then, people who went home to watch were late to the meeting if they could even find it.
Please have more respect for the public by choosing appropriate venues and communication.
Joan Ferguson

Sent from my iPhone



103 1/21/2023 Comment Hi Nancy,

Thank you for listening to my neighbors on Saturday at Stratton.

I was able to log onto the meeting but sadly the Microsoft Teams audio was poor at best.

My take away is another meeting will be scheduled to include comment time from other ~ 250 neighbors who were not heard from.

Could you please forward me a link/newsletter/minutes so that I may remain abreast of the situation? I found out about this only after speaking 
with neighbors.

I was thrilled to hear of the city considering a limit to growth. Being a property owner in Boulder is looking way more appealing these days for 
me. Boulder respects the people they have and will support them and their assets. I hope COS could adopt the building code of Boulder. This 
new ReTool is only tooling the people.

Thanks for ALL you have done to make this a better place to live and work.

Many blessing,
Mary Harrow



104 1/21/2023 Comment Ms. Henjum,

I sure hope the feedback given at today’s townhall is taken into serious consideration by the city planning department and this issue to put to 
rest permanently.

I don’t think the city has an East-West mobility issue, especially in regards to access to I25. I think the city has an expansion issue. I don’t think 
city council has planned well to prevent sprawl and give residents travel options that nearly all big cities have. The bus routes in the city are 
terrible. It would take me nearly an hour by bus to get downtown from my house by Wasson High School, whereas I can walk there in 80 
minutes. When walking is only slightly faster than the bus you have to see a problem with that.

I would like to reiterate one of the most important points I heard today, people from the East side of town aren’t lacking access to I25. They 
won’t use a new central access point at Fontenero. If you live east of or near Powers and you need to go north on I25 you access it by taking 
Powers to Woodman or Interquest and those that are going to go south on I25 have access from Powers to the MLK bypass. They won’t utilize 
a central access road to get into the interstate.   It doesn’t make any sense for someone who lives East of Powers to access the interstate by 
driving through the middle of the entire city.

I also don’t see how the road would not directly impact Stratton and Mann schools, and the schools directly on Constitution but further East. 
Certainly it would be more dangerous for kids to be playing directly next to the giant road. And having done school drop off and pick up there 
for the past 12 years I can unequivocally tell you that it would make that an unmitigated nightmare.

I also don’t feel like the scope of the feasibility study is taking neighborhoods east of Union, but still along Constitution, into consideration. 
Constitution isn’t wide enough to handle more traffic. At least twice a day I have to turn onto my street as a left from Constitution and I am 
taking my life in my hands every time I do. The current speed limit on Constitution is a mere suggestion to most people. When you combine 
that and the narrowness of the road, most cars are using half of the turn lane to travel and when I am in the turn lane to turn it is very 
dangerous. The city recently changed the lane configuration for Constitution between Union and Paseo to eliminate a turn lane, the road all the 
way to Academy is just as narrow but is forced to accommodate a turn lane. It was stated in the meeting that there will be no changes to 
Constitution east of Union but the current road will not support increased traffic.

I feel like examining how to fix Filmore and making adjustments to the intersection at Constitution and Circle to accommodate cars going East-
West and West-East would be a better solution.

As I stated in the townhall I do not believe is is right to force the residents of the central and west side of the city to accept diminishing the 
quality of their homes, neighborhoods, communities, schools, and green space to give temporary convenience to East side residents.  The city 
should have managed this better instead of giving into the developers every whim. Your lack of planning does not make it our emergency.

I l k f d t   bli  ti   thi  t i  d t ti  I h    bl  t  i k   th t ill d t  ll iti  th t 



105 1/21/2023 Comment Councilwoman Henjum, 

First of all thank you so very much for holding this town hall. While I don't live directly in the area affected, I do have an interest due to my 
position on the TOPS Working Committee, and being an advocate for mobility and transportation in our city. I participated in the Platte Avenue 
Study as a part of a Citizens Action Committee (CAC), and was very disappointed when the entire project was dropped, but that's another issue 
entirely.

I was present at the meeting until the man in front of me kept stepping back and almost stepped on me, at which time I left and viewed the 
remainder online. Sadly, the majority of people speaking were so far off track and really not "getting it" about what the feasibility study's 
purpose is. We're a quickly growing city, and changes need to be made regardless of how much people fight against them. I'm old, and I'm all 
for progress and change. People who either refuse to understand, or fight anything and everything make me sad and frustrated. The man in line 
next to me going in actually thought we were doing a vote on the project today, and I corrected him.

I live in Springs Canyon, which is at the edge of University Park and I have several clients on the West side, which requires me to drive those 
east-west routes on a regular basis. It's very frustrating (and time consuming) to go from Union Blvd to anything on the West side taking 
Fillmore, Garden of the Gods Road, or Uintah Street. IMO, we as a city definitely need to do SOMETHING to alleviate the congestion. I truly 
hope this effort doesn't go the way of the Platte Avenue Study. Our city is only going to continue to grow, and not all the growth is East of 
Powers.

Again, thank you for your efforts in trying to educate our citizens, which many seem to either completely ignore or fight against. City Council, 
Public Works, and our Transportation team have very tough jobs and I respect what you all do.

One thought - can you perhaps put up a better map that shows people where overpasses are being considered (which now that it was 
mentioned by the Transportation people makes a LOT of sense). That might help some people understand better.

Paula Krantz
TOPS Working Committee Member
719-640-3741



106 1/21/2023 Comment Hi

I received information making me aware that the Constitution Ave extension might be under consideration again. 

I read in the Gazette that this was abandoned in June 2022. 

I am completely against the extension. 

It would go right past Stratton Elementary and Mann Middle School, these schools need investment, not a busy road right next to them. A busy 
highway could incentivize more parents to take their children to schools further away - leading to more driving and traffic. How many local 
children go to these schools and can walk or ride bikes to school? Please support families using local schools where ever you can, it supports 
community and safe neighborhoods.

The amazing Rock Island Trail, which I use 3 times a week for transportation and exercise. I see many people using the trail in all weather, 
going to and from work, walking dogs etc. It is also a wildlife corridor. What does the feasibility study say about misplaced habitat for insects, 
birds and small animals?  
I would prefer to see investment in the Rock Island Trail than see parts of it taken away. All the existing bike trails in Colorado Springs are a 
huge asset to the city and need to be seen as such, with every effort to maintain them.

I imagine you are trying to take congestion away from Filmore or from the smaller residential streets through the old north end. 
Filmore is primarily commercial/business  - could it not be widened from Union to Nevada? 
This could be an opportunity to give that section of Filmore some investment. A lot of working-class family homeowners live in that area 
amongst the industry and need the support and investment in infrastructure over there.

Please send a short reply to let me know you have received this.

Thank you!

-- 
All the best  
Stacey Ebel



107 1/21/2023 Comment I just wanted to extend my thanks  to you for organizing and moderating this meeting. I appreciated your setting the tone by asking us to reflect 
on a moment of gratitude.  For me it was a calming and grounding experience. You managed to control the masses and it was clear that the 
needs of your constituents were paramount. It is a balancing act to meet the needs of so many. Thanks for your efforts. 
Could you clarify something for me please. I thought I heard you say that a vote on the Constitution study was not
singular, but rather would be voted on as a packet of studies/projects.  That makes it sound as if we really had no voice as to what happens 
regarding Constitution because to do so would impact a myriad of other projects. True?
 I also noticed that the notes that appeared on the screen summarizing ones comments did not actually reflect what had been said and were 
rephrased in a manner that actually supported doing a study. Missing were the numerous suggestions to direct the monies reserved for the 
Constitution study towards exploring other solutions such as light rail, continuous flow patterns, etc. that folks would support.  Perhaps posting 
a list of these notes so we could peruse them again would be possible?  Also, it would have 
been helpful if the folks from CS Connect would have outlined and explained what is on the books regarding the expansion of lanes on both 
Fillmore and Nevada as well as the CDOT plan to enhance the Fillmore Interchange  to I-25  in an attempt to alleviate congestion.
All of these will certainly impact traffic congestion possibly making the need for a study of extending Constitution moot. Why are we given 
information in pieces when we need a whole?
Thank you for your time and if I can in some small way be of assistance to you, I am more than willing.
Vikki Smith 



108 1/21/2023 Comment Hello Tim, 
I'm a long time resident of Colorado Springs and am writing to you about the ConnectCOS East-West Mobility Study. I have several concerns 
about the study, chief among them are 

1) Paying for a study increases the likelihood road extension (Constitution Avenue) or road widening (Fillmore) will occur.  

2) The study would focus on automobile traffic mobility (congestion) since no one is concerned with bicycle, foot traffic, etc. mobility or 
congestion.

3) The study name indicates there is a "problem" (automobile congestion) and doing "nothing" about it is anathema to government officials 
elected to "solve problems".

4) This study was rejected six months ago.

5) Proposed "solutions" are in conflict with recent developments in this neighborhood (reducing Templeton Gap to one lane each way with bike 
lanes, reducing Cascade Avenue to one lane each way with bike lanes, reducing Fontanero to one lane each way with bike lanes, converting 
the Rock Island Railroad right of way to a pedestrian and bicycle trail).

My recommendation is to abandon the study and save the money. If a study is to be done it should focus on enhancing this neighborhood for 
long term viability such as pedestrian friendly trails and open space.  

During the pandemic two week shut down the amount of people walking and biking from Union to Monument Valley Park increased 
dramatically. With few cars on the roads families felt safe to walk and bike. Please make it easier for people to get out of their cars, enjoy 
getting where they're going, get some exercise, and help the planet.

Thank you,
Gary Urie



109 1/21/2023 Comment Good Morning -
I was just at the planning meeting at Stratton Elementary for the proposed extension of Constitution Ave through our neighborhood to I-25.  
Actually, the meeting was so full that I was among the 100 or more concerned citizens who were turned away.  
I have to assume that the majority of the citizens who were there were opposed to the project.  I am most definitely opposed to the project.
Please listen to the citizens and do NOT continue with this project.  It's really not feasible or desirable for many reasons:
** The older neighborhoods are an important part of the charm and history of Colorado Springs
** there are already MANY on and off choices relative to I-25, we really do NOT need yet another exit off the highway
** adding this disruptive corridor through the established neighborhoods would increase noise and pollution to an otherwise quiet and beautiful 
family neighborhood
** adding this disruption to the neighborhood would decrease property values - we certainly don't want that!!!
** We already have too much construction in Colorado Springs - the more we pave over areas where flora and fauna reside, the more we cause 
disruption to the natural environment.  We need to live WITH nature, not pave over it.  
** the costs, monetarily and esthetically, are not worth the benefit.
** the neighbors don't want it
I could go on...
Please forward this to those parties in the planning/feasibility committees relative to this project.
thank you,
Janet Carlisle, 2016 n Tejon 80907 

110 1/21/2023 Comment
Me Henjum,

Having gone to the Town Hall Meeting and been turned away due to an overflow in the auditorium, I returned home to watch as was suggested. 
Around 11 the streaming stopped and I am no longer able to view.

This very frustrating morning for me has resulted in frustration and a lack of confidence in the city and this process.

Joan Ferguson



111 1/21/2023 Comment Tom, 
   Good day. I will not attend todays meeting. Going to a 10a Memorial Service and Reception for Rev. Norm Bouchard.
   I look at using an exsisting Railroad, crossing the Creek (future plans to improve-expand Bicycle Bridge/Creek-a joint Park & Rec with Non-
Profit approved plan); its way to close to Monument Valley Park;  closes the possibility of sorely needed future rail system-oh yeah-in a 
HISTORIC NEIGHBORHOOD. I already hear the I-25 traffic(more sound barriers) and it is not close...
   City Planners are ready to sign off on more apartments and home developments for revenue BEFORE thinking about infrastructure. I believe 
it's putting the cart in front of the horse, lack-luster thinking. May be its time for people to hurry up and slow-down.
Grateful,
Linda
On Fri, Jan 20, 2023 at 11:19 AM, Thomas Murawski
<tmurawski@icloud.com> wrote:
Good morning, owner. 

Please study the attached bibliography in preparation for tomorrow’s meeting. 

I’ll speak there about the harm from noise, fumes, lowered home values, and so on. But these are the usual arguments against the expressway. 

I believe a stronger argument involves “induced demand,” a well-researched rule of traffic behavior: adding roads speeds up traffic only 
temporarily. Congestion returns in a handful of years. And for that temporary gain, our neighborhoods would be scarred permanently.

From #4 in the bibliography, "It’s irresponsible of governments to play on this very real frustration [traffic congestion] to get buy-in for 
something that won’t, in fact, offer any lasting change.”
Your vocal support will show reporters and others in the room a groundswell of support for a powerful case against the expressway that 
deserves attention. 
Tom



112 1/21/2023 Comment Mr. Roberts, 

I wanted to take the opportunity to provide my input on the proposed extension of Constitution Ave.to I-25.

I was unable to make the Town Hall meeting today, unfortunately.  However I have three major concerns against the extension and would ask 
you to forward this email to members of the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board.

The proposed extension of Constitution has obviously had a long history, and the citizens and neighbors in harms way of this extension have 
voiced their negative opinions for multiple reasons long and hard, against several efforts (I dare say even going back to the original 
construction of I-25).  I join my concerns with theirs, including home and property values, noise levels, and overall impact to the long time 
neighborhoods involved.

I also wanted to add three concerns from my perspective that maybe have already been highlighted, but I wanted to highlight them to you and 
the Advisory Board.

First, the expense of extending Constitution Avenue is huge, though there's no number or dollar value yet posted for this, but I can certainly say 
it's not an easily affordable project and while we citizens voted to continue the road improvement funding, I don't believe many of us had even 
envisioned that we'd be helping fund such an extravagant and disruptive project.  I would've hoped the City would be looking at other ways to 
enhance/improve the roadways in the city, and not try to completely re-design and destroy what's already part of the city's character.

Secondly, along with the first point, while I understand the need for better traffic flow east-west in this city, rather than a huge expensive project 
and major disruption for neighborhoods and citizens, why is the City not looking at improving the Fillmore corridor.  Adding lanes and fixing the 
Fillmore-I25 interchange (which I think is a mess) would definitely help east-west traffic flow, and if engineered properly, considering traffic 
patterns and needs, would be a much better way to enhance traffic flow without the huge disruption and impact to existing neighborhoods.  I 
would say, too, that looking at improving/expanding the Fillmore corridor would also provide an opportunity to clean up the areas of run-down, 
empty buildings and improve the area overall, while also providing improved traffic.

Thirdly, at this stage in the City's life and history, we should not be, in my opinion, looking to route traffic through the center of the city, and 
instead work to push traffic outward away from the center.  Growth and expansion is obviously going north, east and south, but more efficient 
ways of handling traffic can be designed rather than forcing upheaval in the center of the city which is where we should be avoiding more traffic.  
 The Woodmen enhancements are an example of more thoughtful expansion with budgets, traffic flow, and need all in mind.  I am not a traffic 
engineer, but like anything, if you pull traffic to the middle, it still has to go out from there causing more issues on the I-25 corridor in town.  
With this, I would also say we should be looking forward to the future, and as the City and area grows, we should be considering mass transit 
options and alternatives not only between cities but within our own.  If we're spending huge amounts of money, I believe we should be more 
forward-thinking and be looking to expand better traffic options.



113 1/21/2023 Comment Hi Nancy, 
You did a masterful job of setting the tone for today's meeting at Stratton Elementary. I bet there were 500 people there and I am sure that 
caught you by surprise. You used all of your coaching expertise to make what could have been an out of control bitch session into an orderly, 
productive one. I am proud to have you as our council member!
Best regards,
Bill

PS. My wife Amy asked me to give you a special thank you for recognizing each neighborhood. Very classy and inclusive!

114 1/21/2023 Comment I dressed warm to make it to the town hall meeting this morning only to find that the meeting had reached its capacity and they were not letting 
any more people into the meeting. How many times do we have to let the city know that we do not want a road cut through our neighborhood? 
What we do need in this neighborhood is a place away from traffic and noise to take a walk or ride a bike and enjoy where we live. We do not 
want the city to spend millions of dollars on a feasibility study for an extension of  a road that we will only fight to keep from destroying part of 
our neighborhood that we love. Just because there is some area that does not have any development on it,  does not mean that it has to be 
used to build a road.We will  continue to tell the city no and fight to keep our neighborhood a peaceful place not divided by a major road. You 
need to look elsewhere for the east  and west traffic problem. Carolyn Frazier



115 1/21/2023 Comment Public Works Director Easton,

I am strongly against the oft- proposed extension of Constitution Ave to I25. 

It is only one of several possible  " solutions" to the E/W travel challenges in our city. ( challenges caused by decades of encouraging growth 
without providing a major, non- commercial, NS route to I25 )

Considering  possible extension of Constitution is a waste of your budget. Constitution is the worst possible option as it creates division of a 
neighborhood where there is currently no division! Preservation of close-in, older neighborhoods is vital to thriving downtowns, relatively 
affordable housing and walkability. Platte to Fillmore is currently one long area that is vital to the appeal of Colorado Springs.

Widening Uintah is the second-worst option, as it is bordered by historic residences as is part of our most charming area.

Surely Fillmore makes more sense, from a quality of life and presrvation point of view!

The Gazette quotes you as saying there is a " do nothing" option. where we just acknowledge that ( some area roads) are going to stay 
congested". I was thrilled to see that.

Those who need to travel to/from way out east to I25 in a hurry should be reminded of their many options which are north and south of original 
Colorado Springs: Woodman, Austin Bluffs, Fillmore, and MLK. From those roads one can even easily take 125 to our unique downtown! 

Suburbs have a " feel" that could be anywhere in our nation. What we have left of our historic city core and neighborhoods is a treasure that, 
once gone, is gone forever. Slicing it up, dividing it with expressways that go through rather than around, is poor stewardship of Colorado 
Springs' past and future.

Sincerely,

Shelley Smith

P.S. While I do not live near Constitution,  I frequently drive in the area of downtown to Fillmore and Union and beyond. 

116 1/21/2023 Comment Please abandon the idea of extending Constitution.
Given the city's explosive growth, this would be a temporary fix at best & it would come at a terribly high cost; not just in financial terms but 
also in the loss of one of our last remaining & most treasured historic neighborhoods.
A Uintah or Fillmore plan is a much better idea as that would impact mostly industrial/commercial areas, some of which are outdated or in 
disrepair anyway.
Thank you: Margit Cleland



117 1/21/2023 Comment Completing this plan (turning Constiution into an expressway to Fontenaro) will turn the mortgages of the many new homeowners, most of 
whom are essential workers, upside down. The half of us who retired here did so because we needed a quiet, safe neighborhood. We have 
block parties and street long yard sales. This will be cut in half by a noisy expressway, which will block the only car friendly way I have to enter 
and leave my area. This is one of the few actual communities left in Colorado Springs. Also, two schools are already flanked by busy streets 
and dangerous intersections. This plan will greatly enhance the danger of getting to school by placing a busy expressway right next to the last 
safe side where students are not near the often occurring accidents. PLEASE don't ruin many lives to satisfy developers and growth fans.

T.K. Pagel, PhD (like others, I cannot afford another move in this expensive city).

118 1/21/2023 Comment To whom it may concern, I consider the proposal to extend Constitution Ave beyond Paseo Road to I25 to be a bad idea. The extension would 
not solve current problems.It would exacerbate the current problems by giving the false impression of greater mobility and access. Constitution 
Ave would still be congested, with limited speed and multiple traffic lights, not to mention several schools and churches. I find the proposal of 
the extension even more deceptive in that the eventual plan will be to make Constitution Ave a high speed, limited access route east and west 
through the center of town. Please remove the extension from any future roadwork plans. Thank you, Neal Cleland

119 1/21/2023 Comment I am against the extention.  Instead build a Lightrail system to relieve congestion.

Thank you

John S

120 1/21/2023 Comment Well done. Thanks so much. I’m so grateful having you as the representative for all of us/ for me!!
Gratefully-Lisa Mason

Sent from my iPhone
121 1/21/2023 Comment Hi Nancy, 

Thank you for serving and giving up your Saturday today at Stratton. You were professional and full of grace under fire.

Louise Carlson, biking Grandma 🚴🚴



122 1/21/2023 Comment Councilmember Nancy,
   Good day, I keep meaning to ask, what title you prefer to be addressed as Councilmember, Trustee, Alderman...
   I met a friend at the Reception who had missed the Memorial to attend the meeting this morning. She'd said over 250 people were turned 
away. Happy to hear so many are willing to show up. She also shared it was taped. Hope to catch it tomorrow! 
Grateful, 
Linda Yost
aka Maria-Linda 
2400 Wood Ave HOA

123 1/21/2023 Notificatio
n Request

Add Stacy Poore to the notification list for Constitution please. She would like to attend the next meeting.

124 1/22/2023 Comment What a productive gathering at Stratton. I learned some new info & you did a great facilitating job.

One important correction on the map & perhaps other references: Bonnyville has been spelled wrong. It is NOT “Bonneyville” as the city has it. 
Please fix the inaccuracy!

Thx from a Bonnyville resident,
Nancy Logan



125 1/22/2023 Comment Please forward this letter to the CTAB.

Dear City Leader -

It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my significant opposition to 
this ill-conceived project (project #105).   

I live in a unique historic house at 124 W, Monroe.  Because of this, I was distressed and disappointed to learn this project is still being 
considered.  This project has been proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen 
opposition.   The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital 
projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list.   Why are they now reconsidering?   

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

*             Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets.   In 
fact years ago we were promised a sound barrier between our house and I25.  But the barrier went up on the other side of I25 making the 
sound pollution at our property much, much worse.  The project with make it still worse.  Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will 
dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

*             Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.  

*             Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my 
home.   I believe my property value will  be decreased by far more that 10% because we would be so exposed to the negative impact of the 
plan. This is simply NOT FAIR

*             I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.

*         The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools. Also, 
           Modest Roswell neighborhood would be adversely affecteddd

*          It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the 
proximity of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.



126 1/22/2023 Comment To Whom It May Concern:
 
I am opposed to ConnectCOS Transportation Authority's initiative to create an expressway in what's being called the Union/Constitution 
Expressway.  This is a well developed neighborhood that has kept its standard of living as a welcoming, settled community since the 1960's 
and before.  Given this transportation idea was already apposed when presented by the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority, proposing 
the same plan under a new Authority name only further creates antagonism.  Objections have not changed. 
 
I will be one of the tax paying members of this neighborhood area that will continue to oppose this plan.  I resent two things;  One, there is no 
consideration for the existing structures that are here.  An existing community providing residents with schools, shopping, parks, churches, 
trails and a law abiding, quiet neighborhood.    Two:  The City's new created ConnectCOS transportation plan (new name for same idea)  is 
now trying to push through a plan that has been already rejected.
 
Already there is poor planning without consideration for the neighborhood's opposition, which should have been anticipated.   Why would a 
Colorado Springs City Councilperson, Nancy Henjum, plan a Town Hall Meeting at such a small venue as Stratton School?  I wanted to attend 
this City Hall Meeting.  The turn out was astounding.  Most upsetting is the fact that probably more than a hundred of concerned neighborhood 
and professional persons were turned away and not allowed in the school to attend such a meeting as the meeting area was full.  In my opinion 
this shows a lack of awareness of concerned citizens and professionals in this area.  It diminishes confidence in such Councilpersons as Nancy 
Henjhum who planned to host a Town Hall Meeting apparently ignoring previous objections for this thriving, excellent community.   
 
The argument that an east/west transportation requirement is needed, especially for future transportation planning matters, but those involved 
in proposing this Union/Constitution Expressway Plan route to solve the situation is going to be met with much thorough opposition for this 
earlier proposed plan.    
 
A very concerned home owner resident in this neighborhood,
Margaret E Hunt
2635 Meade Circle    Colorado Springs, Co  80907
rac96@earthlink.net



127 1/22/2023 Comment After hearing citizen comments at the 01-21-23 meeting (which I attended without a preexisting point of view), I am opposed to spending money 
on a study if it includes extending Constitution. With no north-south street access to the extension, neighborhoods would experience only pain 
and no benefit. This would also lead to drivers treating it like a speedway. And as one citizen commented, underpasses inevitably attract 
homeless camps. 

Widening Fillmore might be helpful, but it seems like this would result in many businesses being razed. Plus, the Fillmore/I-25 connection is a 
nightmare. Is there is another way to provide access east of I-25 to the I-25/Fontanero connection that would be less intrusive to 
neighborhoods? Maybe it’s not necessary to have a thoroughfare going all the way across the city.

Thank you for holding this meeting to consider citizen input. I especially appreciated how Nancy Henjum set the tone at the beginning of the 
meeting, which I believe went a long way toward keeping things (mostly) civil.

Cathe Bailie
Colorado Springs resident (but not near Constitution)

128 1/22/2023 Comment Hello Nancy,

As someone who arrived too late to be admitted to Stratton Elementary School this Saturday for the meeting with City Planners regarding the 
Constitution Avenue proposed extension study, let me inform you that the negative sentiment was shared among those in attendance watching 
the Live Streamed Stratton meeting.  There were cheers and applause for one after another intelligent and thoughtful comment AGAINST 
spending money for this unnecessary "study."

I will not repeat the excellent salient points that were made on Saturday AGAINST the Constitution Avenue extension idea—yet again—here it 
comes up like whack a mole!  What can we do to bury this idea once and for all?!  In your opinion, were the city planners listening to those in 
attendance? What is your take on the future of this study?  Do we really need 400 MORE people in attendance to say, once again at yet 
another neighborhood meeting, how and why the extension is a BAD idea?!  And PLEASE PLEASE tell me that you would NOT recommend to 
the City to undertake any more studies (wasted taxpayer money) of the BAD IDEA to extend Constitution Avenue. 

PLEASE, PLEASE represent your district and spread the word for all of us that the Constitution Avenue extension is a BAD IDEA for about 400 
intelligent reasons!

Thank YOU!

My best to you,

Patricia Kule
2322 Wood Avenue
80907
espanol7@msn.com'719-332-3122



129 1/22/2023 Comment Hello, having read today’s Gazette and the quote from Councilman Bill Murray re: Norwood’s “bare knuckle power” and
the “scary” amount of “power Norwood has over this community,” I’m wondering if you can share any communications
from Norwood regarding the Constitution Expressway? It’s obvious that the expressway’s purpose is to accommodate
people and businesses on Powers corridor at the expense of established communities near downtown. Who is in charge
of these plans? Norwood or city government? Thanks for your time and I look forward to your sharing of Norwood’s
interest in the expressway.
Scott Davis

130 1/23/2023 Comment Good day, 
   Perhaps the proponents for the "extention" should consider more than the Political ploy and numbers game of best for those in CoS vs the 
minority it impacts.
   The "better good", portrayed forgets there is a future of getting Americans out of their cars. A viable alternative of a light rail system to 
alleviate has been floated numerous times by private enterprise and our government hated those ideas.  This concept removes a current and 
potential future for progress.
   The impact of Man interfering with Mother Nature, impacting/crossing Monument Creek, rarely bodes well (remembeeing Old Colorado 
City/Manitou Springs "expansion and clean up" on Colorado Ave; floods and massive redesign).
   This newest laying down of more concrete idea interferes with the joint already ongoing project planned by Non-Profit and El Paso Parks and 
Recreation to clean up, update/expand Bicycle Bridge (an exsisting crossing Monument Creek that provides pedestrian access to east-
westsides) for tubing and Kayaking. Again, same area! Colliding projects?!
   The Constellation Expansion plans run at the North tip of Monument Valley Park-I'm talking THE EDGE. Our City Government continues to 
mess with lands donated by our City Founders who's land donations and generosity looked to share and preserve beauty and tranquility-not 
build. The area has an active Railroad and I-25 running along the West and North sides and Uintha to the Southern border. Noise is already a 
factor.
    Has no one noticed all of the main arteries of traffic that currently exist, abutt or feed into the I-25 in this very limited 3-4 mile area Cimmaron 
aka 24, Bijou, Colorado Av., Uintah, Fontanero, Fillmore, Garden of the Gods/Austin Bluffs...)?
   Lastly, the Historic North End Neighborhood (ONEN-HOA). I call it poor and short sighted City planning when over building to grow cities 
does not plan for such dense residential use (apartments, condos, townhouses and homes). It IS City Governments job to Plan and Coordinate 
our future with a 5, 10, 20... year "eyes on the ball". Developers are to pay as they go to aid in required infrastructure. Growth can be 
accountable if managed. We have not been good Stewards.
   DO BETTER; plan now!
Grateful,
Linda Yost
2400 Wood Ave, HOA



131 1/23/2023 Voice 
Comment 

Hi this is Anna Shetha I'm COS resident and currently live more South of town, but heard about the extension- The Constitution Avenue 
extension. Through the Old North End neighborhood. I had grown up in that neighborhood my entire life and I would hate to see that part of the 
City and such a historical gorgeous part of town disrupted. I am against the project, and just wanted to let you know. I know I probably should 
have been at the meeting this weekend but it didn't work out. And if you ahve any questions for me please call me at 719-659-2797 and you 
can just leave me a voicemail. Have a good day. Again its Anna Shetha thanks bye  

132 1/24/2023 Comment I oppose the building of a freeway to extend Constitution Avenue to I-25.  This would disrupt established neighborhoods including Bonnyville 
and the Old North End.  It would increase the air pollution and traffic noise in these areas and likely would decrease the value of houses.  The 
damage to neighborhoods by the construction of freeways is well established from the interstate highways and freeways cities in the past.  Why 
should Colorado Springs damage the inner core to advantage the suburbs?  No matter how many roads are built, it will never be possible to 
provide quick transportation for an ever-spreading population.   

Robert Jones
4758 Julliard Dr
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

133 1/24/2023 Comment I hope that there will be consideration of Circle and constitution be improved and allow Fillmore as an access . East west mobility constitution 
street plan disrupts many homes . 
It will change our quiet neighborhood.
We have the oldest development. 
Many years of poor planning had made an east west access a problem.
Also, bringing Powers to I 25 are better options.
Rose Lohman
rose.lohman@icloud.com 

134 1/24/2023 Comment I would like to add my voice to the long list of people who do not want Constitution Avenue to be extended. This would be a horrible decision 
and would destroy multiple long-time neighborhoods that are very charming and desirable by bringing pollution, noise, and traffic into them, as 
well as significantly dropping their home values. 

Given all the push-back you've already had, it's clear that this is not what the citizens want and I would hope that someone would start listening. 

Please just leave Constitution as is.

Thank you,
Dianne Godwin



135 1/24/2023 Comment Hello, 

I am completely against Projects 105 & 106 on the ConnectCOS project list. The expansion and extension of Constitution Ave would be 
detrimental to our neighborhoods and families. It will bring significant increase in noise, pollution and safety hazards. Additionally, I live right on 
the proposed expansion route, and my house could be drastically affected with this project. I could potentially lose the home I just purchased 
recently, and part of the reason I love this home snd neighborhood so much is because of the rock island trail. I use that trail daily, as I know 
many others do. This would drastically affect the quality of this great neighborhood, and cause a dramatic decrease to the quality of life. 

Thank you.

-Kathryn Yuill
E La Salle St resident
-- 
Kathryn Yuill
US Air Force Band of Mid America, Percussion
Jacobs School of Music, Indiana University, MM
University of Minnesota Twin Cities, BM
(920)475-0664



136 1/24/2023 Comment Ms. Henjum,

My name is Tim Stoecker and I live at 2101 North Royer Street--have done so for 33 years.  Prior to that, 1804 North Wahsatch from 1982 to 
1989.  I'm what you call a semi-native.  Thank you for the town hall meeting.  I was one of the participants that moved over to Horace Mann 
Auditorium to listen to the presentations and question and answers. I, like the majority that attended, am opposed to spending money on the 
feasibility study-thought this was a dead issue.  I can see the appeal to a planner when you look at a map.  And now with Centennial extended 
to the Fontanero exit at I25 -boy,  wouldn't it be nice. 

 I'm glad Centennial is extended as it gives another possible path out of Garden of the Gods area in the event of an emergency.  It also was 
built through undeveloped land.  I drove it  on Saturday after the Town Hall.  One thing that struck me, was a 35mph speed limit.  All I can say 
to that is "Good luck".  In Colorado Springs it seems speed limits are a guide.  Union is 45mph--more like 50 to 60.  Presently on Constitution 
35mph turns into 45mph and higher. I can see the same issue with an extended Constitution.  

The City officials in their presentation mentioned that accidents are occurring due to the further congestion---is this a correlation of congestion/ 
growth, or is it caused by congestion/ lack of East-West thoroughfare.  I think that was an "off the cuff remark"  with no sounding.  He also 
mentioned that he was trying to look twenty years into the future.  If so, leave the rail right of way for perhaps in twenty years light rail might be 
a feasible link from the East to West.  We need to learn from mistakes made in the build more roads as an answer to a problem.  I came to 
Colorado Springs after the Burn's Theater was razed in the name of progress.  I am lucky enough to see  projects like Phantom Canon preserve 
the character of Colorado Springs.

Please don't spend 2 to three million dollars or this study.  Better to spend it on Union Blvd. maintenance or possibly a study on building houses 
in the empty Rustic Hills shopping area. 

When is this item for funds on the City council agenda, as I would like to polity voice my opposition to it.

Thanks,

Tim Stoecker

PS  Noticed that you received your Masters from Loyola in Chicago.  My Dad was born and raised in Englewood prior to World War II.  This 
house he was raised in was removed for the Dan Ryan expressway.  The church his family attended, St. Martins, still stands overlooking the 
Dan Ryan.  I was raised on Long Island, so I have seem what progress can do.     



137 1/24/2023 Comment Evening Mr. Roberts -
We would appreciate your thoughts on the inquiries in this email string as soon as possible.

Thx -
***
Morning Mr. Roberts –
 We look forward to your confirmation of the meeting information below.
 We would also appreciate your thoughts on the specific action that staff will ask CTAB to consider and / or approve regarding the expressway 
project at their February 7 meeting.
 We would appreciate a response back today if feasible.
 
Thanks – ***
Tim,
I live in the Bonneyville neighborhood and I want to voice my strong opposition to the proposed Constitution avenue extension. This project has 
been repeatedly rejected by the people of the city, and it needs to be shut down again. 
Please forward my opposition of this project to the members of the citizen transportation advisory board.

Thank you. 
Good morning Mr. Roberts –
 I would appreciate if you can confirm the details below regarding the next CTAB meeting that will address the proposed Constitution 
Expressway project:
 
CTAB
Tuesday, February 7
5pm
City Hall
 
Thanks!
***

138 1/25/2023 Comment Tim,
I live in the Bonneyville neighborhood and I want to voice my strong opposition to the proposed Constitution avenue extension. This project has 
been repeatedly rejected by the people of the city, and it needs to be shut down again. 
Please forward my opposition of this project to the members of the citizen transportation advisory board.

Thank you.



139 1/25/2023 Comment Dear City Leader -

It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a new resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway,  I was seriously concerned to hear of this project and I would like to express my significant 
opposition to this ill-conceived project (project #105).       

I did not know this project was being considered when we recently spent ~$1M on our new house which would only be ~1 block from the new expressway. If we had know this project was 
even in consideration, we would not have invested in living in the Old North End anywhere near the project. I have wanted nothing more than to be back down in the O.N.E. since moving in 
2018. This neighborhood is such a Colorado Springs landmark, and to ruin it with an expressway that is not necessary is abdominal.      

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

*            I love this historic neighborhood, and can’t imagine it being ruined with a forced in expressway to basically nowhere.

*            I used to live in the neighborhood that would be connected (Audubon) and was never in need of a faster way to the highway, there is already 2 outlets to get to I-25 currently in place.

*            Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets.   Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home 
will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

*            Losing upwards of 10% of my homes value, while already seeing a reduction since our purchase, due to the looming recession, while then making us want to move due to the noise   
 

*            I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods and remove the walkability from the O.N.E to several of the 
new businesses in the Lincoln Center and beyond; I lived through the MLK bypass expansion and watched the shopping centers and local restaurants on Fountain suffer due to that 
expressway

*       The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools. 

*            The city should have considered traffic congestion as it continued and still continues to expand east away from I-25 as it was building those neighborhoods; making the older 
neighborhoods suffer for the new is not the right way to handle the traffic situation – building a circular bypass out east to connect the east to I-25 instead

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this
project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.    

I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic
flows and creative multi-modal opportunities versus pouring more asphalt in our historic
neighborhoods. 

Sincerely,  
***



140 1/26/2023 Response Hi, Tim R. -

Thank you for reaching out.  The HNP has not voted on or published a formal position on the E-W Mobility Feasibility Study.  So, the below 
email does not accurately represent the HNP's position.  Thank you for asking.

ONEN has voted on and published a formal position and they support an East-West Mobility study, but oppose the extension of Constitution.  
ONEN is one of the HNP Board members.  So, that may be what caused the confusion relayed in the below email from the Alliance.

Let me know if you have any further questions.   I have added *** to this email.
*** 
Hi ***,
Does this e-mail accurately represent HNPs position for the E-W Mobility Feasibility Study?
 
Tim Roberts,
Transportation Planning Manager
tim.roberts@coloradosprings.gov
719/385-5481
 
Dear Mr. Roberts: 
 
I am the President of the Historic Preservation Alliance of Colorado Springs. We are a twenty-four year old non-profit advocating and educating 
our fellow citizens on the value of historic preservation. We joined others including the new Historic Neighborhoods Partnership in opposing the 
Constitution Ave. planning and construction items on the Pikes Peak Regional Transportation public meetings. The advocacy was successful 
as Mr. Williams made the motion to remove the items along with street changes to Boulder and Platte. We are amazed and completely 
shocked to see these projects put back onto a proposed slate of transportation initiatives by the City. This feels completely defiant on the part of 
the City and ignores the already evident public opposition to the study and the funding of said project. 
The reasons are both environmental as well as degrading existing historic neighborhoods. Bonneyville’s northern border would be forever 
changed for the worse. Noise is the primary concern as well as air quality. Monument Valley Park is affected and the character of Historic Old 
North End is destined to be degraded further by traffic and noise. Our organization strenuously opposes these items and will advocate for the 
preservation of these threatened neighborhoods. 
We appreciate and understand that cars are a part of everyone’s daily experience. However, existing homeowners are not given enough support 
when projects like this come along. It’s not been demonstrated that this project warrants support from a transportation standpoint. Were there 
overwhelming evidence to the need, it should still be denied as the harm to existing property owners is too great. In closing, please forward our 
letter to the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board. Thank you for your kind assistance.
 Most sincerely, ***

141 1/26/2023 Response Thanks so much! Could you also add that this will negatively affect 5 historic neighborhoods. 
That’s a lot of breaking down community. FIVE neighborhoods! I don’t think there is anywhere else in this city that would
Approve of that!

142 1/29/2023 Comment Please stop the proposed expressway. *** I live in the old North end neighborhood.



143 1/29/2023 Comment
Tim,
 My property is immediately adjacent to the proposed Constitution extension. Naturally, I am opposed to the project for all the same reasons 
given by the speakers at the January 21st meeting. I shouldn’t need to iterate them again. This is my retirement home that I have the bulk of 
my retirement savings invested in and I don’t care to have my property value compromised or the thought of moving.
There are a number of questions I have that weren’t addressed at the meeting.
One of the first is that it appears the city has already decided to go forward with the project as work crews have bulldozed down most of the 
trees in the proposed right-a-way. Is that indicate the city’s decision? Additionally there is a house North and West of Penrose near the 
Cascade bridge in the proposed extension that has recently been raised to the ground. Does that likewise signal an intent on the part of the 
city? I don’t believe I understood what the intent would be concerning cross streets such as Templeton Gap, North Nevada, Cascade and the 
numerous intersecting streets East and West of Union and East of Circle?
Further more it seems questionable to add more traffic to an already crowded I-25 just blocks from existing on and off ramps. It would seem to 
me that streamlining the existing ramps of Uintah and Fillmore might be a better overall approach. Further more, that double cross chicane 
solution at Fillmore and
I-25 hopefully isn’t one of the commission’s better ideas.
I sincerely hope that the Constitution extension dilemma can be resolved in an equitable fashion that doesn’t compromise the surrounding 
property values.
Regards,
***

144 1/29/2023 Comment Elena,
My property is immediately adjacent to the proposed Constitution extension. Naturally, I am opposed to the project for
all the same reasons given by the speakers at the January 21st meeting. I shouldn’t need to iterate them again. This is
my retirement home that I have the bulk of my retirement savings invested in and I don’t care to have my property
value compromised or the thought of moving.
There are a number of questions I have that weren’t addressed at the meeting.
One of the first is that it appears the city has already decided to go forward with the project as work crews have
bulldozed down most of the trees in the proposed right

‐

a

‐

way. Is that indicate the city’s decision? Additionally there is a
house North and West of Penrose near the Cascade bridge in the proposed extension that has recently been raised to
the ground. Does that likewise signal an intent on the part of the city? I don’t believe I understood what the intent
would be concerning cross streets such as Templeton Gap, North Nevada, Cascade and the numerous intersecting
streets East and West of Union and East of Circle?
Further more it seems questionable to add more traffic to an already crowded I

‐

25 just blocks from existing on and off
ramps. It would seem to me that streamlining the existing ramps of Uintah and Fillmore might be a better overall
approach. Further more, that double cross chicane solution at Fillmore and
I

‐

25 hopefully isn’t one of the commission’s better ideas.
I sincerely hope that the Constitution extension dilemma can be resolved in an equitable fashion that doesn’t
compromise the surrounding property values.
Regards,
***



145 1/30/2023 Comment ConnectCOS Project Team

Regarding the Constitution Avenue Extension
I have been a resident of Colorado Springs for over 35 years.  One of the things that brought me here was the biking and outdoor activities it 
provides.  The city forefathers did a nice job preserving some spaces for parks and open spaces which become increasingly critical as the city 
expands.  Some of the jewels of Colorado Springs are the Pikes Peak Greenway trail, The Rock Island Trail (especially going West from 
Templeton gap), and the Cottonwood Creek Trail. What makes these trails special for walking, running, or biking is that they are not next to 
automobile traffic and the resultant pollution and hazards.  Connecting the Rock Island trail to the Pikes Peak Greenway trail would enhance 
the vision and charm of Colorado Springs as being a great place to work, raise a family, and play.  Extending Constitution Avenue would 
detract from our open spaces and all of the above.  Some ideas to improve East west traffic flow would be:

1.       To properly time the traffic signals on Fillmore and Uintah for East and West bound traffic. 
 
2.       Putting overpasses on Austin Bluffs at Nevada Ave. and Academy Blvd.

3.       Making Pikes Peak Ave One Way East bound and Platte Ave one way West Bound.
Re
Regards,
***



146 1/30/2023 Comment Good morning Nancy,
 
I hope you are having a wonderful day today. I would like the following email forwarded to all other Council members too please.

My name is David, and I am a teacher at Harrison High School and a resident of the Bonnieville neighborhood off of North Wahsatch, less than 
one tenth of a mile from the constitution extension that is being proposed. 

I don’t believe the answer is more roads and more cars, but I don’t think something needs to be done about Fillmore. I don’t believe that it a 
“East/West mobility concern” concern either. I read recent study that said that 82% of Colorado Springs residents have a vehicle for primary 
transportation. Isn’t another road eventually just going to become congested like the other roads? We have a bus system that is lacking and no 
rail system at all. Would a more feasible study be to research improving those areas before adding more roads to a city that has plenty? 
 
I have lived off North Wasatch Avenue for 14 months. I moved here from Eatonton, Georgia where the total population is less than 6,500. I 
know traffic when I see it because I’m from a place that has very few traffic lights. I commute on Unitah every single day and Fillmore weekly.  I 
have never once thought Unitah was constrained. I do notice that Fillmore can be congested, but I feel that could be relieved if Fillmore had a 
continuous access to I-25 both North and South without all the traffic lights at the Fillmore and I-25 exchange.
 
Please, let’s keep the greenway space and better connect our trial systems of rock island, shooks run and the trail to America the beautiful 
park. The parks and recreation in my area, bike paths and trails are specific reasons why I bought my home, and why I paid more price per 
square foot.
 
When I look at a map, I see that we have wonderful east west mobility routes already in place that include major roads such as I 25 to 24, 
Unitah, filmore, Austin bluffs parkway, Woodman, and to an certain extent, N. Academy. As well as research parkway and Briargate. Should we 
reasearch turning some of those 5 and six lane roads into a railway system? 
 
The proposed feasibility study is going to cost the city 2-3 million dollars. The question I ask is is the Constitution Avenue extension feasible? Is 
it in a state that is easily and conveniently done? Not just right of way purchase but for the residents and homes of the neighborhoods affected? 
Is it truly a feasible way to solve our transportation needs in the city? Or is it just easy because the city already owns the land?
 
And would it actually be more feasible to use that 2-3 million dollars to improve our already amazing east to west mobility routes, reasearch 
adding a railway to our city and not disturb historic neighborhoods.
 
Today is the day for this purposed project of Constitution Avenue extension be permanently terminated. Let’s look at more responsible ways to 
handle our citizens moving around more effectively and efficiently, not continuing the trend set before us.
 
Ki dl  ***



147 1/30/2023 Comment Dear Mr. Roberts,

I have sent the email below to my City Council representative, Nancy Henjum. Please forward this email to the Transportation Advisory Board. 

As someone who arrived too late to be admitted to Stratton Elementary School this Saturday for the meeting with City Planners regarding the 
Constitution Avenue proposed extension study, let me inform you that the negative sentiment was shared among those in attendance watching 
the Live Streamed Stratton meeting.  There were cheers and applause for one after another intelligent and thoughtful comment AGAINST 
spending money for this unnecessary "study." 

I will not repeat the excellent salient points that were made on Saturday AGAINST the Constitution Avenue extension idea—yet again—here it 
comes up like whack a mole!  What can we do to bury this idea once and for all?!  In your opinion, were the city planners listening to those in 
attendance? What is your take on the future of this study?  Do we really need 400 MORE people in attendance to say, once again at yet 
another neighborhood meeting, how and why the extension is a BAD idea?!  And PLEASE PLEASE tell me that you would NOT recommend to 
the City to undertake any more studies (wasted taxpayer money) of the BAD IDEA to extend Constitution Avenue. 

PLEASE, PLEASE represent your district and spread the word for all of us that the Constitution Avenue extension is a BAD IDEA for about 400 
intelligent reasons!

Thank you,
***



148 1/30/2023 Comment Greetings,

While I appreciate the desire to enhance east to west movement in the city I must express very strong opposition to the notion of connecting 
Constitution Avenue through long established residential neighborhoods to I-25.

This will damage and destroy some of the older and nicest neighborhoods in the city.  The remaining remnants of these neighborhoods will 
experience an unfair burden mostly for the benefit of people who are not residents of these neighborhoods.

Noise and crime are both extremely like to increase.  Property values will unfairly suffer.  This will bring a heightened level of pollution into 
these areas.

This will simply and unfairly cause irreversible harm to these neighborhoods and the people who live there.

Additionally, the idea of expanding Fillmore Street seems farfetched.  The only way to widen Fillmore will be to push the boundaries of the road 
right to the front door of many of the businesses between Union and I-25.  This will also bring additional traffic into the old north end 
communities.  There is already more than enough.

The brilliant redesign of the Fillmore / I-25 overpass has already increased congestion.  At certain times of the day the traffic using the metered 
northbound I-25 on ramp backs up a considerable distance on west bound Fillmore.  This has the additional negative effect of clogging through 
traffic intended to climb the Fillmore hill.

These are not the solutions this city needs.

Regards,
***



149 1/30/2023 Comment Dear ***,
It is our understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into
an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.
As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed
expressway, we would like to express our significant opposition to this ill-conceived
project (project #105).
We were surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This
project has been proposed several times in the past and abandoned due to significant
neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently
proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of
capital projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from
the PPRTA list.
We oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on, at a
minimum, the following:
	 Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore,
Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets. Constructing an expressway
adjacent to our home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.
	 Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, we will also be impacted by exhaust
fumes and other environmental impacts.
	 Multiple sources indicate that we will incur up to a 10% reduction in our property
values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to our home.
	 We are concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route,
it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.
	 The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood
schools.
	 It is our understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument
Valley Park due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the expressway
will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major
negative influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of
this project significantly outweigh the projects benefits. We urge you to direct staff to
remove the project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan permanently.
We encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east -
west traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities, versus pouring more asphalt
in our historic neighborhoods. For example, traffic should be routed around the
city, not directly through the city and neighborhoods that have been established
for 50-100 plus years.
We ask that you please forward this email to CTAB and the Planning
Commission. Thank you for your careful consideration in this matter.

 



150 1/30/2023 Comment Good morning Elena,
I hope you are doing well today. I would like the following email forwarded to other members of the Planning
Commission too please.
My name is *** and I am a teacher at Harrison high school and a resident of the Bonnieville neighborhood off of North
Wahsatch, less than one tenth of a milee from the constitution extension that is being proposed.
When I think about this Avenue extension and I after I heard from many neighbors this morning, and I look back at the
history, the over three decades this project being taken off the agenda, I see that this time around it’s time for this
project to be permanently terminated.
I don’t believe the answer is more roads and more cars. I read recent study that said that 82% of Colorado Springs
residents have a vehicle for primary transportation. Isn’t another road eventually just going to become congested like
the other roads? We have a bus system that is lacking and no rail system. Would a more feasible study be to research
improving those areas before adding more roads to a city that has plenty?
I have lived off North Wasatch for 14 months.
I moved here from Eatonton Georgia where the total population is less than 6,500. I know traffic when I see it because
I’m from a place that has very few traffic lights. I commute on Unitah every single day and Fillmore weekly. I have never
once thought Unitah was constrained. I do notice that Fillmore can be congested but I feel that could be relived if
Fillmore had a continuous access road to I

‐

25 both N and S without all the traffic lights at the Fillmore and I

‐

25
exchange.
Let’s keep the greenway space and better connect our trial systems of rock island, shooks run to America thr beautiful.
The parks and recreation in my area, and bike path and trails are specific reasons why I bought my home, and why I paid
more price per square foot.
When I look at a map, I see that we have wonderful east west mobility routes already in place that include major roads
such as I 25 to 24, Unitah, filmore, Austin bluffs parkway, Woodman, and to an certain extent, N. Academy. As well as
research parkway and Briargate.
2
The proposed feasibility study is going to cost the city 2

‐

3 million dollars. The question I ask is is the Constitution Avenue
extension feasible? Is it in a state that is easily and conveniently done? Not just right of way purchase but for the
residents and homes of the neighborhoods affected? Is it truly a feasible way to solve our transportation needs in the
city?
And would it actually be more feasible to use that two to $3000,000 to improve our already amazing east to west
mobility routes and not disturb historic neighborhoods.
Today is the day for this purposed project of Constitution Avenue extension be permanently terminated. Let’s look at
more responsible ways to handle our citizens moving around more effectively and efficiently.
Kindly, ***



151 1/30/2023 Comment Dear ***,
I recently sent the email below to my City Council representative, Nancy Henjum.
As someone who arrived too late to be admitted to Stratton Elementary School this Saturday for the meeting
with City Planners regarding the Constitution Avenue proposed extension study, let me inform you that the
negative sentiment was shared among those in attendance watching the Live Streamed Stratton
meeting. There were cheers and applause for one after another intelligent and thoughtful comment AGAINST
spending money for this unnecessary "study."
I will not repeat the excellent salient points that were made on Saturday AGAINST the Constitution Avenue
extension idea—yet again—here it comes up like whack a mole! What can we do to bury this idea once and
for all?! In your opinion, were the city planners listening to those in attendance? What is your take on the
future of this study? Do we really need 400 MORE people in attendance to say, once again at yet another
neighborhood meeting, how and why the extension is a BAD idea?! And PLEASE PLEASE tell me that you
would NOT recommend to the City to undertake any more studies (wasted taxpayer money) of the BAD IDEA
to extend Constitution Avenue.
PLEASE, PLEASE represent your district and spread the word for all of us that the Constitution Avenue
extension is a BAD IDEA for about 400 intelligent reasons!
Could you forward this email to the Planning Commission? Thank you so very much!
***

152 1/31/2023 Response Thanks Mr. Roberts for responding back to my emails.

Your proposed ConnectCOS Transportation on the City’s website includes the following for project 105:

“Conduct study to determine the feasibility to extend Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25 as a limited access multi-modal 
roadway while minimizing neighborhood and school impacts”.

If this is no longer accurate, I encourage you to make the change on your website.
***



153 1/31/2023 Comment Enjoyed the update at last month’s informal meeting.  A couple items came to mind that I didn’t see addressed as possible solutions:

1.	Safety is listed as a top consideration throughout the document and the word is used liberally throughout.  I would recommend a section 
that talks specifically to what actions or desired attributes are considered to improve safety.  
2.	Distance is not the only criteria that I look at for means to go East-West in the city.  Time is equally important.  Most GPS navigation 
systems give both options in route determination and seldom is the shortest straight-line route the most expedient.   Our destinations for work 
and pleasure are scattered around or in the city center. East-West connections might be best served by a “beltway” and spoke system.  In 
addition, a beltway or bypass for I-25 might also alleviate center city congestion. 
3.	Technology solutions – Modern technology supports more than we have deployed.  Fixed traffic signals and even traffic signals that shift 
based on time of day do not provide optimum timing to enhance traffic flow.  Signal control systems have provided better solutions than we 
have implemented to date since the 1980s.  Smart Street initiatives as implemented across the country have application here.  With a forward-
looking plan, I would anticipate existing and near-term technologies would play a larger role.
4.	Bike and alternate forms of transportation are included as viable means of work commuting.  This is highly seasonal in our area with trail 
and road conditions hardly safe during the winter months.  Snow removal for bicycle trails and bike lanes are not mentioned and would come 
with a significant expense.

***

154 2/1/2023 Response Appreciate it, thanks.
Regards,
***

155 2/1/2023 Comment Hi, Connect COS folks,
 
Is there a way to comment on the Constitution extension without attending a meeting?  I was among those turned away at the previous 
meeting, and am out of town on Feb 4.
 
Thanks,
***



156 2/2/2023 Comment Good morning, ***. Please forward this email, with its pdf attachment, to members of
the Planning Committee. Thank you!
Project 105 of ConnectCOS reads, “Conduct study to determine the feasibility to extend
Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25 as a limited access multi-modal roadway
while minimizing neighborhood and school impacts.”
While we favor seeking feasible and prudent ways to treat east-west traffic, a Constitution
Avenue extension isn’t one of them.
Our reasoning doesn’t focus on the usual objections such as excessive noise, air pollution and
loss of home values, as important as these are. The most compelling case against the extension
is that it would be ineffective (and very expensive). New roads attract more drivers. People
take more trips and longer ones. They work and shop farther from home. And soon
congestion returns. This has been the consistent finding of traffic research for decades. You
can see for yourself by Googling on “induced demand.”
To ease congestion temporarily, a Constitution Avenue extension would fracture established
neighborhoods permanently.
“You can’t build your way out of congestion,” said Tom Maziarz, chief of planning at the
Connecticut DOT. Entry 4 in the attached bibliography indicts cities that try: "It’s
irresponsible of governments to play on this very real frustration [traffic congestion] to get
buy-in for something that won’t, in fact, offer any lasting change.”
Colorado Springs should abandon naive 1960s thinking and put the extension's route to use as
a greenway. The Legacy Loop bike trail now under construction along the extension's route
would have room to breathe. Beside this higher-speed trail could be meandering paths for
walkers and joggers and benches for residents and visitors to meet. The greenway would
showcase Colorado Springs as a city that prizes neighborhoods over yet another road.
Respectfully,
***



157 2/2/2023 Comment Good morning, Mr. Roberts. Please pass this email, with its pdf attachment, to CTAB members. Thank you! 

Project 105 of ConnectCOS reads, “Conduct study to determine the feasibility to extend Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25 as a 
limited access multi-modal roadway while minimizing neighborhood and school impacts.” 

While we favor seeking feasible and prudent ways to treat east-west traffic, a Constitution Avenue extension isn’t one of them.

Our reasoning doesn’t focus on the usual objections such as excessive noise, air pollution and loss of home values, as important as these are. 
The most compelling case against the extension is that it would be ineffective (and very expensive). New roads attract more drivers. People 
take more trips and longer ones. They work and shop farther from home. And soon congestion returns. This has been the consistent finding of 
traffic research for decades. You can see for yourself by Googling on “induced demand.” 

To ease congestion temporarily, a Constitution Avenue extension would fracture established neighborhoods permanently. 

“You can’t build your way out of congestion,” said Tom Maziarz, chief of planning at the Connecticut DOT. Entry 4 in the attached bibliography 
indicts cities that try: "It’s irresponsible of governments to play on this very real frustration [traffic congestion] to get buy-in for something that 
won’t, in fact, offer any lasting change.”

Colorado Springs should abandon naive 1960s thinking and put the extension's route to use as a greenway. The Legacy Loop bike trail now 
under construction along the extension's route would have room to breathe. Beside this higher-speed trail could be meandering paths for 
walkers and joggers and benches for residents and visitors to meet. The greenway would showcase Colorado Springs as a city that prizes 
neighborhoods over yet another road.

Respectfully,
***

158 2/3/2023 Response What does entered into the record mean?  For example, Who looks at it?  Where is it available?  How does it compare to comments at the 
meetings?



159 2/4/2023 Questions Hello, 

I tried asking my questions online while viewing the town hall, but my internet isn't being cooperative. It seems that many people still aren't 
understanding the concepts being considered, and I did have three questions that resulted from the rumors being spread:

What is the width of the proposed new section of Constitution going to be, compared to the older portions from Paseo east to Academy?

What effect, if any, is the new portion of road going to have on students who walk to Stratton Elementary and Mann Middle School, considering 
that they’re likely utilizing Van Buren street to access the schools?

Are any portions of the existing Constitution Ave from Paseo to Union Blvd going to have their access to Constitution removed?

Thank you,
***

160 2/5/2023 Comment Re:  105
 
This project benefits nobody living in this old and 
historic neighborhood. 
Prop 105 will in fact cause harm to our community and wildlife by dividing this area with a concrete river, which will increase noise and 
pollution. If approved, the project will attract people who drive too fast and run red lights, putting all residents at great risk. 
 
This project will devastate existing green space. 
The noise and pollution will destroy scarce and valuable water runoff area, trees, and brush, all of which are needed now more than ever. It will 
destroy the homes and feeding areas for winged and four-legged animals. It will render the Rock Island bike trail useless.
 
This project will negatively impact the property value and “quiet enjoyment” of the people who live in these areas.
What is the plan to compensate our community members for their loss?
 
Please develop an alternate plan.
The only people who will use this space will be those who do not live in this area. Why was an east/west corridor not built before permitting new 
construction requiring it? Prop 105 is a backwards and dangerous reaction rather than a forward-thinking plan. 
 
I respectfully urge you to not approve of this plan.  

Please forward this to all appropriate members of your organization



161 2/6/2023 Comment Dear Maren, City Council,

I biked the proposed expressway yesterday and I believe it is a waste of money to complete a study on something that will clearly ruin neighborhoods, schools and 
negatively impact Monument Valley Park.  There is no way this project can be built on the current proposed path without eliminating some homes.  

The problems with the expressway have been raised, and they are numerous, none of which requires the expenditure of 2.5 million dollars to discover.
Just a few to point out, there are many more: 

Unsafe travel for children walking to school(s) also the noise will impact both Horace Mann and Stratton, (Not to mention every underpass in this city has people using 
drugs or living there and that is where the children will be walking).

Splits and devalues several neighborhoods, this is affordable housing and probably reflects some of the most diverse neighborhoods in the city.

Pollution increase, to include noise, air and light pollution. 

Destroys quality of life for thousands of residents.

Eliminates a portion of Rock Island Trail.

Negatively impacts wildlife and the paths that they have used historically.

Increased crime including but not limited to dangerous street racing. 

We need to repair the roads that we currently have before we create new roads.  Our current roads are in terrible condition. 

Will not reduce those going through these neighborhoods to get downtown.

Will add traffic to I-25 at a location that is already congested.

Will have a negative effect on additional neighborhoods along Constitution as it will increase traffic all along the road.  

More than one engineer spoke and discussed induced demand and the fact that this is a known issue, thus meaning the new road, while destroying homes, will not 
ultimately help with traffic. 

I am curious if the rest of the city residents are aware of this proposal to spend this kind of money on a "study" that is not needed to show that this project is a terrible idea.
Of course, being a terrible idea, with a terrible result rarely stops government fueled by money from developers.
But, if indeed you intend to represent all of us in this city, hopefully you will take this opportunity to take a stand and not destroy over 1,300 homes and at least 2 schools in 
our community. 
Please remove the expressway idea from any study or any further proposals permanently.
Si l  ***



162 2/6/2023 Reply Thanks so much, Elena, for being very helpful! I’m looking forward to making the case for
removing the Constitution Avenue extension from the ConnectCOS east-west mobility study.
The file supports the most compelling case against the extension: it would be ineffective (and
very expensive). New roads attract more drivers. People take more trips and longer ones. They
work and shop farther from home. And soon congestion returns. This has been the consistent
finding of traffic research for decades. Quoting from some of it in the attached annotated
bibliography:
"If there’s anything that traffic engineers have discovered in the last few decades it’s
that you can’t build your way out of congestion."
"It’s irresponsible of governments to play on this very real frustration [traffic
congestion] to get buy-in for something that won’t, in fact, offer any lasting change.”
I understand that you’ll pass the attached PDF file to the Commissioners by email today.
***

Build a Greenway, not an Expressway
(blue 7tles are hyperlinks)
1. What's Up With That: Building Bigger
Roads Actually Makes Traffic Worse
“The concept is called induced demand,
which is economist-speak for when
increasing the supply of something (like
roads) makes people want that thing even
more. . . . If there’s anything that traffic
engineers have discovered in the last few
decades it’s that you can’t build your way
out of conges7on. . . . The fundamental law
of road conges7on: New roads will create
new drivers, resul7ng in the intensity of
traffic staying the same.”
2. If You Build It, the Cars (and the PolluDon)
Will Come
“A rich body of research shows that the
conges7on reduc7ons associated with road
expansions are short-lived, generally fully
evapora7ng aMer 5 to 10 years of use. On
b l  th  7  b fit  f d



163 2/6/2023 Comment Dear Ms. ***,
Please see the attached document voicing my extreme displeasure of the proposed Constitution Expressway project.
Please forward this to all Planning Commission members.
Sincerely,
***

Dear Planning Commission Member -
It is my understanding that the Planning Commission will consider the ConnectCOS
Transportation Plan at your meeting on February 8, 2023.
As a resident of the Old North End Neighborhood (ONEN), I vehemently oppose the proposed
Constitution Avenue Expressway Project (project #105) from Union Boulevard to Interstate 25.
I am very angry to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been proposed
several times in the past and abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen
opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes Pike Rural
Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed
staff to remove the project from the PPRTA list due to negative neighborhood impacts and
significant opposition. I cannot understand why this ludicrous idea will not die.
I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:
* The ONEN is a nationally recognized historic neighborhood with other significant
neighborhoods in proximity. An expressway project is NOT compatible with this area
and should NEVER be considered again.
* Multiple sources indicate that property values will reduce by up to 10% if the expressway is
constructed through the neighborhood.
* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park
due to legal constraints. However, the proximity of the proposed expressway will
negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.
* I am concerned with the significant negative impacts that will result from ramming this
proposed expressway through our historic neighborhoods.
When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative
influences on our neighborhoods and property values, the negative impacts of this project clearly
outweighs the project benefits.
I implore you to direct staff to remove this project from the ConnectCOS Transportation
Plan.
Sincerely,
***



164 2/7/2023 Comment I have refined my comments based on discussion over the past week.

1.	Safety is listed as a top consideration throughout the document and the word is used liberally throughout.  I would recommend a section 
that talks specifically to what actions or desired attributes are considered to improve safety.   Colorado Springs CSPD reported safety statistics 
are a significant concern.  What are the top safety deficiencies in today’s transportation systems?  What specific changes are being 
proposed/adopted to meaningfully improve safety?
2.	An offshoot to safety is the area of Emergency Evacuation.  This area is currently addressed in the same text as Event Planning.  
Recommend addressing this in its own section.  Local emergencies include Forest Fires, Prairie/Grass Fires, Flash Floods, Tornedoes, severe 
winter storms to name a few.  The main evacuation or avoidance routes can be preplanned and assessed for accuracy in this document for the 
vulnerable areas.  Local access to these main routes can then be executed tailored to the specific emergency in emergency planning center 
documents.
3.	Distance is not the only criteria that I look at for means to go East-West in the city.  Time is equally important.  Most GPS navigation 
systems give both options in route determination and seldom is the shortest straight-line route the most expedient.   Our destinations for work 
and pleasure are scattered around or in the city center. New hub areas are being created outside the central city area.  East-West connections 
might be best served by a “beltway” and spoke system.  Current candidates for East-West flow require roadway modifications in older dense 
residential areas that surround the downtown center.  These solutions will prove to be more expensive than building a “beltway” like the MLK 
Bypass in concept but applied to service more areas of the city.  In addition, a beltway or bypass for I-25 might also be used to alleviate center 
city congestion. 
4.	Technology solutions – Modern technology supports more than we have deployed.  Fixed traffic signals and even traffic signals that shift 
based on time of day do not provide optimum timing to enhance traffic flow.  Signal control systems have provided better solutions than we 
have implemented.  The 1980s provided some viable improvements that have not been implemented here.  Smart Street initiatives as 
implemented across the country have application here.  With a forward-looking plan, I would suggest existing and near-term technologies 
should play a larger role.
5.	Bike and similar alternate forms of transportation are included as viable means of work commuting.  This is highly seasonal in our area with 
trail and road conditions hardly safe during the winter months.  Snow removal for bicycle trails and bike lanes are not mentioned and would 
come with a significant expense.  Established bike lanes don’t melt quickly and tend to collect gravel and sand from road treatment that makes 
travel in these lanes unsafe.

***

165 2/7/2023 Comment Hi Tim,

I briefly caught your instructions during the beginning of this evening's meeting but just in case, I am sending you an e-mail here to note that 
both myself (David Vaillencourt) and partner Alicia Popken, cc'd here, were in attendance if that is needed for the record.

Thank you for your service and for what I felt was a constructive meeting to move the needle forward incrementally on an important topic with a 
diverse set of stakeholder perspectives.
 
Regards,
***



166 2/7/2023 Comment
Hello,
I think I understood that you wanted to register those of us in attendance on Zoom.
I am present at the meeting.
Thank you,
***

167 2/7/2023 Comment ***
both present online (Teams)
***

168 2/7/2023 Comment I am attending. ***



169 2/8/2023 Comment Dear City Leader -
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my significant opposition to 
this ill-conceived project (project #105).       

I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been proposed several times in the past and 
abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes 
Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the 
PPRTA list.       

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets. 
Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.  

* Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.   

* I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.

* The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools, especially Stratton which my children attend.

* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the
proximity of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our neighborhoods and
property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.    

I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities
versus pouring more asphalt in our historic neighborhoods. 
Sincerely   ***



170 2/8/2023 Comment Dear Nancy Henjum and city council members,
 
 I am writing in regards to the proposed study for the bypass/expressway project.  You have now heard responses from your constituents at two meetings and the 
responses you have heard are many, unwavering, and persuasive! 
 
You have all been elected based on promises to listen to your constituents.  Your constituents have now told you that they don’t want this.  I have not heard from many 
actual constituents of this city who are in favor of this which is what causes me to believe that this proposal is coming from somewhere else.
 
The reasons you have heard also include research-based information (meaning the reasons you have heard go beyond emotional ones) including information that other 
cities who have done these kinds of projects have seen negative impacts on their city structures and are now trying to re-renovate the historic neighborhoods they have 
destroyed.
 
The reasons to abandon this project that stand out the most to me are increased crime and the homeless population that will undoubtedly accumulate under the bypass.  I 
am an avid biker and while biking on the trails I have personally witnessed the homeless population under every bridge we have in town.  While biking under them I have 
seen the drugs and unsanitary conditions that go along with it.  I have quit biking on these beautiful trails due to the danger in those areas.  It is a fact that the homeless 
would find that area under the bypass and put at-risk the elementary and middle school children of Stratton and Horace Mann who walk to their schools.
 
One other point is that driving through town the road conditions are already terrible.  There are potholes everywhere that have not been fixed.  With almost every election, 
the city asks for more money to fix our roads claiming that there is not enough money to fix the roads we have.  How can we justify spending 2.5 million dollars on a study 
that we know is a bad idea when we cannot even fix the roads we have!  And after this study will we just see another measure added to the ballot asking for more money 
for our roads!  The answer will be NO!
 
You yourselves have dubbed this area of town as the Historic North End.  It is one of the last historic parts of Colorado Springs left!  My understanding is that there has 
already been a study done on this proposed project.  Where are the results of that study?  And why are we repeating this process?  The only place I know of where traffic 
gets congested it is on Powers.  Why not run an expressway around the outskirts of town to get to I-25?  Running it through the area you are proposing would not improve 
congestion on Powers (or anywhere else) and decreasing time to get to I-25 would be minimal at best.
 
 
The reasons you have heard to put this issue to rest are too numerous to list all of them in this letter!  All I can think of as a reason to continue to consider this is that there 
is a push from developers with deep pockets of neighborhoods in the eastern part of town. I continue to wonder whose pockets are getting lined from these developers and 
what deals are being made under the table that we are not being made aware of.  I also wonder whether these meetings will even make a difference and whether the 
majority of you have already made your decision based on that information that we are unaware of.
 
Please listen to your constituents and remove the idea of this study or any further proposals permanently!
 
***
Retired Colorado Springs teacher of 33 years



171 2/8/2023 Comment Good afternoon City Leaders. 

I am reaching out to voice concerns about the current proposal for the East / West Mobility expanson. While we are in favor of seeking feasible ways to treat east-west 
traffic, we are against the current proposal.

Project 105 of ConnectCOS reads, “Conduct study to determine the feasibility to extend Constitution Avenue from Union Boulevard to I-25 as a limited access multi-modal 
roadway while minimizing neighborhood and school impacts.” 

I have been a Colorado Springs resident for 40 years, and I have been a homeowner on North Prospect Street in Kitty Hawk for 15 years.  If passed. my back gate will 
open directly into this proposed roadway, separated only by a 10 foot alleyway.  I chose not to sell my home when the housing boom hit in 2021 because I love my 
community, my neighbors and my neighborhood. Many of my neighbors grew up in the same home they live in now, purchased from their own parents. 

I was thrilled to learn of the open space trail expansion happening behind my home. We are a family who currently walks to Bon shopping center to do our grocery 
shopping. We use the trail systems in our backyard for biking to downtown and walking our dogs. The deer use this greenway to pass through from the West Side to 
Palmer Park. This roadway will remove every aspect of why we enjoy living in our home. It will force us to purchase a vehicle and drive, contributing to the very same issue 
the city is trying to address.   

It deeply concerns me that feedback and buy in from all directly affected homeowners has not been sought. This proposal in itself devalues my home. Is the city planning 
on financially making homeowners whole?

As a citizen, I would like to ask that a more forward thinking, long term resolution approach be considered.  This roadway is not the solution to the city's traffic concerns. I 
have been very open minded to this proposal as I think through the aspects of what this change would mean for the city, even at the expense of my own home. I would 
even be in favor of a light rail running in this same proposed location. This would be an excellent compromise, as it allows for increased East/West travel, promotes and 
does not negatively affect the neighborhood or greenway.

A focus should be made on areas of long term sustainability, not a single road that will itself be packed and conjested in a short year. 

How is dumping vehicles onto an already overpopulated interstate mid city going to improve travel efficencies? 
How can we improve and promote mass transit, eliminating the need for excessive vehicle travel?
How do we incentivise citizens and employers for using mass transit/ rideshare,etc?
Can we create programs that reward drivers for time of day driving? As an example, some insurances provide discounts for being a safe driver- time of driving is included 
in that safety rating.
How do we improve existing roadways and highways and their entry points- ex: North Powers has no direct connection to I-25, both Uintah and Garden of the Gods have      
 traffic light opportunities.

I respectfully request that the Constitution Avenue Extension project be removed from the plan, and that a moratorium be placed on the project's future consideration. Let's 
figure this out in a way that has sustaining impact on future growth.

 Thank you, ***



172 2/8/2023 Comment Dear City Leader -
It is my understanding that the City is considering expanding Constitution Avenue into an expressway from Union Boulevard to I-25 in the 
ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.

As a resident of the historic neighborhoods that will be adjacent to the proposed expressway, I would like to express my significant opposition to 
this ill-conceived project (project #105).       

I was surprised and disappointed to learn this project is still being considered. This project has been proposed several times in the past and 
abandoned due to significant neighborhood impacts and citizen opposition. The project was most recently proposed in the 2025 – 2034 Pikes 
Pike Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA) list of capital projects and once again, City leaders directed staff to remove the project from the 
PPRTA list.       

I oppose the inclusion of this project in the Transportation Plan based on the following:

* Our area currently suffers from significant noise pollution from I-25, Fillmore, Nevada, Uintah and other busy residential streets. 
Constructing an expressway adjacent to my home will dramatically exacerbate the noise pollution.

* Coupled with an increase in noise pollution, I will also be impacted by exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts.  

* Multiple sources indicate that I will incur up to a 10% reduction in my property values if the expressway is constructed adjacent to my home.   

* I am concerned that by ramming this expressway through the proposed route, it will fracture our historic neighborhoods.

* The expressway will be just steps from several of our local neighborhood schools, especially Stratton which my children attend.

* It is my understanding that the proposed route cannot directly impact Monument Valley Park due to legal constraints.  However, the
proximity of the expressway will negatively impact the enjoyment of the park, trails, and wildlife.

When considering the significant design and construction costs coupled with the major negative influences on our neighborhoods and
property values, the negative impacts of this project significantly outweighs the project benefits. I urge you to direct staff to remove this
project from the ConnectCOS Transportation Plan.    

I encourage staff to focus on improvements to existing roadways to enhance east – west traffic flows and creative multi-modal opportunities
versus pouring more asphalt in our historic neighborhoods. 
Sincerely, ***



173 2/8/2023 Comment
Hello Tim,

This is ***. Thanks for facilitating the CTAB meeting with an option for those of us who couldn’t attend in person. Myself and my neighbor, ***, 
participated via Teams.

***

One question - is it possible to get a written transcription of either of the East-West Town Hall meetings or this one? I have two hearing 
impaired neighbors on my block who are interested. Incidentally I also tried to listen to the first TH recording and had difficulty hearing and 
understanding.

Thank you,
***

174 2/9/2023 Comment Fellow Springs Neighbors,
   None of our Government Urban Developers: CoS Connect, Citizens Traffic Advisory Board, Pikes Peak Regional Transportation, Planning 
Commission or City Council has talked about current alternate Railroad transportation modalities when wanting $2.5 million for a "Study" RE: 
#105, the hotly contested Constitution Corridor Extention. Why not?
   Dropping yet another access to the I-25 at Fontenaro would overload the 4 mile stretch that already bottlenecks with Cimmaron, Bijou, 
Unitha, Fillmore and Garden of the Gods/Austin Bluffs.    Retime our surface streets lights to increase cross City travel; Interstates are for 
distance travel.
   The last study from 20 years ago spent approximately $440,000. and discovered that it was not cost effective then...how can we get out of the 
insanity of our single driver cars and more concrete Night of the Living Dead Nightmare?
   Colorado Springs has unique and diverse neighborhoods expressing different life styles, historical preserved lands and beauty. Do not Pave 
Paradise and Put Up Parking Lots.

Regards,
***

https://www.cpr.org/2021/04/14/amtrak-southwest-chief-front-range-rail-connection/

https://www.cpr.org/2020/08/31/cdot-projection-suggests-a-front-range-train-would-carry-3m-passengers-a-year/



175 Handwritte
n 
Comment

ConnectCOS Project Team 

Ref: Projects 105 and 106 

The proposed extension and expansion of Constitution Avenue will be detrimental to the residents and the general neighborhood. I have 
enjoyed my home and neighborhood for nearly 50 years and the thought of a concrete wall, traffic noise, and pollution from traffic directly 
behind my home; that is if its left standing is devestating to me. My understanding is we would not have direct access to Constitution Avenue 
having to travel under or over bridges adding additional traffic past two schools to get to Union Blvd due to one accident making us travel east 
on Constitution. Now the proposal will stop us getting on to Constitution. Please put yourself in our position. Also, my I ask if all these 
proposals of under passes etc will affect underground waterways? We certanily do not want water redirected as many of our homes have well 
water. Sincerely, ***

176 1/12/2023 Comment
Constitution Avenue Extension

My voice against expressway.
I live two doors from the popsicle
Bridge,by the railroad at the nw
Corner of 2400 Wood Ave
Townhomes.
More traffic noise,already can not
Enjoy patio because of wall on west
Side of I 25,noise reflects east.
More pollution,bad for people
Here and not good for Monument
Valley Park. Our home values will
Drop,no one will want to buy a home
Next to an expressway.
Expressway will be to close to schools.
It will ruin the Monument valley trail.
This will make a bad look for the Old
North neighborhood.
This will help a very few people and destroy much of Colorado Springs.
***

177 2/14/2023 Comment Donelson's idea to make the extension of Constitution into a Greenway for pedestrians and bicycles is a brilliant idea. It will set up the center of 
town as a city of the future, with less reliance on motor vehicles and more safe infrastructure for alternative modes of transportation.

An unrelated comment I'd like to add is that the pedestrian underpass at Austin Bluffs and Union needs some reworking. As it is currently, the 
water drainage from the Templeton Gap spillway flows into the pedestrian path. In the winter, it freezes and creates a dangerous ice slick. It's 
extremely unsafe.



178 2/11/2023 Comment They already have a solution for I25 congestion, they just haven't told you - TWO MORE LANES! 

The I25 Environmental Impact study done by CDOT in 2004 that cleared the expansion to 6 lanes actually proposed 8 - the two additional lanes 
just weren't built at the time. As late as Sept 2022, a project to add two more lanes - intended to be HOV lanes - was in CDOT's Project Pipeline 
plan. It was removed then and replaced by some higher priority things requested by PPRTA. But rest assured, it's still lurking somehwere.

***

179 2/14/2023 Comment Hello Nancy ~ 

Please allow me to provide a few positive reasons in favor of the Constitution Ave extension from my perspective as a homeowner in the 
Bonnyville area. I understand you are not inclined to support the study as it is currently envisioned based on community feedback at the  town 
halls so I'm anxious to see what you decide. I have also sent this information to the members of the Citizen Transportation Advisory Board.

Why I support the Constitution Ave Extension development:

1) Stop the vagrants (homeless men) who wander through my neighborhood streets and alleys at all hours of the day and night. They cross 
from the unattended open space behind LaSalle street to Bonforte Park and Bon Shopping Center at Jackson and N. Wahsatch. I believe a 
high sound wall and paved Rock Island Trail will bring this area back to the people of the neighborhood.
2) Stop a main artery from dead-ending into a residential neighborhood!  The traffic that flows through La Salle and Paseo by people trying to 
get to Nevada will hopefully be cut in half by extending Constitution west.
3) Reduce the very strong marijuana smell and industrial noise from the warehouses between Fillmore and the creek. The sound wall should do 
a good job of that and the nighttime traffic noise will be minimal in comparison.
 4) Upgrades to Stratton Elementary School which will be 70 years old in 2023. I understand there may be an opportunity to make some much 
needed land improvements on this aging site. They deserve it.
5) And most important for this city is a much needed throughway from East to West.

Thank you for your dedication to the city of Colorado Springs.
***



180 2/21/2023 Comment Dear Connect COS, 
I’m taking a moment to write this email to express my concern over the expansion of Constitution linking it to HWY 25. 
My concern is that this short-sighted approach to solving an issue, overcrowding when traveling east west in Colorado Springs, will be partially 
remedied by destroying the solitude and character of historic neighborhoods. 
Studies have shown that putting in an express way will only temporarily relieve congestion and encourage more people to travel this route thus 
leading to increased congestion. 
The residents, however, will have to suffer with increased noise, light and air pollution.
Part of the reason that Fontenaro does not connect from Hwy 25 through the Old North End is that the traffic and congestion would disrupt the 
neighborhood. 
Simply shifting that traffic, a little bit north of the direct route, would have more consequences for the surrounding neighborhoods of the Old 
North End.

We need to see the value in the historic neighborhoods and preserve them.  
Simply easing commute times should not take precedents over the communities that thrive just north of the downtown area. 
There are other avenues that could be worked on to speed up east west travel, namely Filmore and Unitah.  
If these roads were probably addressed and traffic signals properly set to increase flow, east west travel could be improved without sacrificing 
communities. 

Thank you for your consideration of the above matter.
***



181 2/20/2023 Comment Good day, 
   For your consideration as City of Colorado Springs Urban Developers. Stop the insanity of short term goals, see it differently. We ALL live 
here and want to stay.
Regards,
***

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "online@gazette.com" <online@gazette.com>
***
Sent: Sun, Feb 19, 2023 at 9:01 AM
Colorado Springs Gazette	

 
2023 Conservation in the West Poll shows continued desires to protect public lands in face of inflation, water concerns
For 13 years, Lori Weigel, principal of Arvada-based research firm New Bridge Strategy, has been conducting a poll for Colorado College to … 
Read more
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